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information systems they have included a large number of different 
emerging technologies ail with some information bearinghearing con- 
tent. They think this is justifiable because these rapid changes, and in- 
deed the emergence of totally novel (and sometimes unforeseen) tech- 
nologies, mean that conventional !abel sets should not be strictly ap- 
plied. Rather at this stage it is better to stand back and see what 
emerges, and be inclusive in definitions rather than exclusive. 
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Factors Affecting Usage of Web Based 
Learning Tools 

Lisa Seymour 
Irwin Brown 
E Beck 
F Khatree 
L Morley 

Abstract 
Several studies on technology adoption have attempted to develop models, 

such as the technology accepted model, that can be generally applied to any 
technology. Typical web-based learning technologies such as WebCT, however, 
are composed of several distinct tool sets, and student motivations for using 
each may differ, due to the different purposes and characteristics of each tool. In 
this study, a different set of [actors were fbund to affect usage intent of the 
WebCT bulletin board and quiz tool and these differences are discussed. Per- 
ceived usefulness and Perceived ease of use were found to affect student inten- 
tions to use the bulletin board, white Compatibility with learning style; Self eM- 
cacq and Long-term consequences all affected intentions to use the quiz tool. 
The implicatior~s of these findings on designing  he integration of these educa- 
tional technology tools with courses are discussed as well as limitations and fu- 
ture research. 

computer-based Iearning; web-based learning; W ebCT; Bulletin 
board; Quiz tool; TAM; learning environments 
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I Introduction 
iVith the slse of the Internet there has been increased potential for 

nnfom~ation technology to be mtegrated with education Wemet et al. 
(2000) propose that there 1s a current research trend to explore new 
~ n d  varied methods of teaching, and educational institutions now have 
the opportunity to work through ~nfrastructures that support student 
edming both with~n the classroom and outsrde of it Recognised bene- 
st5 of using educational teclmology include increased flexibliity. In- 
teractiv~ty in learning, improved cornmun~cation, accessibility and 
availability (Smgh & Blewett 2003) Over the past decade many orllne 
lcarnlng environments have been developed One of the most success- 
f i ~ l  of these is WebCT (Web Course Tools), which proclaims to be the 
>POI ld's leading provider of e-Leanl~ng solutions for higher education 
~ n d  lists eight South Afncan hlgher educat~on anstltutions as customers 
(WebCT n d ) 

T h ~ s  paper aims to xdentxfy the factors affectmg intentions to use 
"VebCT tools by tertiary level students The WebCT environment has 
."ve illdln to01 sets fiom which courses can be designed 

* r'ourse Content (e.g. Syllabus, Content Module) 
b'omn~unication Tools (e.g. Chat Room, Bulletin Board) 

4 Evaluat~on Tools (e.g Self Test, Quiz Tool) 
Student Tools (e.g. My Progress, My Grades) 
Content Utilities (e.g. Search, Compile) 

Most of the literature reviewed has assessed student react~ons to 
WebCT as a general application and has not reported on drfferenccs m 
:li;er perceptions and usage found between the tools. To overcome this 
~:~cakness, this study looks at two WebCT tools - the WebCT bulletiax 
board. referred to as Discussions within WebCT, and the quiz tool, and 
analyses the dif'i'enng influences on usage intent 

in the following sections, the conceptual background to the study 
will firstly be presented, before the research propositions are outlined. 
I'he research methodology follows and the data analysis and results are 
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then presented. A discussion of the results and implications for future 
research are reported, leading to the conclusion of the paper. 

2 Conceptual Background 
Information technology can be used to facilitate and support the 

learning process, and serve to integrate information. Kendall (200 1 : 1) 
states that 'rapid developments in information and communications 
technology have improved ogpol-tunities for individuals and groups to 
communicate and share information directly with each other through 
community networks.' Knowledge management tools, such as the 
Internet, ~ntranets, course websites and online library databases are in- 
creaslngly being used in course delivery. 

WebCT (Web Course Tools) is an online learning management 
system, which like many similar tools provides educators with a web 
site template into which content is added, and components customised 
to suit the particular course (McClelland 2001). WebCT provides ac- 
cess to k collection of course-related materials, such as syllabus, as- 
signments, readings, lectures, class notes, study guides, selected pa- 
pers, and general announcements' (Benbunan-Fich 2002:96). It pro- 
vides added functionality, with communication tools such as bulletin 
boards and facilities .to serad out e-mail that promote interactivity be- 
tween students, and between the lecturer and students. The bulletin 
board is an area wherein students and lecturers can hold online discus- 
sions and post messages to one another. It can thus be described as in- 
teractive, social, informational, and supportive. 

Within the evaluation module, the quiz tool can be used to post 
tests and surveys online, and has a high level of academic relevance, 
for both revision and testing purposes. in a recent study examining 
WebGT usage, the quiz tool was found to be the most extensively used 
(Knol & Vincent 2002). In contrast, to the bulletin board, it can best be 
described as evaluative, individual, performance-related and in some 
cases, intense. These different characteristics are expected to yield dif- 
ferent motivations for usage intent. 
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In determining what factors influence intentions to use these tools, 
rhis study uses an expanded technology accepted model (TAM) pro- 
posed by Brown (2003). This model combines different models, in- 
cluding TAM and the decomposed theory of planned behaviour (Tay- 
lor & Todd, 1995). The basis of all extended TAM frameworks is that 
user perceptions of a technology are important predictors of user ac- 
ceptance of that technology (Brown 2003). 

In the Brown (2003) study, the expected influences on intentions 
to use the Internet as a learning tool were categorised as cognitive in- 
strumental processes, social influence processes, and perceived behav- 
ioural control factors (See Figure I). 

Cognitive instrumental processes are defined by Venkatesh and 
Davis (2000) as the mental representations that are used in order to de- 
cide whether to adopt a technology. Of these factors, Perceived ease of 
use and Result demonstrability were shown to have little influence on 
usage intent (Brown 2003). However, only Result demonstrability was 
excluded from this study, as Perceived ease of use, was shown to be 
extremely relevant in a prior study that examined WebCT usage 
(Brown 2002). The remaining five factors considered as influences on 
usage in this study are defined as follows: 

Perceived usefulness (PU): The degree to which a person believes 
that using a particular system would enhance his or her learning 
(job) performance (Davis 1989). 
Long-term consequences (LTC): The increased flexibility to 
change work or increased opportunities to do more meaningfiil 
work (Chang & Cheung 200 1). 
Compatibility with learning style (CLS): The degree to which an 
innovation is viewed as being consistent with the existing learn- 
ing styles (adapted from Agarwal & Prasad 1997). 
Perceived ease of use (PEU): The degree to which a person be- 
lieves that using a particular system will be free of effort (Davis 
1989). 

Perceived enjoyment (PE): The perceived degree of enjoyment 
with using a system (Venkatesh 2000). 

Of the social influence factors, Subjective norm, which had no in- 
fluence, was dropped from hrther consideration. The remaining factor, 
Perceived voluntariness, was shown to have a significant effect on us- 
age intent, was retained and is defined as follows: 

Perceived voluntariness (V): The extent to which users perceive 
the adoption decision to be voluntary (Agarwal & Prasad 1997). 

Both perceived behavioural control factors, Self efficacy and Fa- 
cilitating conditions, showed no significant influence on usage intent 
(Brown 2003). However, a previous study by Brown (2002) examining 
WebCT usage specifically, found this category to be important and 
therefore, these factors, defined as follows, were retained for fiirther 
investigation: 

Self efficacy (SE): An individuals' self-confidence in his or her 
ability to use a technology (Venkatesh 2000). 
Facilitating conditions (FC): The availability of external support 
needed to use a technology (Venkatesh 2000). 

" Perceived u ~ f u l n e s r  
" Long term consequences * Factors sfionn to It? 

sratisr~rallv s lpf icant  bv 
" Cornpaobi1 ny with (earning sxy b BI o w  1.3rbU3 ) 

Perceived ease of use 
Result demonstrabiltty 

" Perceived enjoyment 

-- 
SOCIAL INFLUENCE PROCESSES 

Sublzcttve nurm 
* Perceived voluntariness 

PERCEIVED BEHAVIOURAL CONTROL 

Seif efficac.9 
Fac~litatrng condltrons 

Figure 1: Expanded TAM taken from Brown (2003) and modified 
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The dependent variable used in extended TAM frameworks to 
measure technology acceptance, has been either use of the technology 
or intentions to use the technology, or in some cases both (Venkatesh 
& Davis 2000). Chang and Cheung (2001:l) claim that 'intention to 
use a technology is equally important [to usage], not only for promot- 
ing a technology but also for encouraging its voluntary continued use.' 
For this reason, intentions to use rather than actual usage is employed 
as the dependent variable in this study. 

3 Research Pro~ositions 
1 

The above set of factors was selected as there was suffic~ent evi- 
dence to expect that they would influence usage intent of leaning 
tools such as WebCT. The contention of this study, however, is that 
WebCT, and other such learning technologies comprise of a suite of 
tools, and the relative influence of factors on usage intent for each spe- 
cific tool may vary, due to their unique purpose and characteristics. 
Support for this argument comes from Gefen and Straub (2000), who 
found that the effect of perceived ease of use in e-commerce adoption 
varied, depending on whether a web site was to be used for a simple 
enquiry, or for actual purchase of a product. Each of the factors specl- 
fied in Section 2 will be considered in turn, and their expected relative 
influence on the bulletin board and quiz tool respectively will be dis- 
cussed leading to a set of propositions. 

3.1 Perceived Usefulness 

Perceived usehlness has been shown to be central to technology 
adoption across a wide variety of technologies and settings, with few 
exceptions being reported (e.g. Anandarajan el ul. 2002). This con- 
struct has also been described as near-term usefulness, as opposed to 
the long-term usefulness construct (Chang & Cheung 2001). In the 
case of the bulletin board, near-tern usefulness might be more salient 
than for the quiz tool. By posting queries andlor reading items already 
posted to a bulletin board, a learner may be able to acquire information 
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useful for more immediate concerns relating to the subject at hand. 
The quiz tool, on the other hand, might provide a testing environment 
which students would only want to use once they feel prepared enough 
to do so, possibly at a later stage of the learning process. Thus, its use- 
fblness in the near-term is not as salient as the bulletin board. This 
leads to the following proposition: 

Proposition 1: 
Perceived usefulness is a more salient factor for intentions to use the 
bulletin board, rather than the quiz tool. 

3.2 Long- Term Consequences 

For the reasons postulated previously, it is expected that con- 
versely, long-term usefulness, or Long-term consequences of use is 
more salient for the quiz tool, when compared with the bulletin board. 
In addition, technologies such as the quiz tool would be more likely 
associated with passing tests and examinations, which in turn students 
hope, will lead to positive long-term career benefits. 

Proposition 2: 
Long-term consequences qf use is a more salient factor for inten- 
tions to use the quiz tool, as compured to the bulletin board. 

3.3 Compatibility with Learning Style 

The quiz tool is generally associated with testing, and thus may 
evoke feelings of anxiety amongst students. Students who feel they are 
not yet ready to be tested, would most likely shy away from the use of 
such a tool, until such time as they feel prepared. This could lead to 
postponement of use until absolutely necessary. The bulletin board, on 
the other hand is not generally associated with such stress, and would 
be more easily used. As a consequence it is expected that Compatibil- 
ity with learning style would be a major influence for the quiz tools, 
but not so much so for the bulletin board. 

Proposition 3: 
Computibility with learning style is a more salient factor for inten- 
tions to use the quiz tool, us compared to the bulletin board 
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3.4 Perceived Ease of Use 

ciated with testing, and therefore voluntariness may be a more salient 
factor for the quiz tool. 

Perceived ease of use, like Perceived usefulness, has been found in Proposition 6: 

a wide array of settings to be an influence on usage and intentions to Perceived voluntariness is a more salient jactor for intentions to use 

use a technology. A tool that is to be used for social interaction and the quiz tool, as compared to the bulletin board. 

communication (e.g., bulletin board) is more likely to be influenced by 3.7 Self Efficacy 
ease of use than a tool that is task-specific and task-oriented (e.g. quiz 
tool). This follows, as it has been shown that cultures or people that 
are more social and community-oriented, are more likely to use a tool 
based in its perceived ease of use than those who are individualistic 
and task-oriented, whose prime concern is useffilness (Venkatesh & 
Morris 2000, Anandarajan et 01. 2002). 

Proposition 4: 
Perceived ease oj use is u more salient factor for intentions to use 
the hulletzn board, as compared to the quiz tool. 

3.5 Perceived Enjoyment 

Perceived enjoyment has been shown to be closely related to Per- 
ceived ease of use, especially as experience with a technology grows 
(Venkatesh 2000). Thus the arguments that apply to ease of use may 
also apply to enjoyment. Furthermore, given the generally relaxed in- 
formal nature of the bulletin board, its usage is likely to be motivated 
more by perceived enjoyment than the quiz tool. 

Proposition 5: 
Perceived enjoyment is a more sczlient factor jor intentions to use the 
bulletin hoard, as compared to the quiz tool. 

3.6 Perceived Voluntariness 

Perceived voluntariness has been shown to be important for usage 
of learning technologies. Brown (2003), for example, found this factor 
to be a key influence on intentions to use and usage. Where usage of a 
technology is mandated for a course, students are more likely to use it, 
than if usage were left voluntary. It may be expected that quiz tools 
would be used less, if not mandated, due to the possible anxiety asso- 

. -. 

Self efficacy embodies the concept of self-confidence with respect 
to technology use. High leveis of anxiety may reduce self-confidence, 
and thus lead to reluctance to use a technology (Venkatesh & Morris, 
2000). The quiz tool is often used to test student ability, and is more 
likely to be associated with anxiety, and its negative impact on selfef- 
ficacy. Thus, this construct is likely to be more salient for the quiz tool 
as compared to the bulletin board. 

Proposition 7: 
Sdj'eficucy i s  a rnore salient factor for intentions to use the quiz 
tool, as compared to the bulletin board. 

3.8 Facilitating Conditions 

Facilitating conditions are those factors in the environment that 
provide support and assistance with technology usage (Venkatesh, 
2000). Given the interactive nature of the bulletin board, where discus- 
sion postings can be consulted freely, and the tool itself can be used to 
request for assistance, this factor would be more salient for the bulletin 
board. For the quiz tool, on the other hand, students could feel that un- 
der test conditions, the type of support and assistance is very restricted, 
thus facilitating conditions are less relevant to its usage. 

Proposztion 8: 
Facilitating conditions is u more salient factor for intentions to use 
the bulletin board, as compared to the quiz lool. 

4 Research Procedure 
The propositions were tested through a survey taken during a lec- 

ture in a class of first year students at the University of Cape Town 

475 
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who were reading for Commerce degrees, but none of whom were ma- 
jormg in Information Systems. Technically focused Information Sys- 
tems majors were excluded as they could have skewed the data. Not 
connecting the research sample to a specific major allows broader ap- 
plication of the findings. 

The research subjects were speclfied as first year students who had 
completed one semester, in the hope that their background nntluerlces 
would be more pronounced than those of students who had been 
\vithin the university environment for a longer period of tame. This was 
expected to yield more vaned and ~ndividual responses rather than 
more homogenous ones. The students had gained exposure to WebCT 
xn a statistics course in thelr first semester, which was compulsory h r  
all first year Bachelor of Commerce students and had made express 
ase of the WebCT bulletin board and quiz tool. 

The questlomaire used in thls research was based on three ques- 
tionnaires used in studies of technology adoption for leamlng (Brown 
2002, Knol and Vincent 2002, Brown 2003). Additional questions 
dc:rc added to establish some of the demographic variables Each of 
:be lndependent and dependent variables listed in the propositions 
were tested for the WebCT bulletin board and quiz tool respectively 
Other than for Perceived enjoy~nent, the constructs consisted of multi- 
ple items Each item was measured using a seven-point Liked scale, 
ranging fkom Strongly D~sagree (1) to Strongly Agree (7) 

Table - - 1: Respondent Proflle - 

I 
- - - -- 

- 1  - I I Num- Per- I 
I 4 ber 

cenl_- - 

133 55% 
102 42% 

4% -4 172 70% 

- 20: 23 _ - . _. - -- -- - - 59 24% -- -- 

Over 23 8 - 3% -- - 

m e c ~ f y  5 2% 

Factors Aflecting Usage of Web Based Lean~i~tg  Tools 

1 1 0  

Coloured 18% 

Other I Did not spec- 

The students were given a brief explanation of what the research 
entailed, and were then allowed approximately ten minutes to com- 
plete the printed questionnalre. incomplete questionnaires were re- 
jected. The remaining questionnaires were captured into Microsoft Ex- 
cel with values being checked to ensure that they were within range. 

At total of 244 useable responses were obtained, out of a potential 
500 respondents, giving a 49% response rate. Table 1 shows the re- 
spondent profile. About 55% of respondents were female, with the ma- 
jority (70%) under the age of 20. The race classification depicts the di- 
versity of South African culture, with the major groups represented be- 
ing Black (38%), and White (27%). 

4.1 Reliability and Validity Analysis 

Cronbach's alpha was used to test the reliability of the question- 
naire's constructs. in order for a construct to be deemed reliable, it 
should have a Cronbach's alpha value of 0.7 or above (Nunnaly 1978). 
All of the alpha tests on the research constructs gained values above 
0.7, exccpt for Perceived enjoyment which could not be tested, since it 
only consisted of one item (See 'Table 2). 
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Table 2: Reliability Analysis 

Table 3a: Validity Analysis for the bulletin board 

.- ~ .---.-.-..----.---..-..---.p-.----.- --- T ~ u l l e t i n  board Quiz tool 
I Perceived usefulness ,.-- 0.94 

0.88 

'1 Items Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor / Factor Factor 
! / 1 1 2 ! 3 1 5 \ 6  1 7 1  

Number of Items 
8 
5 1 L o ? ~ e ~ _ m ~ c o ! s e ~ e n c e s ~  - + -- - - 

Table 3b: Validity Analysis for the quiz tool 

E m s  Factor / ~ a c t o r l m ~ a c t o r  /   actor-1 

V 3  
SEl  
SE2 
SE3 

-FCI 
FC2 

I-.- I 

3 
-- 4 

1 
3 

3 i 
4 
2 

i Co_mpatibility with learning style 0.90 0.92 

- 

0.04 / 0.16 
0.06 0.16 
0.06 / 0.15 
0.09 1 0 . 1 1  

' PUl  
1 ~ ~ 2  ,.-- 
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Factor analysis was performed on the measurement items to en- 
sure the constructs were valid. Validity is demonstrated when items 
load at greater than 0.4 on their own factor, and less than 0.4 on all 
other factors, using varimax normalised rotation. and assuming an ei- 
genvalue of 1 ,  Seven factors were expected to load for each of the bul- 
letin board and Quiz tool, corresponding to the seven constructs hav- 
ing multiple items. Perceived enjoyment consisted of 1 item only, and 
so was not included in the analysis. 

The factor loadings for the bulletin board grouped as expected, ex- 
cept for item 3 of self efficacy, which cross-loaded with the Perceived 
ease of use construct (value = 0.46). It still loaded higher on its own 
construct (value = 0.7), and so was retained (See Table 3a). 

Factor analysis on the same items for the quiz tool shows that all 
items loaded as expected, with one minor anomaly - Perceived useful- 
ness and Compatibility with learning style loaded on the same factor, 
demonstrating the close relationship between these two. The variance 
inflation factors (VIFs) for these constructs were less than 10, how- 
ever, an indication that tnulticollinearity would not pose a problem 
(Tan & Teo, 2000). . Table 3b shows the results of factor analysis. 

5 Results 
'I'able 4 compares the means between the bulletin board and the 

quiz tool, with regards to prior similar experience, respondent percep- 
tions, and usage intent. 

In terms of years of experience, the bulletin board has on average 
been used for a longer period (1- 2 years), than the quiz tool (about 1 
year). There is little difference in terms of frequency of use (few 

Factors Afft'ctif~g Usuge of Web Based Lcarrzwg Tools 

timeslmonth), and intensity of use (about 5'2 hour per average day). 
Perceptions on average do not dlffer much between thc tools, except in 
the case of Pcrce~vcd voluntarincss, where use oC the bulletin board is 
seen to be slightly Inore voluntary than the quiz tool All other means 
are greater than 4, ~ndicklrii~g positive perceptions. Intentions to use the 
tools are high (both 5 ,  on a scale of 1 to 71, ivhich shows that students 
in general arc apprcciat~ve of the tools. 

Table 4: Descriptive Statist~cs 

1 Bulletin Board Quiz Tool 1 

erce~ved usefulness I L - - --- - - 
I 1 $4- I 11 1 - 4 6  1 11 

Long term consequences 
Compatlbtl~ty w~th  learntng style 
Perce~ved ease of use -- -- - -- - 

5.1 Proj~osition Testing 

In order to test the propositions, multiple linear regression equa- 
tions were created for each tool separately, with independent variables 
regressed onto the dependent variable, intentions to use. The beta coef- 
ficients obtained are shown in Table 5 ,  with the significant values in 
bold. The beta coefficients were then compared to ascertain if the ex- 
pected differences were apparent. This teckique is similar to that used 
by Venkatesh and Morris (2000) in their comparison of technology 
adoption across genders. Propositions were found to be supported if 
the differences between the two tools were significant and in the same 
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direction as that proposed. Table 5 also shows the results of the propo- 
sition analysis. 

For the bulletin board two factors significantly influenced usage 
lntent - Perceived usefulness, and Perceived ease of use. Interestingly, 
these are the same factors that make up the orlginal TAM (Davis 
1989) For the quiz tool. a different set of [actors were significant - 
Long-term consequences, Compatib~lity with learning style, and Self 
cfijcacy 

Comparing the two sets shows that there 1s support for 5 of the ti 
propositions. As proposed, Perceived usefulness (Proposition I )  and 
Perceived ease of' use (Proposition 4) were more salient for the bullet~n 
board, as compared to the quiz tool. Long-term consequences (Propo- 
sitlon 21, Co~npatibility with leanling style (Proposition 3). and Self ef- 
ficacy (Proposition 7) were more salient for the quiz tool, as compared 
to the bulletin board. 

Three factors, Perceived enjoyment, Perceived voluntariness and 
Facilitating conditions were shown to have no significant influence on 
usage intent of either tool. For these factors, no significant differences 
between the two tools were found and therefore no support could be 
found for Propositions 5 ,  6 and 8. 

Table 5: Results of Regress~on A 9 s i s  
---------r---7 

Bulletin I I 

Factors and Propositions 
Quiz tool 1 Proposition 1 

-1 supported? I Beta values , 
Yes - I 

1 
Lona term conseauences Yes 1 

4 Perceived ease of use 1 **0.19 0 13 Yes 1 
I 5 Perce~ved enjoyment 0 02 
6 Perce~ved ----- voluntanness- - __ - -0 01 _ 0 09 No , - - - I - - _ J 
1 7. Self efficacv r 0.08 1 **0.23 1 Yes i 

E'uctors Affecting Usage cij" Wph Based Leanizv~g 7bo1s 

1 8. Facilitating conditions 

6 Discussion and ImpIIcations 

0.08 0.05 I No I 

The results show that for the sample group, the students had posi- 
tive perceptions of and high intentions to use both the bulletin board 
and the quiz tool. The quiz tool is used in summative assessment and 
ther.efore was found by studel-its to be less voluntary than the bulletin 
board. Elowever, other than for Perceived voluntariness, perceptions 
between the two toois did not clil'fer significantly. In contrast, these re- 
sults conf'inn s~gnificantly dicferent irlfluences orr usage intent between 
the two tools. 

Beta values marked in bold were significant as follows: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, p < 0.05 

It is interesting that thc original TAM factors, Perce~ved useful- 
ness and Percenved ease of use, were found to ~nfluence usage inten- 
tions for the bulletin board anti not the quiz tool. The TAM model has 
generally been developed to explaln the adoption of technology m 
work environments. and has been generalised across a wide variety of 
technologies (Venkatesh & Davis 2000). The bulletin board, in like 
manner, is a tool whose use is not restricted only to learning environ- 
ments, but i s  applicable across a wide variety of contexts where elec- 
t ronl~ cnmmun~cations and interaction 1s required. In fact, students 
may use it for purposes other than learning (e.g. socialisation and en- 
tertainment). Thus, this finding is perhaps not surpnsing. 

The quiz tool, on the other hand, is more specifically used for 
learning purposes, and thus the basic TAM model, developed to serve 
as a more general theory of technology adoption. is not entirely ade- 
quate to explain variations in usage intent. In such contexts, as the 
analysis reveals, Compatibility with learning style, Self efficacy and 
Long-term consequences are more important. Compatibility with 
learning style specifically has been found to be the main influence on 
intentions to use the Internet in a degree program (Brown 2003). 

The implications for practice are that in order for educators to mo- 
tivate usage of specif7c tools, they should be aware that "one size does 
not fit all". For the bulletin board, enhancing perceptions of useful- 
ness, and employing mechanisms to enhance perceptions of ease of 
use may well lead to greater usage. For the quiz tool, on the other 
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hand, there needs to be a focus on enhancing compatibility of tool us- 8 eoaefusiora 
age with learning styles and development of self efficacy. Emphasising 

Although much aesearch has keen conducted ofi WekCT usage and 
the positive long-term consequences in terms of improving chances of 

acceptance, few studies ha\e compared the vanoihs tools within the 
success in tests and examinations will also help. 

teclu~ology 'Thr,:,e t i ~ o l ~  i i tc *,~gn~fic iai3tiy .jiCCeict:t I'rorn each other, 

7 Limitations and Future Research ranglng frorn hulletlna boards to quiz tools § o n e  toois are ~aterai:t~vc 
whde otl'lers ale slat~c, rc:~idItirig lit1 each havlr~g unlque purposcs 

The research has been limited to undergraduate students of Corn- r 7 ant1 cslaaractcrrslics. ,b hrs slaif iy fic\ul:d that a di ,c'S't.rer~i set of t'zc'iors aG 
merce, and this may limit generalisation across a wider learning con- fected studcnt rntenlroni to use the bu1tcrlr-r board and the quiz, tool re-. 
text. Future research might therefore involve repeating the study across spcctiveJy, wlrrch dem(,\tastrates thc lrilportance o f  individual learning 
different faculties to ensure that the results are not biased to one disci- tool corasideratloli 
pline, 

Future research might also look at improving on methodological 
weaknesses, such as the use of a single item to measure Perceived en- 
joyment. To improve reliability and validity of measuring instruments 
it is common in social science research to employ multiple items for 
each construct. However, on that score, an unforeseen area of resis- 
tance to the questionnaire came from students' reaction to answering 
multiple items, which they perceived as being repetitive and indistin- 
guishable in some cases. 

Various other factors could also be included in the research frame- 
work. For example, the literature points to level of skill, computer 
anxiety, image and visibility as possible influences on usage intent 
(Brown 2003). These factors may be responsible for variations in re- 
sults not explained by the tested constructs. 

The demographic data can be used to ascertain the effect of cul- 
tural and socio-economic background on adoption of learning tech- 
nologies, so that the tools can be better used to help in dealing with the 
wide student diversity present in many tertiary level programs. 

Finally, other tools present in WebCT such as the chat room and 
calendar can also be compared, to ascertain what factors might moti- 
vate their usage. 

Perceavcd ixsehlness and Pcrce~ved case of use were fburid to af- 
fect usage intent fiir the huflct~n board, while ('ompatihliity wtth learn- 
Lng style, Self efficacy and Long-terrra ccwsequences affected usage in- 
tend [or she cjuiz tool The fir~dings suggcst that dxfferent approaches 
should be used in the mtroduction of each in a course. It may be neces- 
sary for educators to emphas~sc these dlffexences and the advantages, 
appropriateness and relevance c-\f the tools for speafic tasks. 
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The Functionality of a Requirements 
Elicitation Procedure Developed for Process 
Modelling within the Higher Education 
Application Domain 
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Abstract 
Although various application domains use requirements elicitation 

procedures to gather information and model the application domain, only 
a few guidelines mention the impartant characteristics that are essential 
for such procedures. This paper reports on identifiiing a set of character- 
istics for a functional requirements elicitation procedure within the 
higher education domain. 

Introduction 
The internet is no longer a new technology in the higher education 

institution application domain. In a recent report published by Edu- 
cause (Educause 2003) an increase in the number of institutions in the 
USA that use the Internet to provide web-based campus portals was 
reported to have risen from 21.2 percent in 2002 to 28.4 percent in 
2003. Online registration facilities grew from 20.9 percent in 1998 to 
70.9 percent in 2003. The same trend is noticeable in South Africa. 

Traditional higher education institutions that have already incorpo- 
rated e-learning into their curricula often claim to have gained an ad- 
vantage over their competitors because they serve a larger number of 
students. If they wish to retain such an advantage, these institutions 
should continuously convert their existing processes so that they pro- 
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competitors do (Launllard 1991, Hates 2000) However, Ihe mcolpora- 
tlon of e-learning Into the curricula of tradltional hrgher education in- 
stitutlons is a colrlplex task (Luker 2000; Ryan, Scott et al 2000) 'The 
rnalrl reason for dlssatlsfaciion wlt11 e-iearnmg and ~ t s  ofieri ~nefficient 
i~~;piementatlons is similar to those in most appl~cafiola doraralnls where 
slcveiopll~ejits have not beerx succesaf~tlly ~mpiewxrcnted (Pressman 
2ilOCi. Whitten, Rentlcy cr aX 20GI) Retuctaltce to iracori3oratc cfec- 
i;oxzrc inno\dticns ofterr orrgaf:dlt;i$, tn a I;uiure to ~rnrlcrsraxid the appln- 
canon tlorrri~ir~ itciequately S~aci; dn axidcrsiandxng requires an expert 
dplsrecmti'on of all aspeats of c-ieanlxng techa~ologres dnd \ t~aleg~es lf 11 
i s  ti) hc ~ ~ ~ ~ c e s s f i ~ l  

Requjre~r;ents e l i c ~ ~ a t ~ r m  1s a techrt~qne used by cJi~g,jxilzat~ons to 
Jcscrrbc dnd spcc~fy ai l  apy?l~cat-tc~n do~xlaii l t iar~c~us sequitemenls 
ei~cltat~on proceifures arc used h~ gather infbnnataon anal model envl- 
nonnacnts In different 3ppllcaelon idomair~s. In sctf1warc ilcvelopment 
projects, for example, a. number of software reqillretnenls engllaecr-ing 
procedures ;ue UI use (McDcrrr~id 1093, Prc\sman 2800, %-%lckey and 
f > d ~ ' 1 ~  2003), and in rkae field of bus~rress process re-engtnecring, au- 
t h o r ~  such as h v e n p o r t  ( 1  993) and Hammer (1990) describe specral- 
1zcd rc-errguleelmg el~c~tatlon procstltires 111 sofiware and buslness 
cnv~rcsnx~~cnt.; numerous guidelines describe the character~stics of the 
pi oceclure5 concerned. Although recjuirerner~is elic~taf ton procedures 
migf-u theretore seer11 lo be the deal  tools for bulidillig tip an u~ader- 
stand~ng o! the h~gher educatronal donlam, only a very hm~ted ntrmber 
of descriptions of process modelling procedures lor ttus c ~ ~ v ~ r c i n ~ ~ r e ~ l t  
exists, and likewise of the character~stics that a requirements cl~c~tation 
procedure for thls domaln should adhere to (Bsurao, Vrana et al 1998; 
Tart 1999, Cloete, Van der Melwe et al. 2003) 

The aim of our research is to gather infor~nataon on the processes 
~nvolved in creating a learning environment and in modelling the 
workflow between these processes. The objective of this paper is to 
ldentlfy the output characterlstics of a functional requirements elicita- 
tion procedure applicable to the higher education domain. The identifi- 
cation of such a set of characteristics is especially beneficial to re- 
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quirement elicitation procedure developers because it will help them to 
establish a procedure that includes all the important traits that such a 
procedure must possess. The recognition and inclusion of these vital 
traits will lead to the development of improved products in the course 
of re-engineering the current environment to include e-learning tech- 
nologies. This would naturally increase the rate at which such products 
are successfblly deployed and accepted. Researchers may also benefit 
from this paper because they are not only responsible for establishing 
and developing new knowledge that benefits society, but they work 
closely with practitioners to define much-needed standards. 

The next section identifies the context of the paper with regard to 
the modelling of a complex environment, and elaborates on the proce- 
dure followed to establish the characteristics of the requirements elici- 
tation and modelling procedures identified. This is followed by a sec- 
tion describing a requirements elicitation procedure that is applied in a 
higher education environment, and a section showing how this proce- 
dure adheres to the suggested characteristics. The penultimate section 
addresses the issue of the scientific validation of the reported research, 
while the final section makes a few concluding observations. 

Identifying the Characteristics of the Requirements 
Elicitation and the Modelling of Processes 

Modelling a complex environment, such as the changing educa- 
tional domain, involves two main sub-fields, namely requirements 
elicitation and the modelling of the information gathered during the 
requirements elicitation process. Reqltirements elicitation is the sys- 
tematic extraction and inventory of the requirements of a system 
(IEEE 1998). If a requirements elicitation procedure is to be consid- 
ered effective, it should at least produce the initial goal (Rzepka 1989). 
Process modelling presents a technique (comprising several activities) 
that graphically depicts the series of processes that accomplish a pre- 
defined goal (Curtis, Kellner et al. 1992). The process model is the 
structure that represents a group of processes and their relationship to 
one another, which together accomplish a specific goal. These two 
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sub-fields naturally exist w i t h  cyclic methodologies that have the 
aim of developing software or re-engineering current environments 
(Pressman 2000; Hickey and Davis 2003). Our focus, as illustrated in 
Figure 1, is on elicitation and modelling activities. 

erification 

Figure 1: Requirements elicitat~on activities procedure (adapted from (Hickey and Dav~s 
2003)) 

In order to identiiji the required characteristics of an elicitation 
procedure, we conducted a comprehensive literature review of sources 
that referred to characteristics within the field of study and described 
the characteristics of a range of features in requirements elicitation and 
modelling. Twenty-six of these resources mentioned useful character- 
istics. After a number of cycles of identification of characteristics and 
working through references, maturity occurred with fifty-eight identi- 
fied characteristics. 

Table A1 (Appendix A) shows a list of the twenty-six resources (a 
number has been assigned to each for hrther reference). Table A2 
(Appendix A) specifies the list of characteristics that have been identi- 
fied from these references, and includes a column with the correspond- 
ing references to a specific characteristic. 

Although different authors propose different steps in the require- 
ments engineering process, the core of these methodologies always in- 
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cludes (1) a feasibility study, (2) elicitation, (3) modelling, (4) triage, 
(5) verification and (6) cross-phase activities (Macaulay 1996; Som- 
merville and Sawyer 1997; Hickey and Davis 2003). We found that 
some of the characteristics identified as important for requirements 
elicitation actually belonged to other activities such as a feasibility 
stage - and were not relevant to an elicitation stage. By using these 
core steps and categorizing each of the characteristics into one of these 
steps, we ensured that we listed only those characteristics that were 
relevant to our study, namely the requirements elicitation and model- 
ling phase (Appendix A, Table A2). We also merged characteristics 
with the same meaning and so ended up with a total number of fifty 
characteristics. In our last step, we grouped characteristics that natu- 
rally belong together into sub-phases (Appendix A, Table A2). 

For the purpose of this paper, we are interested in only those charac- 
teristics that focus on the elicitation and modelling phases and in the 
ones that are applicable to all phases. Table 1 presents a list of these 
phases with the relevant characteristics identified. Although we appre- 
ciate the importance of the other phases, our focus in this paper will be 
limited to the phases mentioned. 

A Requirements Elicitation Procedure for the Higher 
Education Environment 

We now present an overview of a requirements elicitation proce- 
dure for the purpose of modelling a higher education environment. 
This procedure was developed and tested as part of a research project 
(Cloete, Van der Menve et al. 2003) at the University of South Africa, 
and was also used as the fundamental requirements elicitation tool to 
determine the core and secondary processes at other institutions. The 
procedure consists of five phases. Phase 1 establishes objectives, 
whereas the identification of critical institutional units (Phase 2) and 
the identification of primary processes (Phase 3) help us to understand 
the domain. It is also during Phases 2 and 3 that the developers collect 
stakeholder requirements. 
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Table 1 Ltst of character~st~cs 

-- 

approprlatetechnique - - -- - for thejroblem - - - domain - - - - 

- -- - - -- 

The procedure continues with the organization of the acquired in- 
formation into a high-level process model (Phase 4), which is refined 
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in the final step into several sub-process models (Phase 5). Each of 
these phases will now be described in more detail. 

Phase 1: Establish High-Level Objectives 
In Phase 1 ,  the requirements engineering team, in cooperation with 

stakeholders, compiles a detailed description of the high-level purpose 
of the requirements elicitation exercise. The deliverable of the first 
phase is a descriptive document that acts as a framework for future 
reference and verification purposes. A document of this nature in- 
cludes a short description of the goal(s) as well as a clear specification 
of the required deliverables. 

Phase 2: Identify the Critical Institutional Units 
The objective of the procedure is to identify the critical processes 

in the application domain (i.e. their essential activities and workflow) 
so that the application domain can be understood. The critical proc- 
esses can only be identified from a consideration of different opera- 
tional units within the institution. A unit refers to a working segment 
of the institution that is responsible for specific tasks such as, for ex- 
ample, a financial section, an academic department, a technical divi- 
sion, et cetera. As a first step, all such units within the institution are 
listed. This list is compiled from documentation and diagrams, such as 
organizational charts, or from data gathered using interviews. If e- 
learning is being contemplated, the second step involves extracting 
those units that actively create and present learning environments. The 
units that focus on other aspects of the institution are then labelled as 
support units and are deleted from the unit list. For example, while the 
catering services department prepares food, it has no direct responsi- 
bility the learning environment, and will therefore be removed from 
the unit list. The deliverable of Phase 2 is a list of the critical opera- 
tional units of an institution. 

Phase 3: Identqy Primary Processes 
In the next three phases, the procedure involves a formal approach 

to identify the relevant processes. The procedure distinguishes be- 
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lween primary and support processes In the application doma~n. Pri- 
mary processes are the crit~cal activities responsible for, or involved 
In. the dcsigla and construction of a student's learn~ng environn~e~lt. 
Support processes are those that prov~de sustenance for the primary 
2rocesses and play a secondary roie In accomplish~ng the defined goal 
rhe purposc of Phase 3 IS to adent~fy thc prtniai-y processes In each of 
: tcA cl-it~cal units of the appllcatlon ctornaln The procedure suggests an 
,?ltaai llsl of pnl-uar) processex for the e-iearnlng doma~n that mcludes 
iic regastrat~on proceas (Kk(;ISTI4ATlCdN). clevelopment of course 
- ,~ tena i  (COURSE DEVEI-OPMEN'T). producl~on of course lnaterlal 
ITPIODIJCTION). distributio~~ oC coulse materia: (DIS'TRIBUTIIBN), 
.:rd acodelnlc support ava~labie to the studen[ (ACIITdEMlalC STU- 
PjENT GtIPPOR I') 

The follow~ng steps w ~ l i  expand thc list and vcnfy ~ t s  adequacy 
?;nd con~pleteness 'These steps shc~uld he applied to e a ~ h  of thc inst~tu- 

nal umrs ~dcntlfied In the second phase (compiled into a u n ~ t  Zlst) 
: List and document the most ~rnportant processes of' a par- 

hlcular unit m order to establish the main dut~es w ~ t h ~ n  the ml t  The 
\(:Is shouici hi: on the goals to be ~chleved ~atkler than on whatever 

;~lciivldual lctrvlties nught r e a l ~ ~ e  these goals A general guldclsne 15 
~nclude wh~rt-proce$.,ev rather than hoct-procoisr * A ctkicxr 

, ~ o L ~ \ T  IS goai-orrented In its descrlptlon and explesses the objec- 
+\ve of the particular process. whlie a ~IOM-~I-OL'OJJ 1s ac t~o~~-or~ented  
,ind explains thc part~culars of specific actwittes that will accorn- 
~ i l s h  the specified goal 

2 Categorize each process as being either a .;uppore or a pn- 
maly proccss by using the definitions provtded zarller 

3 Attempt a mapping for each of the newly ~dcntitiecl prmaly 
processes to an Itern on the 1111tlal hst A process ilst ~5 created taom 
items on thc lnlt~al 1st that correspond to prmary processes through 
their mappings, whlle primary proccsses that cannot be mapped are 
added to the process l ~ s t  as new items 

Tlw deliverable of Phase 3 1s a process list. ro~~slsf~ng of set of' the 
identified primary processes, namely. 

The F~r~~ctionulity ofa Regzrir.ertze~~ts Elicitutior7 Procedlrl,ejor Process Modellir~g 

where rrl denotes the total nurnbc~ of processes f o ~  all crrtlcal op- 
erational units 

The procedure recommends that developers should meconsldcr the 
list ~ f '  tllere are more than ten primasy processes ~ncluded sn the list 
Eriksson and Penker (2000) also comment that ~t 1s unusual, even for a 
complex env~lonnlent, to have Inore than ten primary processes 

Pltase 4: k70p2strcicb Bdigh-Level Process iWode1 
T'hs: procedure for construchng a hlgh-level process model em- 

ploys a standard notatton that rncludes the process itself, process re- 
sources and the goal dcscriprlon of the proccss (Eriksson and Penker 
2000) Process rcsources can be erther 1~1p~i t  (1) or o i l t p ~ ~ t  (0) re- 
sources An input resource 1s used to dssrst in the flow of process ac- 
Rlvllies For exa~nple, In a student registratrctn pxocess, the registration 
form (~nput) IS used ;to capture prlruaiy il~formatlon about potentral 
students. An output resoulce 1s the resuirdr~r output of act~\/~ties 111 a 
spcclfjc p~ocess. It inighl 111 tun1 serve as an input resource for another 
ploccss Each process has at least one Input resource and one outpur 
resource that 1s assoc~ated with IC The ilrst step towards construct~ng 
the high-level process iimdcZ 1s to deilnc thc goal, rnjput resources. and 
ouiput resources that are assoc~ated with each ltem on rhe plocess list, 
whrch had been created l n  the prcvlous phase At the end ofthis step. a 
set of all resources for primary processes of thc application cio~nain can 
he described as. 

wit11 n denot~rlg the total number ot'lnput and output resources 
I'he cecond sfcp 1s lo andrcatc thc worliflo\~ between different prl- 

mary processes tlwougb inpur and output resources This task rema~ns 
simple prov~ded that (1 j there are only ci srnail number of primary 

processes to consldes, and (2) thcy can be accompl~shed simply by 
connecting related processes through dlrccted llnes <il l  the process 
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model diagram. However. as the number of primary processes in- 
creases, the degree of complexity in depicting the workflow increases 
proportionately. In such cases, the procedure would indicate that a 
more formal approach to establish relationships between primary proc- 
esses 1s required. 

The objective is to identify the resources that serve as both input and 
output resource for the different processes and then eliminate redun- 
dant resources (those resources that would appear more than once on 
the same process model diagram). To identify these resources, deter- 
rmne the association value (say Tk, ) that a resource R, has with a proc- 
ess Pk (for all j and all k). These association values may be input (Tk, = 

output flk, = 0). or no  association (Tk, = Null). Each Tk, is stored as 
an entry in an association list, which tabulates vertically all processes 
from top to bottom and tabulates horizontally all resources from left to 
right. 

The following steps assist in indicating the work ilow and associa- 
tions between the different processes and as a result describe the high- 
level process model: 
1 .  Fur k = l ..m and j = 1 ..n, describe all the resources in terms of their 

association values with Pk. This is written as a triplet (Pk, R,, Tb). 

(Null values can be ignored.) 

2. For k = 1 ..m, graphically depict Pk on a diagram with its associated 

goal. 

3. For J = l ..n, add the identified resources, R, to the diagram. 

4. Use the set of triplets (identified in I), in particular the third coordi- 

nate, to add directed lines between processes and resources. 

This approach produces a high-level process model for the appli- 
cation domain, as is illustrated in Figure 3. 

knowlcdg~  sludy maienal 

( ~ r )  - _ 

Research 1 \ KFTI.ECTIVE * Docu~~ltnt  
PKODLCTIOh ', c @ ~ l e s  of 

j&),,HStudy rnatcnat 
~atcri.11 IILSEARLII (P,) : 

1- - -,  
- - 1 

- 

, I)EVEI.OPMENT: 
- - _ . .  - i 

7opibvlde ' - -  
lo  a a c a s  a~dde i i i i c  

rturlci,t work \upport 

Figure 3: High-level process model for the h~gher education doma~n 

Phase 5: Refineme~zt 
A complete understanding of thc application domain is depicted 

through a single high-level process model with several smaller sub- 
process models to accomplish the intended goal. The purpose of the re- 
finement phase is to decompose and particularize the individual proc- 
esses in the high-level process model through iterative steps into a set 
of sub-processes or atomic activities. An atomic activity is a process 
that cannot be broken down ~nto  further sub-processes. 

The activities required to depict the sub-models mentioned above 
are similar to those described in the previous phase for the high-level 
process diagram. In summary: 
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1. For each (primary) process, identlfy the set of affiliated sub- 
processes involved in the generation of its output resource(s). For 
each sub-process, define its associated goal, input and output re- 
sources. 

2. Associate the sub-processes with one another through input 
and output resources, as described in Phase 4. 

3. Draw the process model. This model graphically depicts the 
sub-processes and their relationships between one another. 

4. Repeat these steps for each of the identified sub-processes 
until all processes are atomic - or until the requirements engineer- 
ing team decides against hrther refinement. 

The deliverable of this phase is a set of smaller sub-process models 
augmenting the high-level process model. 

How Does the Requirements Elicitation Procedure Ad- 
here to the Characteristics Identified? 

In this section we consider the requirements elicitation procedure 
described above and portray its scientific soundness in terms of the 
characteristics listed in Table 1. Using the characteristics as a starting 
point, we evaluated and rated the requirements elicitation procedure 
with relation to each characteristic by using the following descriptors: 
I ,  Not adhere: The requirements elicitation does not adhere to the 

characteristic at all. 
2. Partially adhere: Some aspects of the requirements elicitation ad- 

here to the characteristic. 
3. Strongly adhere: The requirements elicitation procedure hlly ad- 

heres to the characteristic. 

The result of this rating of the different aspects of the requirements 
elicitation procedure is presented in Table 2. In the first column, we 
list the three phases followed by the sub-phases of each phase. In the 
third column, we include the characteristics identified followed by the 
rating achieved for each characteristic. 

Tlze Ftinctionalit~~ of a Requirements Elicitation Procedure for Process Modelling 

Table 2: Degree to which requirements elicitation procedure adheres to the iden- 
tified characteristics 

I I I I I 

Characteristic 

--automated support for the re-1 -, 
lquirements engineering process 1 
provide standardised ways of d e s c e  

r ] ~ h e  precision of definition of its notation I 

/iterative in nature I 
Documentation /su~oort documentation of reauirements / 

I 

I~aintenance \Procedures for maintaining work products 1 / d l  
/Conflict /Conflict negotiation / d l  
Specification j~e~uirement completeness 

I~eauirement relevance 
= t a t i o n s  during specification of re-i 1 kuirements .I 

'qu~rements 
Requirement accuracy 
Importance of necessity: requirements' 

-- ldocument 
1- - -- -- - - -- 1 
/Level of control over spec~fy~ng require-/ 

I -- Iments 1 

Correctness 4 
during specification of re-1 I .I 
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1 [Boundaries ]Specify constraints I boundaries 1 I 1 41 

\Data gathering isupport -- data gathering techniques I-1 TUu -- -+.-- 

I 

jClient/customer jSupport customerlclient involvement 1 i - 1 4 ,  I 
[Support modelling [Motiva-port modelling 1 - -r - 1- 

Problem analysis 

1 /Model the purpose by describing behav-1 1 1 , 1 
Goal m o d e l k  iour i- --- 
~ i n v o l v e m e n t  Reflect the needs of 

Support analysis 
Degree of understanding of the task and 
nrocess 

IModelling /Model business rules 1 1 1 j 1 
/Support modelling of workflows 
]clarity of business process 

I I 

I 

Model _ s g e m  _ _ _ -  services _ ' , 

stems architecture modelling 

4 
4 

The procedure strongly adhered to the use of standard notation 
and existing process model standards. It also supports a step-by-step 
approach, whch is defined in the original documentation as iterative. 
Because reference is made more than once in the procedure to the out- 
put of a phase as being a set of documentation, it therefore also sup- 
ports the use of documentation of the requirements. 

Within the elicitation phase of the procedure, the procedure sup- 
ports requirement relevance by excluding units and processes that are 
not applicable to the goal and modelling only the primary processes 
that are important in creating a learning environment. Thls goal and 
the limitations are expected in the beginning of the procedure. This in- 
dicates that the developers support the definition of expectations and 
the specification of bounclaries. 

The procedure suggests a systematic method for gathering the kn- 
Jormotion from the different units - information that is correct, neces- 
sary and accurate. The procedure divides the educational environment 
into units for the purpose of gathering information, and uses communi- 
cutioiz techniques to extract whatever information is necessary from 
the employees. 

The goal of the elicitation proccdurc 1s to nnulvse the current envi- 
ronment so that a different developer could, with this information and 
his or her understand~nag of ttae errvlronment, ~dent~fy tavkc arid proc- 
esses wrih~n the educat~onat domain 

Three of the fivo phases In the elrc~tatlox, procedure are concerned 
with the modelling task $lit pr occdure the1 e fore strong1 y adheres to 
the modelling of bltcl,tcrs ftilci,  ~ioui:/io~z and dliferent sewrccr The 
procedure glvsl a rnofii/a/rcjrr f i l  usmg mnodelilng in t h ~ s  appticat~nn 
doma~n axrd alw adheres 16: the prdiporcl by pmduclng the goal. the 
high-level process model, dnd sub-plocess models 

- -i 

eveloped for 
edure il should be possible to use exisbng 1 
ch as existirig Case Tools) to support the 1 
tatlon process 

,Select appropr~ate technique e procedure suggested only one way of gather~ng d 
lfor the orobfern domain n Other techn~ques such as queslonnaires / 

1 22 
" 

- - - -{ ~ ) O I J ~  alsoJe approprjate forthe applicat~on dornatn I 
I 3 ~!/ULG~G cases to describe , NA few resources mentioned this as being important 1 ~ l a t e d  tasks 1 /The procedure d d  not include use cases to describe 1 
1 1  1 bcenar~os Object-oriented notation supports the use / 

1 - _  - - 

JProcedures for maintaining 
;work products 

I 1 
I--- ---- I Conflict negotiation - 

[II Requirement completeness - 
l g i  / X 

I 

e ;to model the -1  
/ ltomers I users 1 burrent business processes, no need analysis is in- ) 

- _ - -  _- - 
I 

atchllecture modell~ng IS included   his id 
, % 

L llill~ / 11mportant du~lng the re-design of current workflows -1 - 
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There are only a small number of characteristics that the procedure 
does 'not adhere to'. Table 3 includes all the characteristics that the 
procedure 'does not adhere to' or "partially adheres to', with a com- 
ment in the last column on each of the ratings. 

One characteristic that needs further investigation is the automated 
support for the requirements engineering process. As we mentioned 
above, it should be possible to use existing tools, such as existing case 
tools, to support the documentation process. Fu~.thermore, although the 
procedure did not specifically mention the importance of maintenance, 
it supports the use of documentation that is easily maintainable. Cloete 
et al. (2003) do not give any guidelines on conflict negotiation al- 
though this is an important characteristic and research into this is nec- 
essary - especially in the educational domain where a diverse group of 
people is involved in development. The remainder of the characteris- 
tics are self-explax~atory. 

'b7alidation of Requirements Elicitation Procedure 
The objective of this work is to identify the characteristics that are 

required to render functional outputs for an elicitation procedure that 
could enable successful e-learning implementations in higher educa- 
t ~ o n  institut~ons. in Section 3, we described the elicitation procedure 
for the application domain that was suggested by Cloete et al. (2003). 
Because of the scarcity of published research. in this domain, we used 
this procedure as a basis for our work. However, scientific validation 
(and possibly augmentation) of the procedure is still necessary if it is 
to be rendered suitable and valid as an instrument that can be used by 
other researchers and practitioners. Such an instrument should be able 
to produce repeatable, usable and effective outputs that could over- 
come those obstacles to requirements elicitation that contribute to in- 
adequate e-learning implementations. 

In attempting to perform such a validation, we conducted a litera- 
ture study over a wide set of application domains where requirements 
elicitation is conducted. We demonstrated earlier how requirements 

elicitation and iX1e si.~l-ascrlracx.~i ~nodeliing procedure are civsely related. 
The literatiire revii,:w prcserlti;:d 1.1s wit11 s list of desirable characteris- 
t ics th;zl the re~~uircnsii:nts c;.IE~.:ira~icii,i 11:1d .i--~cid!ellirrg phascs in gcnerai 
should pirssess. By ibctisslazg t i n  rhc: spscifi~: appiic;triioxi donlain of this 

. . papcr, we also ~:.;tracrl;d a srmll,a:, ah2ili:i;i~etf Iisl o f  t:hus~.ct,errs?ic;: 
c , ,-# Table 4 surnmzx.i;;t.;;s iiiese, lj:;!s l1;i; cjiiici.t;:;{ i:]lzses, an<{ lists .if.ie char-. 

. . . ,- aciCa-istics thar 1 ) : ~  pi.o~<:.<iiir,c :la!iji;.r.::i: ti) l:? :hi: :;[.?i:i;:iic: r ? f r a ~ ~ .  

4:  F'hasc;.~ :!'; reqiiiierc~i.lik i-;:ili;itatil;rl PTIJ:,':~!~!!:, i i ; ! j i l& adj!ere i(j 

i::jen${led :,i~a:~~,r;~!stic:; 
,-...-.- - -.... " ~ m---.-.-.----.--.u-F-.,-,-* "- --i------- ----.- 
iC harasteristie Phase Phase / Phase! Phase Phase ~ 

~ - . . . --  - - . . - . . 1 2 1 3 / $ ! 5 '  . . -+ - . .~ - -, -- - . , 
I IT.., i ,cvrde slar.idariiisecj i ~ a y s  cjF descrihi.; ' , I  

; v , -v 
; pork procJ4cis ,~ ~ ~- , 
; ' L  

1 "! : , ;! he precision a i  defi~it ioi i  of its rioi;;t:ori - -  - ' 1  . +, - . . - - -.- .- . .. - - . -  b I 
- ,  ~ - , j ~  . ---.- .- , 

Process mo(jei siand;lrds -i 

Rq j i re rnen l  relevance "J ; ' I 
. L - . . ~ - - -  - ,.-- ~- - - i :' r ; - !Expectations cii~ring specifi:;alior: a i  re- i , I 

F ilmpofiance of necessity reauirements 2 I ! 
2 I i 

11-eve1 of control over specifying require- 
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X . l i - r ~ ~ z  'I-ablc 3 I! as cicar that d l  the phases 111 the procedure support 
a systelllatac approach It ~Iterat~ve In nature (the procedure is cyci~cal 
and is only compicted after a number of ~terat~ons). In all the phases, 
the ~rtformatlon gathered by the developers is docu~nented Thls ~ndl- 
cates that the procedure supports thc documentation of the require- 

ments and the documentation of the different models. Furtl-re~more,, in 
Phases 3 to 5 ,  a notation used by ~nodeliers in process modelling envi- 
ronments, is prescribed. The characteristic provides stnndarciised wuys 
of' describing work prodtrcts is therefore adhered to. Similarly, the no- 
tation is precise and process model standards are used. 

The only characteristic supported in only one phase of the proce- 
dure is the expectations cluring specification ufrequirernents. This is 
understandable because this characteristic is only applicable to the 
specific phase of the procedure. 

Conclusion 
The main result of this research is a subjective instrument with 

fifty-eight indicators aimed at the higher education domain. We at- 
tempted to retrieve the indicators or characteristics from authors that 
commented on the characteristics of requirements elicitation and mod- 
elling procedures. We also extracted some from domains such as elici- 
tation or modelling within software engineering or within business 
process re-engineering. This is, as far as we know, the first research ef- 
fort that has resulted in an instrument of this nature. 

The potential applications of our research results can be discussed 
from both research and practice perspectives. Researchers may use the 
instrument as a guideline during the development of similar require- 
ments elicitation procedures. Practitioners using procedures that ad- 
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process re-engineering. This is, as far as we know, the first research ef- 
fort that has resulted in an instrument of this nature. 

The p~tential applications of our research results can be discussed 
from both research and practice perspectives. Researchers may use the 
instrument as a guideline during the developinent of similar require- 
ments elicitation procedures. Practitio:sers using procedures that ad- 
here to a set of clearly defineti characteristics can do so with the 
knowledge tllit~t the procedure is well-defined, and that it adhere5 to 
standards that are used In different application domains. 

In further work, we plan to use the instrument to see how other re- 
quirements elicitation procedures within the educational domain ad- 
here to the suggested indicators, According to various sources 
(Finkelstein, Ryan et al. 1996; bfilaiden and Ncube 1998) we shall in 
future see the developmel~t of reference models for specifying re- 
quirements. If this is so, the e f f o ~  involved in developing requirements 
models such as ours from scratch will be reduced. This will help move 
many projects from being creative design to being typical design, and 
wit1 facilitate the selection of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) soft- 
ware. Furthers research into this donlain is also necessary in education 
studies. 

We wish to thank Dr Elsabe Cloete for her valuable contribution 
to earlier research leading to this paper, Also thank you to Prof. Remzi 
Seker who made valuable comments during the development of the re- 
quirements elicitation procedure. The work reported on in this article 
is based partly on work sponsored by a grant from the National Re- 
search Foundation of South Africa under Grant Number GUN: 
2053850. 

Appendix A 

1 Number +- - -- - - -- -- 
Macaula 1996 I 2 [Madhavji, Hoitle et al 1994 -- 

4 3 (Goodrich and Oilman 19901 - - LEman and Madhavjl 1995 

L (Dawson 1991) , 
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~ ~ ~ ~.. , . - . - . . . ... .. - -- - .- . - ... .. -- - - 

,- 7 iQ~is1993i .iiiiii-- c G ~~P_ 'S~E! !PL- -~  1 
i 9 1Basili and Wsiss 1981) i 10 (FarbRv1990\ -i . . - . . .  

- ~- ... +-_ .. _ :L - - Z _ L  ~ . ~ .  - . --. 

12 use~beh and Easterbrook 2000) I - L .  5 . .  . _  - . .  . 
@aid!? aoe!!~ lE1. . .. I .  . !5 S@nson!!!3 - . _ i 

20 (Vilier and Sammewille 79991 .iSE~~>k-a>!22wri3i 1S_71--. ! -:- .-.-.A . -. . --- _-_. . 

7.' ' ? i ~ ~ n r o ~ i ~ s  and Ksvskli 1995) 1 'YL 1937) 
, , . . - _ I  - ~ L - . . . L  I I.II 22 i.-~ _ i 

25 !Greenspan and Feblcwitl: 13932 ;24 (p3~$g!g&arn3vdoerde @t.>?a;-lj9Q-~ L. .. - - .L . ~ 

26 ! L ~ P s w ~ P ~ ~ &  2001) j 26 l'ioii~~ 2002 ,_..--*_ L * _ _ L L .  A .  - 1  --------.--"-m-- i 

- , - - - ~ , ~ ~ ~ - ~ . - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - = " ~ ~ - ~ - ' - - - . - -  

Phaatl Sub-phase Chnrsa&rrisstic ",".if Rehnncss 
-.-. ~ ~ "" - . - 

Provide autom@tsd niuppo~ far the 
4li phases Automated support requirements enginwring process 8 1 2 8  10 11 17 1926 

Provide rbndrdlrd ways of ale 
Standards sedbing work product$ 6 12111926 

The precision of definition of its notia- 
tion i 1119 
Process model standards 7 461f2192025 

Appropriate tech-SelM appropriate technique for the 
niques probkm domain 6 212131916 

Use of use cases to describe related 
bsks 4 75 26 1926 
Suppart a sy~tematk stepbpatep 
approach 3 ! I 9 2 6  
Golutlons can easily be modi8ed and 
are iterative 3 21726 
Support documentation of require. 

Documentation ments 4 1101926 
Provide procedures for meln@lnlng 

Maintenance work products 1 1  
Conflict Conflict negotiation 1 19 

Feasibility Goal Description Define the goal of the modelling 4 3222425 
Management in- 
vdvement Management consent with solution 2 2 11 

Management attitude towards change 2 9 19 
Feasibility Support feasiblilty studies 6 12411 1719 

Predlctlons about the system 1 3  
Scope for integration with existing 
systems 1 11 
Scooe for evolution 1 11 

The Functionality of a Requirements Elicitation Procedure for Process Modelling 

Requirement relevance 4 231826 
Expectatlons during specdication of 
requirements 4 3421 26 
Correctneae 4 611 1718 
Communication during specification of 
requirements 3 31126 
Requirement accuracy 2 326 
Importance of neceesb: requirements 
document 2 626 
Level of control over specifying re- . - 
qurements 1 3  

Constraints I 
Boundaries Specify conatralnb I bounderlor 5 211 121926 
ProMem analysis Support enalyrls 7 121112192526 

Degree of undentandlng of the task 
and proceus 3 2314 

Use data gathering 
techniques Support data gathering Whnlqum 4 2 12 19 26 
Client involvement Support curtomerlclient Involvemen_t_ 2 3 26 
Motivation for mod- 1 2 3 7 11 12 17 19 

Modelling elling Support modelilng 11 202526 
Model the p u p w e  by describing be- 

Goal modelling havlour 2 21 26 
Reflect the needs of customen I us- 

User involvement e n  5 2411 1726 
Model environment Model burinerrs ruler 3 23 25 26 

Support modelling of worklkwr 3 22325 
Clarity of business p r o m s  2 418 
Model system servieee 2 23 25 
systems architecture modelling 1 19 
Su~oort artlculatlon I coherence of the 

Triage prdduct concept 3 11218 
id of Measurement Provide ways of araesdng the quality 

Verification tools of work products 6 129171826 
EnaMe Identification of rneaaurer of 
the requirements engineenrg process 4 1 2 18 26 
Support descriptions of product effec- 
tiveness 2 14  

Measures Qualtty of the product 1 4  
Process effsctlveneur 1 5  
Cycle time 1 5  
Trace.ability I 18 

Cost-benefit Do cost-benefii analysis of options 8 1 4 5 6 7 8 10 17 Userlcustomer satisfaction 5 24911 17 

Requirements Requirements maturity (number of 
Elicitation Specification Requirement completen~s 5 34181926 changes made 3 4910 
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Role of Culture in the Adoption of Web- 
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Introduction 
Web-based learning technologies are now more or less pervasive 

in higher education institutions, but in many instances they are not 
used to their full potential. There may be many reasons for this, in- 
cluding inadequate technology skills on the part of lecturers, increa- 
sed workload as a result of implementing such tools, and difficulties 
with integrating the technology into traditional teaching approaches 
(Singh & Blewett, 2004). Many studies have examined the issues of 
adoption from the perspective of the academic staff, with fewer exa- 
mining the impact of student perceptions on acceptance (Grandon et 
al., 2005). In this study, a student-centred perspective is therefore ta- 
ken, whereby students' perceptions of web-based learning technolo- 
gy are solicited, and how these influence usage is determined. The 
impact of cultural values on this process is furthermore elucidated. 

To assess the factors influencing usage, the well-known techno- 
logy acceptance model (TAM) is employed (Lee et al. 2003), whilst 
to assess culture the equally well-known Hofstede (1980) dimensions 
are used. The effect of culture is examined by employing a statistical 
technique known as cluster analysis (Segars & Grover, 1999). Cluster 
analysis allows groups (in this case cultural groups) to be formed on 
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the basis of multiple criteria (the cultural dimensions), and in the pro- 
cess differences within groups are minimised whilst differences bet- 
ween groups are maximised. 

In the next section, web-based learning technologies, technology 
adoption, and culture are discussed. This leads to the development of 
hypotheses, before the research procedure is outlined. The data is 
then analysed, and the results reported. Following this is a discussion 
on the implications of the findings, before ideas for fkture research 
&re suggested and the paper concluded. 

Conceptual Background 
The theoretical foundatlons of this study are web-based learnrng 

;eciulologies, technology adoption (TAM specifically), and cul l re ,  
~espectively. This section will therefore briefly examine past litera- 
+ure and research in these areas, as well as their relevance to the 
jouth African context. 

FYeQ-Based Learning Technologies 

'I'here exists a wide variety of web-based learning tools that 
make use of Internet technologies to enable and enhance the teachng 
and learning process (Mioduser et al., 2000). One such tool is 
WebCT (Web Course Tools). This is a course management web- 
based tool that was developed for academic purposes at the IJniversi- 
ly of Brit~sh Columbia, and IS now used at educational institutions 
across the globe (Wernet et al., 2000). The tools enable educators to 
develop and maintain a structured web site that can be used for an en- 
firely online web-based course or to supplement classroom-based ac- 
tivities (McClelland, 2001). A typical WebCT site in general may 
have four main modules: 

0 Course Material module (e.g., course syllabus template, 
course contents) 

(r Communication Tools (e.g., bulletin board, chat room, 
email, and whlteboard) 

Cluster Ar~ulysisfor Irrvestigatrt~g the Role of Cirlt~lre irt Learning Tools Adoption 

Evaluation Tools (e.g. quizz, self-tests, assignments, re- 
sults) 

* Study Tools (e.g. student web pages, presentations) 

This tool could be particularly usehl in institutions with highly 
diverse student bodies, such as are found in South Africa. For exam- 
ple, schools in fonnerly disadvantaged areas are generally crowded, 
and under-resourced, and may not prepare students sufficiently for 
tertiary-level studies (Hall, 2001). Students coming from these back- 
grounds may therefore face enormous challenges when entering uni- 
versities that have previously catered for students from better- 
resourced, advantaged schools (Brown, 2002). Educators are faced 
with the dilemma of having students from both advantaged and di- 
sadvantaged backgrounds in the same class, with vastly different 
prior knowledge and experiences. Web-based learning technologies 
offer opportunities for managing such diversity, as their flexibility al- 
lows for students to work at their own pace, and use the technology 
in a manner consistent with their learning styles and prior knowledge 
and experience (Lanham & Zhou, 2003). 

techno log^ Adoption 

In assessing technology adoption the popular technology accep- 
tance model (TAM) is often employed (Lee et al., 2003). This pre- 
dicts that usage of a technology is influenced in the main by two in- 
terrelated variables - perceived usefulness, and perceived ease of use 
respectively. To take into account the nature of the learning environ- 
ment, an additfonal variable can be included - that of perceived vo- 
luntariness (Brown, 2003). Thls is defined as the extent to which 
users perceive the adoption decision to be voluntary (Aganval & Pra- 
sad 1997). 'The rationale for including this variable is that very often 
the attitude of the lecturer or instructor determines the extent to 
which a technology Is used. If it is mandated for the course, or if it is 
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perceived to be, then for certain individuals, they will more likely use 
it, sometimes even if they perceive it to be not useful. 

Cultural Values and Measurement Issues 

The subject of national culture and its impact on technology 
adopt~on has received fairly widespread research attention in infor- 
mation systems (IS) (McCoy et al., 2005). Much of this interest has 
been fuelled by the diffusion of information technology (IT) into 
countries having very different cultures to that from where they were 
5rst launched. Thus, conventional models of adoption, such as the 
TAM (Lee ef al., 2003), developed and tested in USA, have been 
questioned as to their utility in other cultures. Straub et al. (1997), for 
example. found the model to be suitable for explaining adoption of 
email in the USA and Switzerland, but not in Japan. In the context of 
Izarning, Grandon et al. (2005) found there to be differences too bet- 
ween American and Korean students with regards to the factors in- 
fluencing adoption of online classes. 

National culture has very often been defined in terms of Hofs- 
tedc's (1980) dimensions. He defined culture as being "the collective 
pi-c,gi*urnmzng of the nzznd which distinguishes the members of one 
groz~p or  category c$people.from another" (Hofstede, 1991, p. 5 ) ,  
anci opercationalised it along four dimensions: 

a Power-distunce -- Degree of inequality among people, 
which the popuiation of a culture considers normal. 

a Uncertainty avoidance - Degree to which people in x 
culture feel uncomfortable with uncertainty and ambiguity 

e Individzlalism - Degree to which people in a culture prefer 
to act as individuals, rather than as members of groups. 

e Masczllinity- Degree to which values like assertiveness, per- 
formance, success and competition prevail among people of 
a culture over gentler qualities like the quality of life, main- 
taining warm personal, relationships, service, care for the 
weak, etc. 

Clzlster Analysis for Investigating the Role of Culture in Learning Tools Adoption 

Hofstede later added a fifth dimension - long-term orientation 
(Hofstede, 1991). However, many studies still use the original 4 di- 
mensions when examining national culture. Many of the studies on 
culture and technology adoption work from this basis - i.e., they take 
Hofstede's (1980) findings to be reflective of current reality (McCoy 
et al., 2005). Several problems have been noted with this approach. 

Firstly, Hofstede conducted his study of national culture about 
two decades ago. Thus, no recognition is taken of the dynamic nature 
of culture. His measures may not accurately reflect the current reality 
(McCoy et al., 2005). Secondly, h s  sample for the study were IBM 
employees, and thus may not be reflective of the demographics of a 
country. South Africa is a case in point. The cultural profile of South 
Africa as captured by Hofstede (1980) reflected that of ISM em- 
ployees and managers at that time - mainly White. Thus generalisa- 
tion of his profile to the nation at large is problematic. Hofstede 
(1 998) responds to this critique (although not referring to South Afri- 
ca specifically) by asserting that differences between countries in 
terms of values remain more or less stable over time, and that in or- 
der to compare across nations, the sample group must be similar, in 
as many ways as possible. Only then is it possible to compare groups 
across nations, and focus only on the differences between national 
cultures. 

Some researchers have attempted to overcome these problems by 
including the Hofstede measuring instrument in their studies. Howe- 
ver, in several of these cases, it has been found that the measures do 
not exhibit statistical validity and reliability (Spector et ul., 2001). 
Concerning lack of validity and reliability, Hofstede (2002) responds 
that his measures were designed to assess the values of a multitude, 
and not an individual. Thus, standard statistical tests for reliability 
and validity are not always appropriate. 

McCoy et ai., (2005) contend that "the assumption of homoge- 
neity is not appropriate, particularly if the national culture construct 
are to be integrated into IS models that reflect ~ndividual beha- 
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viour.. ." (p. 2 14). They therefore argue for assessing the cultural va- 
lues of individuals rather than a multitude, in recognition of the fact 
that people from the same nation or ethnic group may have different 
values (Srite et al., 2003). 

In the South African context, whilst apartheid sought to delibera- 
tely keep ethnic groups separate, with the new South Africa, freedom 
of association is guaranteed. Thus cultural values will not be entirely 
based on ethnicity or race. Indeed in a recent study, Thomas & Ben- 
dixen (2000) found there to be little difference between ethnic groups 
in South Africa in terms of Hofstede's cultural dimensions. Ethnicity 
as a surrogate for cultural values also has other connotations. For ex- 
ample, socio-economic differences between ethnic groups at a macro 
level is still very much a reality in South Africa (StatsSA, 2003), and 
may also explain differences found in technology adoption between 
ethnic groups (Brown & Licker, 2003). 

This article reports on a study which employed Hofstede's mea- 
sures to assess cultural values of students, and in so doing investigate 
what impact these have on the adoption process for wcb-based lear- 
ning tools. Thus, unlike with other culture studies, which had natio- 
nal profiles or ethmc groups as the unit of analysis, the focus here 
was on groups of students, regardless of race or ethnicity. 

Initial study findings were reported in Brown et al. (2003). Ho- 
wever, in that analysis each dimension of culture was analysed sepa- 
rately for its effect on technology adoption. The intent of Hofstede 
was for culture to be described by the profile across all four dimen- 
sions (5 if long-term orientation is included). In this article, cluster 
a~~alysis was therefore employed to re-analyse the data and generate 
profiles (Segars & Grover, 1999). Groups were thus formed such that 
within groups, differences across a set of criteria were minimised, 
whilst between groups differences were maximised. The criteria in 
this instance were the four original cultural dimensions proposed by 
Hofstede (1 980). 

Cluster Analysis for Investigating the Role oJ'Culture in Learning Tools Adoption 

Development of Hypotheses 
The WebCT technology investigated in this study consisted of 

four main modules. Usage behaviour for each module is affected dif- 
ferently by cultural values, therefore only a single module was selec- 
ted for further analysis. Preliminary data analysis showed that the 
evaluation module was used to the greatest extent, and so was the fo- 
cus of further attention. The effects of cultural values (uncertainty 
avoidance, masculinity, power-distance and individualism) on the 
strength of relationship between perceived ease of use and usage, 
perceived usefulness and usage, and perceived voluntariness and 
usage were investigated, leading to the hypotheses outlined next. 

Anandarajan et al. (2002) posit that where there is high uncer- 
tainty avoidance, usage of a technology will be significantly influen- 
ced by its perceived ease of use, as this attribute reduces ambiguity of 
use. Thus, the hypothesis is: 

HIA. The influence of perceived ease of use on usage of 
web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for those 
with high uncertainty avoidance than those with low uncer- 
tainty avoidance. 

Where there are high levels of uncertainty, a strong motive exists 
to want to reduce it amongst those with high uncertainty avoidance 
traits (Straub et ul., 1997). Any technology that is perceived as sup- 
porting this goal will be perceived as usefbl, and may subsequently 
be used quite extensively, The online evaluation module in WebCT 
provides facilities for learners to reduce uncertainty in performance 
by providing qulck feedback on quizzes, etc. The hypothesis there- 
fore is: 

H1B: The influence of perceived usefulness on usage of 
web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for those 
with high uncertainty avoidance than those with low uncer- 
tainty avoidance. 
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High uncertainty avoidance cultures have been shown to pre- 
fer clear written rules and regulations concerning matters (Mil- 
berg et al., 1995) and are more likely to comply with these than 
low uncertainty avoidance cultures. Thus, it follows that those 
who score h g h  on uncertainty avoidance will be more likely to 
use a technology if it is mandated for a course, as they would not 
want to take the risk of not following the advice and require- 
ments. The hypothesis is: 

H1 C: The influence of perceived voluntariness (inverted) 
on usage of web-based learning evaluation tools is greater 
for those with high uncertainty avoidance than those with 
low uncertainty avoidance. 

For those who score low on masculinity (high on femininity), us- 
age of the tool will be influenced more by the comfort and ease of 
use of a technology, than for those who score high on masculinity 
(Hofstede, 1980). The hypothesis is therefore: 

o H2A: The influence of perceived ease of use on usage of 
web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for those 
with low masculinity than those with high masculinity. 

For high masculinity individuals the online evaluation tools offer 
an opportunity to assess performance, success, and competitiveness, 
all of which are of value to them (Hofstede, 1980). Thus, evaluation 
tools will be seen as useful, which in turn will motivate their usage to 
a greater extent than those lower in masculinity. The hypothesis is 
therefore: 

H2B: The influence of perceived usefulness on usage of 
web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for those 
with high masculinity than those with low masculinity. 

Those with high masculinity traits have a greater focus on task 
accomplishment (Hofstede, 1980). Thus, they will more likely use a 
tool, if it is perceived as mandatory and required for completing a 
task. Those who score low in masculinity will, however, also be 

Clzrster Analysis for Investigating the Role of Culture in Learning Tools Adoption 

more likely to use a technology if it is perceived as mandatory, but 
the motive in this case will be due to social pressure, to which they 
are more susceptible (Hofstede, 1994). Thus the hypothesis: 

0 H2C: The influence of perceived voluntariness (inverted) 
on usage of web-based learning evaluation tools does not 
differ between those with high masculinity, and those with 
low masculinity. 

Those with high individualism scores will more likely perceive 
evaluation tools as being easy to use, as the tools are compatible with 
their preference for working independently rather than collectively 
(Veiga et al., 2001). The hypothesis supported is: 

H3A: The influence of perceived ease of use on usage of 
web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for those 
with high individualism than those with low individualism. 

Those scoring high on individualism will perceive evaluation 
tools to be more useful than those who are collectivist, as it is more 
compatible with their style of working independently (Veiga et al., 
2001). 

* H3B: The influence of perceived usefulness on usage of 
web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for those 
with high individualism than those with low individualism. 

Those who score low on individualism (highly collectivist) will 
be more influenced by social pressures from peers and superiors in 
usage of tools, as they are more conformity-oriented (Steenkamp et 
al., 1999), thus the hypotheses is: 

W3C: The influence of perceived voluntariness (inverted) 
on usage of web-based learning technologies is greater for 
those with low individualism than those with high indivi- 
dualism. 

In high power-distance cultures, "subordinates dejer to superiors 
and do not question their authority " (Lim, 2004, p. 32). In the lear- 
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ning context, students thus accept the lecturer authority almost wi- 
thout question. Usage of a technology for those high in power- 
distance cultures will be driven to a great extent by whether the su- 
pervlsorllecturer encourages or mandates usage. The hypothesis sup- 
ported is: 

r H4: The influence of perceived voluntariness (inverted) on 
usage of web-based learning evaluation tools is greater for 
those with high power-distance than those with low power- 
distance. 

Research Procedure 
In this study cluster analysis is to be used to generate groups of 

students having similar cultural profiles, based on the dimensions of 
masculinity, individualism, uncertainty avoidance and power- 
distance. Differences in technology adoption between the groups will 
then be examined by drawing from the above hypotheses. The ap- 
proach to the research is positivistic, hypothetico-deductive and 
quantitative. 

Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire consisted of three sections In the first section 
demographic information regarding the respondents' degree program, 
year of study, home language, race, family income, gender and age 
were gathered. In the second section respondents' cultural values 
were assessed using a 20-item abridged and modified version of 
Wofstede's (1980) original measures taken from Hepburn et al. 
(2000). The wording of the 20 items were modified so as to be un- 
derstood by undergraduate students. For each cultural value, partici- 
pants were asked to rate its importance to them as andividuals on a 
scale of 1 to 5 .  The third section of the questionnaire related to res- 
pondents' perceptions and usage of WebCT. These were all assessed 
using a 7-point Lickert scale, anchored by Strongly disagree at one 
end to Strongly agree at the other. Perceived Usefulness was opera- 
tionalised with 5 items identified from Davis (1989) and Teo et al. 

CIli,ter AIILI / )~JLJ for I~lvestlgutiilg the Role of Cultitre rlz Leurnrng Tools Adoption 

(1999), and modified for the particular context. Perceived Ease of 
Use, too, was measured with 4 items modified from Teo et al. 
(1  999). Perceived voluntarlness was operationalised with 3 items de- 
rived from Aganval & Prasad (1997). Finally, usage of WebCT was 
assessed according to respondents' self-assessment of the extent to 
which they used the standard features available in each of the four 
modules of a typical WebCT site. For the Course content module, 
there were 6 items, for the Comtnunicatlons module 4 items, the Eva- 
luation tools. 4 items, and the Study module, 4 Items. Each item was 
asscssed on a scaie of 1 to 7 ,  anchored by Never used at one end to a 
Great Extent at the other. 

A pilot questionnaire was handed out to ten students who were 
asked to fill in the questionnaire and make suggestions where neces- 
sary Problem areas were identified and questions reworded to im- 
prove understanding. See Appendix 1 for the final item measures 
used 

Data Collection Procedure 

A list of courses that niake use of WcbCT was obtained from the 
WebCT systems administrator at the University of Cape Town. 
Elnails were sent to a number of course lecturers requesting permis- 
sion to distribute questionnaires during their lectures. Arrangements 
were finahsed for four courses, although respondents from any other 
course that used WebCT were not excluded from participating. The 
b u r  courses were: 

e A first year Statistics course, In which the WebCT Evalua- 
tion toois were mainly used. 

A tirst year lnfonnation Systems course, in which WebCT 
was inade available as a learning tool. Usage was cncoura- 
ged, but not inade compulsory. 

A first year Biology course, in wll~ch the WebCT evalua- 
tlon tools were mainly used. 
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A third year Economic course, in which Chat room and 
other communications tools were used extensively. 

A total of 250 questionnaires were distributed. 178 questionnai- 
res were returned. 32 questionnaires were returned incomplete and 
were therefore discarded from any further analysis. This resulted in 
146 responses that were usable. 

Demographic Profile of Respondents 

The majority (77%) of students were in first year and thus under 
21 (88%). Most were studylng Business (BCom and BBusSci) 
(71%), with the remainder mainly studying for a BSc (27%). There 
was an even gender mix, and a majority of Black students (40%), fol- 
lowed by White (37%), Coloured (X2%), then Indian and Asian (6%) 
students. In essence, therefore, the spectrum of South African race- 
based cultures were represented. 

The demographic profile of respondents is shown in Table 1 be- 
low. 

I'aiblle 1 : Demographic Profile 

Cluster Analy~rs for Irivest~gatr~rg the Role of Czrlt~tre rrz Learning Tools Adopt~on 

Iruhen 
Asian 

Did not answer 

Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis was employed, in order to generate groups (pro- 
files) based on individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance and 
power distance collectively. This resulted in two groups having the 
cultural profiles shown in Figure 1 below. 

7 
7 
7 

Figure 1: Cultural Profiles arising from Cluster Analysis 

4 8Oh 
1 4% 
4.8% 

Cluster 1 was much higher in power-distance (PD) and uncer- 
tainty avoidance (liA) than Cluster 2, with m~nimal difference on the 
individualism (IV) and masculinity ( b U S )  dimensions. 

T-tests were used to further examine differences between the 
clusters, as shown in Table 2. These were s~gnificant differences on 
the uncertainty avoidance, power-distance, and individualism dimen- 
sions, but not the masculinity dimcnslon. The difference on the mdi- 
vldualism dinlension was furthennore minimal. There were no signi- 
ficant differences in terlrrs of perceptions of WebCT and usage of 
evaluation tools, indicating minlmal effect of culture on these varia- 
bles. 
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Table 2: t-tests for Clusters 

I , - ______ _- - - - -- - - --- 
I 1 

4  cultural Values 
,Power-Distance - j 4.2 1 3.3 ; -13.7 j 0.00001 76 1 70 

- 

initv 

In order to examine the impact of the cultural profiles on the re- 
lationships between variables, two separate regression models can be 
developed for each cluster, and the regression coefficients compared. 
This is similar to the technique employed by Venkatesh & Morris 
(2000) when testing the effect of gender on technology adoption. Be- 
fore developing regression models, both sets of data must exhibit va- 
lidity and reliability. The data from the 76 respondents belonging to 
Cluster 1 were therefore subjected to validity and reliability tests, and 
then separately the data from the 70 respondents in Cluster 2. 

/Perceptions of WebCT 
Lceived Ease of Use 

Validity Tests 

To test validity, factor analysis with varimax rotation was em- 
ployed, with eigenvalue set to 1. If items load at greater than 0.5 on 
their own factor, and less than 0.4 on all other factors validity is de- 
monstrated (e.g. see Tan & Teo, 2000). 

/perceived Usefulness ---- 4.7 4.4 -1.0 0.3020 76 70 
2.8 2.7 -0.3 0.7937 76 70 

For the both clusters, one of the perceived usefulness items (PU3 
- I find WebCT to be useful), cross-loaded on the ease of use factor, 
and so was dropped. The factor analysis was repeated without this 
item, resulting in validity being demonstrated in both cases - k.e., 

5.3 
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75 

items for perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and perceived 
voluntariness all loaded as separate factors (see Table 4a and 4b) 

70 
I 

Table 4a: Factor Analysis for Cluster 1 

0 13 

p::; - --- ---Ip - - g-1 -- - - - - -- 

Voll -0 02 

I V012 -0 12 +-I :: :: 

0.5217 5.4 

Table 4b: Factor Analysis for Cluster 2 
r- 7 -- 

I / Ease of Use Usefulness r ~oluntarinessj 

0.6 

I-___ 
PUI 0.28 + 0.87 

I 

1 -0.03 1 
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Reliability Tests 

To test for reliability, the two sets of data were assessed for their 
Wronbach alpha. If for each construct, the alpha is greater than 0.7, 
then reliability is proven (e.g., see Teo et ul.. 1999). Table 5 shows 
the results of reliability analysis for each cluster. 

Table 5:  Reliability Analysis 
-- -. 

- -. 

Perceived Usefulness 
- - . 

Evaluat3ot1 'Tool Usage 
- -- -.- - -.-----.I L 

lMultipfe L kin ear Regression 

Muitlpie lanear regression was now possible for each of the clus- 
ters, wherc the thee  independent variables, perceived usefulness, 
,r<:rcenved ease of use, and perceived voluntariness were regressed on 
to evaluation tool usage. The results of this test are shown In Table 6 
b:,r Cluster I ,  only perceived mandatoriness (the Inverse of volunta- 
~~fzes s f  was a slgnlficant influence on usage, whereah for Cluster 2 it 
-83s perceived usefulness and perceived mandatoriness. The values of 
coefficients for perceived ease of use, and perceived voluntariness in 
Chuster I were furthermore greater than for Cluster 2. 

Cluster Ar~~zlysis for Investrgutirig the Role o f  Czrltlire In Learning Tools Adoption 

Table 6: Mult~ple Linear Regression with Evaluation Tool Usage as Dependent Varia- 
ble (**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05) 

-able / ~-1eT 2 Relevant ~ ~ ~ o t h e s i q  - /  *--- 
p i v e d  Ease of Use 1 0 . 1 2  , -001 

+----..I 
HI A 

H1B 
Perceived Usefulness / 021  1 '0.27 1 

1 I I (H2B) 
I -  - 

- - t - i 

1 Perceived Voluntariness "-0 43 '-0 23 ~ 
1 

- 1- i H4 i 
In order to Interpret these findings the hypotheses previously ge- 

nerated can be revisited. Of specific interest are the hypotheses 
concerning uncertainty avoidance (H 1 A, H 1 B, H 1 C) and power dls- 
tance (H4), slnce there were major d~fferences between the clusters 
based on these two dimensions. 

For Cluster 1, which is higher in uncertainty avoidance and po- 
wer distance than Cluster 2, it is expected from H1A that perceived 
ease of use will be a greater influence; from W 1B that perceived use- 
fulness will be a greater influence, and from H I  C that perceived vo- 
luntarlness will be a greater influence. From H4, it is expected again 
that perceived voluntariness would be a greater influence. The re- 
gression coefficients in Table 6 confirm the hypotheses HlA, H1C 
and 14.4, but not H 1 B. 

The reasons for hypothesis HIB  not being supported may be be- 
cause Cluster 2 exhibited a small but s~gnificantly higher score for 
individualism, than Cluster 1. The WebCT tool allows students to 
work more or less independently. Thus per-celvetd usefulness becomes 
a more salient f'actor for Cluster 2 (higher individualism) than cluster 
1, based on bypotlxsis M2B. This influence may be stronger than that 
caused by high uncertainly avoidance (HI B). 

Discussion and Implications 
The findings point to the need for there to be a balance when in- 

troducing web-based learning technologies into a classroom. The 
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technology in itself is not an end, and its introduction must be consi- 
dered within the social context of student learning. Thus student 
cultural values, as well as their perceptions of the technology must be 
taken into account, as all of these ultimately impact on Icvels of 
xsage. 

In thc South African context, where at the tertialy level, there is 
,-tudcnr dlvcrsity ~n terns s f  culture, socio-economic background. 
and lcvels of preparedness for higher educat~on (Mall, 20011, these 
<$re issues that cannot be ignored. Lecturers and ~nstructors must be 
:onsclous of the differing expectations and interpretations s f  s b -  
dents, and how these wlll impact on issues such as usage of learning 
,cchnology. So, For example, this study has shown there to be two 
major groups - one high in gower-distance and uncertainty avoi- 
cialace, and the other lower on these dimensions. Each group IS moti- 
c sted by different factors. In tenns of using learning technology, the 
m e  1s motivated by percelved mandatoriness (the opposite of volun- 
+ariness 1, the other by perceived usefulness, as well as mandator-aness. 
r. 41us, to ensure both groups are catered for. a useful strategy woulii 
;- lo ensure that the web-based learning toois are percelved as use- 
ikji. by niaklng sirre the tools are aligned, ~ntegrated, and relevant to 
:he i;otlrse of interest. Instead of' merely encouraging use, usage could 
%e made a requnrement by, for example, including as part s f  thc 
i-ouase ;assessment, a test or tests that must he completed tl-rrough the 
weh-based evaluation tools. Since perceived ease of use is not a fix-- 
t:,r for everyone, an optional train~ng session coulii be provided -for 
rhose who Scel they need it before using the tools ~ndependently 

From another perspective, lecturers nnay want to develop ~ n ,  stu- 
dents the abil~ty to work independently and th~rlk crrtlcally Those 
who are using the tool primarily because they see it as a requxrement, 
or because ~t is easy to use, nlay have to develop a more critacal 
mmdset, whereby they can independently assess and evaluate the 
tool, In terms of the value it adds. If it is perceived as not contribu- 
tlng to leam~ng, they ought to challenge the lecturer/itlstnlctor on 
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this. In that way it can be ascertained whether they have critically 
evaluated the tool. It may be that they have not fully explored its fea- 
turcs, or that the functionality has been difficult to use, in which case 
these issues can be addressed first. 

Limitations and Future Research 
The study has been limited to exarninlng the impacts of t hee  va- 

riables on usage of web-based evaiuatnon tools - perceived useful- 
ness, percelvec! ease of' use, and percerved voluntariness of WebGT 
respectrvely. The perceptlorxs measured were of WebCT in general. 
WcbC'T, however, consists of several different modules, inclusive of 
evaluation tools Future research ought to be more specific, and in- 
vestigate both perceptions and usage with regards to a particular tool 
or tools wlthlil WebCT 

Bt IS perhaps appropriate that qualitative, interpretive studies be 
now conducted In this area to get a richer understanding of student 
perseptlons, atfltucies, and experiences wlth these technologies. Al- 
terndt~vely, ,a nrixture of both quantitative and qualitative techniques 
cdnl "n cemploycci, whereby a study such as this one can initially be 
car~rec? our, arid then fbllow up interv~evr/s conducted w:th a set of 
studer~ts who responded to the questionna~re 

The subject of culture 1s both interesting and controversial, with 
I-1ofstede"s 6 198 0) study attractrng widespread attention and cntique 
(McCoy crt 11.1.~ 2005). it ns thus a fertile area for research in the 
context o f  education and technology use. 

Web-based leanling technologies are used in a diverse array of 
courses in South African tertiary institut~ons Much research has fo- 
cused on the technologies and their capabilities. However, for these 
to make an impact on learning, it is important that they be firstly ac- 
ceg tehnd  used by students. This research, therefore, took a student- 
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centred view, and examined their perceptions and usage, as well as 
the effect of social factors such as cultural values. 

Culture was examined hy assessing the importance to studetlts of 
four sets of cultural values -- indivrduahsm, masculinity, power- 
d~stiance, and uncertainty avoidance. Cultural gro~~pings independent 
of etl~rrlc~ty and language were then generated using the statlshcal 
aechn~que of cluster analysls 'Shis anaiysls generated two clusters 
(groups). The one cluster was hlgher rn power-distance and uncer- 
tainty avoidance than the other, w ~ t h  l~ttle d~fference between the 
clusters on the rnasculin~ty and ind~v~dualism dirneras~srrs. 

Facto~s ~nfluencing usage of web-based leammg technologies 
were then cornpared between the groups Consistent wrtll expecta- 
tlons, for the group higher m power-d~stance and uxlcertaxnty avai- 
diancz, usage was influenced rnarnly by whether such usage was per- 
celved as being mandatory, and to a lesser extent by IPS perce~ved 
~lsefulness and ease of use. For the group lower in uncertaility avoi- 
dance and power-distance on the other hand, usage was motivated 
pnrnanly by perceived uschlness, and to a lesser extent by whether 
~ t s  uqe was perceived as being mandatory, with perccrved ease of  use 
piay~ng no part. 

The fintiingr p i n t  to tfse need fcal educators to urrderstnrrc? not 
only the teclmology and 11s cspab~lif~es,  bud lo also conslder what 
m:ght sliot~vate s.tudent usage, and how klaese motrvalltsns may differ 
dcpcnclxng on cull.xral values In other words, there :q a need vlew 
web-bnszd learning tools not simply as teclu~~ca? lanovatlor~s to :m- 
p ~ o v e  ducatronal practice, but rnol c holist~cally as a socio-tecllnical 
~nnovatictn that may havc poslt~ve consequences for student iearnlng 
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Appendix: Questionnaire Measures 

Cultural Va1~lt.s Importance (Scale 1 - 5) 

Individualism: 

IV I .  Having sufficient time for personal or family life. 

ITd2. Having considerable freedom to adopt one's own approach 
to any task. 

iiV31M9. Having challenging things to do, from which to get a 
personal sense of accomplishment. 

HV4 (-). Having good physical working conditions. 

IV5(-)/MI 0 Fully using your skills and abilities on any task. 

iV6 (-1. Having training opportunities to improve your skills or 
to learn new skills. 

Masculinity: 

MI (-). Living in a desirable district. 

1M2 (-1. Working with people who co-operate well with one ano- 
ther. 

M3 (-1. Having a good worklng relationship with those in autho- 
rity, 

M4 (-). Having security of employment. 

M5. Having an opportunity to earn large rewards. 

M6. Getting the recognition for a task well done. 

M7 (-1. R a n g  helpful to others. 

M8. Having an opportunity to advance to high-level jobs. 
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M9lIV3. Having challenging things to do, from which to get a 
personal sense of accomplishment. 

MlO/IV5(-). Fully using your skills and abilities on any task. 

Uncertainty Avoidance: 

UA1. Not feeling nervous or tense when working. 

UA2. Sticking with an employer for as long as possible and 
changing jobs only when absolutely necessary. 

UA3. Keeping to the rules of a group - even when one thinks 
breaking them ought to be in the group's best interests, 

Power-Distance: 

PD1 (-). Having leaders who consult with everyone before ma- 
king decisions. 

PD2 (-). Not feeling afraid to express disagreement with those in 
authority. 

PD3. Accepting that some people are more powerhl than others. 

Perceptions about W'ehCT (Scale I - 7) 

Perceived Ease of Use: 

EOU 1. WebCT is easy to use. 

EOU2. WebCT is easy to learn. 

EOU3. WebCT is user friendly. 

EOU4. WebCT is easy to master. 

Perceived Usefulness: 

Clt~ster A N U ~ ~ F I S ~ ~ U T  ft~vestzgutlng the Role of Czrlture ln Learning Tools Adoption 

P U l .  Using WebCII' would improve my understanding of the 
subject. 

P1J2. Using WebCT would increase my productivity. 

PU3. I find WebCT to be useful. 

PU4. Using WebCT would improve my results. 

PU5. lJsing WebC'I' would assist with my learninglstudy. 

Perceived Voluntariness: 

Vsl ii. My use of WebCT is voluntary. 

V(412. Although it might be helpful, using WebCT is certainly not 
compulsory In my course. 

Vo13. My lecturers do not require me to use WebCT. 

WebCT Extent of Usage (Scule I - 7) 

Course Content Module: 

Calendar 

Course Syllabus 

Course Content Module 

Glossary 

Search 

Compile 

Communications Module: 

Discussic~n 

Chat 



Fvaiuat~un Module 

Qu~zzISurvcy 

My Grades n~odlt?e 

Sclf-tests 

Assignments module 

Study Tools Mc~dule: 

kly Progress module 

Student Home Pages 

Student Presentations 

Student Tips 
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The Application of the Cognitive Dimension 
Framework for Notations as an Instrument 
for the Usability Analysis of an Introductory 
Programming Tool 

In recent years, South African tertiary education institutions have 
experienced increasing pressure from national and provincial govern- 
memt to improve student throughput rates. The consequent expecta- 
tions of higher throughput rates in introductory programming courses 
have resulted in the identification and investigation of effective meth- 
ods and strategies that assist students in overcoming difficulties ex- 
perienced with computer programming. 

A successful learning environrnent for introductory programming 
students has been described as satisfying the following constraints 
(Brusilovsky et al. 1994): 

the learning environment should support a notation that con- 
sists of a small, simple subset of the programming constructs gener- 
ally available in a programming notation; 

the visual appearance of the program structure should en- 
able an introductory programming student to comprehend the seman- 
tics of the programming constructs supported; and 



s the environment should shield introductory programming 
students from misinterpretations and misunderstandings. 

The progranlming environment most commonly used by students 
of introductory programnllmg courses is categorised as being a com- 
merclal programmlng environinent, examples be~ng DelphiTM Enter- 
paise and Vrsua! Studlo (De Raadt ec ul 2002) Commercial pro- 
gmmmlng envlronrnents ryprcally support textual programmlng nota- 
tlons and not the ai~ernat~ve visual programming liotatrons 

Further, commercial grogramlrng cnvlronments have been partly 
blamed for the fact that introductory programming courses are often 
perceived by students as being difficult (Hilburn 1993; Calloni & 
Magert 1997; Warren 2000). Commercial programming environments 
have also typically been cfeslgned for use by experienced programmers 
who are develop~ng large programs (Ziegler & Crews 1999). ?'he de- 
bugging tools supported by the traditional programning environments 
are complex to initlate and use and are at times by choice avoided by 
more advanced programmers. These kinds of tools are thus inappro- 
priate for use by students of introductory programmlng courses 

Xconlc programming notations, a subset of visual programming 
languages, have been proposed as an alternative programming notation 
specifically aimed at introductory progra~nming students (Burnett & 
Baker 1994; Galloni & Bagert 1994, 1995, 1997). An iconic pro- 
gramming notation is one in which each visual sentence is a spatial ar- 
rangement of icons, with each icon having a distinct meanlng (Chang 
ct ul. 1994). Iconic programming notations attempt to s~mpli& the 
progranming task by reducing the level of precision and the incidence 
of manual typing typical of textual programming notations (Blackwell 
1996). 

In response to the challenge of increasing throughput in introduc- 
tory programming courses, the Department of Computer Science and 
Information Systems (CS&IS) at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
University (the former University of Port Elizabeth (UPE)) identified 
the need for the development of an experimental iconic programming 
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notation, B# (Brown 2001; Thomas 2002; Cilliers et al. 2003; Yeh 
2003; Greyling et nl. 2004). B# was deliberately designed to be a 
short term visual programming notation providing initial technological 
support: in the learning environment of an introductory programming 
course. 

One factor that has a bearing on the succcss of B# as technolog~cal 
support in the lealnlvlg erlvironment of ail  introductory programrnlng 
course IS the level of rlsablllty supported 'The usability of computer 
software 1s byp~cally measured m terms of the way that users ~nteract 
with the software package. 4 well known technique that ns often used 
m the measurement of usability 1s N~elsen's ten usability heuristrcs 
(Nielsen 1994b). An altemat~ve teckin~que 1s that of the cognitive di- 
rnenslons framework for notat~ons (Green & Petre 1996). The latter 
techn~que consists of fourteen individual cognitive dimensions and IS 

primarily aimed at measuring the usability of prograinm~ng tools 

This paper reports on an ~nvest~gat~on into the usability of B# 
within the context of B# being classified as a successful learning envi- 
ronment, as attributed earlier to Bmsilovsky (1994). The criteria used 
in the usability analysis of R# are a set of usability criteria for pro- 
gramming tools known as the cognitive dimensions framework for no- 
tations. The cognitive dimensions fianlework is used to assess the us- 
ability of B# at two levels, namely at the software design and student 
programmer levels. The criteria used in the usability assessment devi- 
ates slightly from Nielsen's well documented and familiar usability 
principles as defined by the Heuristic Evaluation Usability Engineer- 
ing method. 

The paper proposes a mapping that illustrates the correspondence 
of the fourteen cognitive dimensions to Nielsen's ten heuristics. 
Thereafter, each cogn~tive dimension is individually discussed in terms 
of an assessment fsom a design perspective of the way in which B# 
supports it. A quantitative and qualitative data analysis of a cognitive 
dimension questionnaire administered to students of an introductory 
programing course using B# follows. The investigation concludes 
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that R# provides an integrated visual envirormerit that attempts to en- 
hance the learning experience of the introductory programming course 
student by supporting the cognitive dimens~ons of notation framework 
for grogramnii~ig languages, with a view to ultimately increase the 
throughput in introductory programming courses. 

2. Background 
Transforn~ations in the South Aii-ican political and educational 

scenario over the past few years have resulted in increasing pressure 
from national and provinc~al government to improve student through- 
put sates at national tertiary institutions (Department of Education 
2001) The problem of sustaining recommended satisfactory through- 
put rates in tertiary level courses is further compounded by the fact 
that currently larger numbers of undes-prepared students are entering 
South African tertiary education institutions (Warren 2001: Monare 
2004). The resulting higher incidence of under-prepared students in 
South African tertiary education institutions has a particular signifi- 
cance for introductory programming courses which rely heavily on the 
use of' technological tools as components of the teaching model. The 
prevalence of technologically under-prepared students in introductory 
programming courses consequently impacts on the group profile of the 
students and overall throughput rate of these courses. 

Maintaining satisfactory group and individual performance rates in 
introductory programming courses is not constrained to South African 
tertiary education institutions. The sustaining of acceptable levels of 
performance remains an issue that is constantly being addressed by ter- 
tiary education institutions worldwide (Lister & Eeaney 2003). Ac- 
knowledged as being of great importance in efforts to elevate the 
throughput rate in an introductory programming course at tertiary level 
are effective methods and strategies that assist students to overcome 
difficulties associated with computer programming (Carbone et al. 
2001). 

Appl-ping the Cognitive Dimensiolz Framework lrr introd~ictory Programming 

Typical difficulties experienced by students in introductory pro- 
gramming courses include deficienc~es in problem-solving strategies, 
misconceptions related to programming notation constructs and the use 
of traditional programming environments (Studer et al. 1995; Proulx et 
a/. 1996; Deek 1999; AC Nielsen Research Services 2000; McCracken 
et al. 2001; Satratzemi et al. 2001). ?'he resulting ~ncreased demands 
on lecturing and computing resources as a consequence of attempts to 
address these difficulties creates an urgent need for methods to raise 
the successful completion percentage of car~didates of already over- 
subscribed introductory progranuning courses withoutreducing the 
quality of the course (UCAS 2000; Boyle et ul. 2002). 

One approach to this problem 1s the modification of the introduc- 
tory programming course teaching model (Wilson & Braun 1985; Aus- 
tin 1987). This strategy incorporates the modification of course pres- 
entation techniques to support students at a technological level. One 
such type of technological support is a class of programing !an- 
guages known as visual programming languages, s f  which iconic pro- 
grarnming notations is a category. 

International quantitative research in the use of an iconic pro- 
gramming language to encourage satisfactory performance achieve- 
ment in introductory progranlming students has prompted related re- 
search at I JPE (Calloni & Bagert 1994, 1995, 1997). An iconic pro- 
gramming notation, El#, has consequently been developed in the De- 
partment of CS&IS at UPE for use as the technological support in the 
leanling environment of the university's introductory programming 
course. 

Concerns exist as to the costheliefit ratios when using technologi- 
cal support in learning environments, specifically regarding the main- 
tenance of the balance between learning about the supporting software 
and learning about the content contained therein (Rader et al. 1998). It 
has been observed by numerous researchers that implementation issues 
evldent in the software provided by traditional commercial textual 
programming environments can distract students of introductory pro- 
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gramrning courses so that they do not comprehend the programming 
abstractions required for the correct implementation thereof (Reek 
1995; Lidtke & Zhou 1998; Ziegler & Crews 1999; Proulx 2000; War- 
ren 2000,2001) 

Although conventional textual programming environments con- 
currently display many programming constructs on the screen. they 
tend to under-determine the student by prov~ding no guidance as to the 
textual symbols required to be entered, result~ng in a large gap be- 
tween the plan of the desired program solution and the supported pro- 
gralnmlng notatlon (LaLiberte 1994; Wr~ght & Cockburn 2000). The 
student is thus forced to provide precisely correct notation syntax be- 
fore receiving any response to the solution plan and implementation 
thereof (Crews & Ziegler 1998). Further, the lack of sufficient visual 
feedback in the use of such programming tools makes the comprehen- 
sion of notation semantics more difficult for a student (Satratzemi et 
ul. 2001). Features of conventional programming development envi- 
ronments include complex hierarchical menu structures and intricate 
user interfaces. These properties are often experienced by students as 
distractions from the task of programming (Reek 1995; Lidtke & Zhou 
1998; Ziegler & Crews 1999; Proulx 2000; Warren 2000,2001) 

Important factors to consider when making a choice of program- 
ming notation for use by students of introductory programming 
courses is how easily they will learn the chosen notation, the existence 
of any notation features that might interfere with the understanding of 
the fundamental programming concepts, and any notation features that 
ease the transformation of the beginner programmer to one who is 
competent (Dingle & Zander 2001). 

Against the background described, the criteria applied in the 
analysis of the usability of B# as technological support in the learning 
environment of an introductory programming course are presented in 
the following section. 

Applying tlze Cognitive Dinleilsion Frarriework it1 lt~trodztctory Progranimirzg 

3. Usability Analysis Criteria 
The usability analysis of software typically deals with the analysis 

of the way in which users interact with computer software. One famil- 
iar and experimentally verified technique is that of the application of 
the ten usability heuristics presented by Nielsen (1993; 1994a; 1994b). 
The application of Nielsen's usability heuristics are typically restricted 
to deal with user interfaces. 

An evaluation technique proposed specifically for visual pro- 
gramming language notations and their associated development envi- 
ronments is that of the cognitive dimensions framework for notations 
(Green & Petre 1996). The cognitive dimensions framework focuses 
on the actions and procedures being performed by a programmer while 
using a programming notation and its associated environment. 

Each of the two sets of usability criteria is individually overviewed 
in this section. The section concludes with a discussion on how the 
two techn~ques presented compare with one another. 

3.1. Nielsen 's Heuristics 

Nielsen's usability heuristics, listed and defined in Table I ,  deal 
with the user interfaces of software systems. The heuristics have, 
however, recently been applied to conventional textual programming 
environments in the context of the interaction of student programmers 
with a computer (Warren 2003). 

The application of the technique to conventional textual program- 
ming environments provides insight into the problems that student pro- 
grammers experience with traditional commercial textual program- 
ming notations and development environments. 
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Heuristic - I Description - - -  - - - - - -- - 1 N1 V~sibil~ty of S G -  The system should always keep users lnformed about w h i  is 
I tem status 1 going on through a p p p r ~ a t e  feedback within reasonable time C- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - ---, ! N2 Match between 

The system should speak the users' language rather than sys- , system and the real 
wnriri tem-orented terms I 

tZ" - - --+ ----,- - - - - -  - -- -- 

I N3 E e r  control and 1 The sys~em should clearly assist users In exiting from an unde- 
reedorr 1 sired sta!e. ii- . .  _ - . .  . j 

I N4: Consistency and i Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situa- I 
standards - - -- ' ticns or actions mean the same thing - - -  

I Even better than good error messages IS a des~gn wh~ch pre- N5 Error prevention I 
vents aqroblern from o c c u r r a l n  the first place - C-- - -- - --  

N6 Recogriit~on / The user sho~lld not have to remember information from one 

-- -- - 

cater to both inexperienced and experienced 

-- 

/ N9 Help users rec- 1 1 Error messages should be ex~ressed in plain language (no ,  / ognise, diagnose 
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and construct~vely sug- / / and recover from er- 1 

I gest a solut~on 
I rors I I 

and not be too  la^ i __--- - .  - . . - _ . p .  

Table 1: Nielsen's Ten Usability Heuristics 
J 

I Even though it is better if the system can be used without 1 1 documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and docu- 1 
N1O: and 

mentation Any such information should be easy to search, fo- 1 

Warren (2003) concludes that conventional textual programming 
notations like C++, C#, Java, Delphi and Visual Basic set in their re- 

documentation 

spective development environments are large intricate systems that fail 

cussed on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried out. 1 

to satisfy the majority of Nielsen's usability heuristics to some level. 
According to warren, the specific usability heuristics not satisfied by - 

conventional textual programming notations and their associated de- - - 
velopment environments are those listed in Table 1, with the exception 

Applying the Cogr~ltlve Drmerr~~an Fraine>~ork in hrtrodir~tory Progrummirlg 

of the heuristic of consistency and standards (N4) that is only partially 
satisfied. In contrasl, Warren's recominendatiorl in terms of Nielsen's 
heuristics is that the use of spreadsheet software followed by a script- 

ing language such as JavaScript, together with an HTML editor with 
integrated browser capabilities as the teclinological support ~n the 
learning enviromcnt of an introductory programing course, adheres 
to the usabiiity tleurislics listed in Table I more closely. 

An alternative techriique for assessing the usability of a prograrn- 
ming tool, namely the cognifive din~ensions framework for notations, 
is discussed in the next section 

3.2. 6:bga~itt"vre Dim~n.vkd)rzs Framework Jbr Nr:~r:afioszs 

The cognitive dimensions framework for notations 1s an evalualtor~ 
technique Sor interactnvs devlccs and non-mteractrve notations that has 
rvolvcd QVCP the past 15 years (Green 1989, Green & Petre 1996; 
Green & Blackwe16 1998) This technique 1s task-specific and concen- 
tsates on thc processes and activ~ties belng performed by programmers 
while using the software system rather than on the software deliverable 
ltself 

In the case of the icorlrc progra~~~ming notation B#, cognitive di- 
rnerlsions are the dcscriptlons of the systern-student relationship and 
arc lnterlcied as a measurement instrument at a high level of abstrac- 
tion l 'he cognitive dira~ensions framework for notations was initially 
intended for use during the early stages of the design process of a pro- 
graniining tool due to its structural assessment characteristic. 

The definitions of the individual components of the cognitive di- 
rnenslons framework appear In Table 2 (Green & Petre 1996; Black- 
well & Green 2000). The framework has also been used m the deslgn 
of questionnaires aimed at programmers to assess the usability of the 
programming tools used (Kadoda et al. 1999; Blackwell & Green 
2000). The cognitive dimensions framework einphasises that pro- 
gramming tools include both a notation and a development envlron- 
ment, and that usability is a hnction of the two. 
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Cognitive Dimension - 
CD1 Abstract~on ma-fly 

mapping --- - 

The system supports brevity in the description of solutions 1 

are a hindrance to the program 
-- - I CD6 Hard mental op- The system has features that require a large amount 

1 erat~ons 1 mental effortto use  effective^ , CD7 Hidden dependen- The system enforces consistency and a high level of 
-- .- --- ity between closely related components of the notation. ----A 

k:8: Premature com- The system places a restriction on the ordering of subtasks 1 
mitment -- within the pr&jramming task. 
CD9: Progressive 1 ! The system supports the execution of partially 
evaluation . -- 

CD10: Role- 
expressiveness 
..-. -. 

tion -- 

CD12: Viscosity 
- 

taposibility 
preferably alongside one another. 

interactive modification of a 1 CD14 Provisionality the determination of the effect of program- 

I- - - -- - - - - - - 

Table 2: Cognitive Dimensions Framework Components 
1 

Since both Nielsen's heuristics and the cognitive dimensions for 
notations framework are usability analysis techniques used in the as- 
sessment of programming tools, a mapping of the 14 cognitive dimen- 
sions to Nielsen's 10 usability heuristics is discussed next. 

Applyrrrg t i le Cogriltrve Dlrrlenszon Framework ~n lntrodiictor?; Programmlrig 

3.3. Eyut'valerzce yf U~afii'kty Analysis Criteria 

Both Wielsen's usability heuristics and the cognitive dimensions 
framework have been uscd by various researchers as measurement in- 
struments of the usability of programming tools (Kadoda et al. 1999; 
Blackwell 8L Green 2000; Warren 2003). Table 3 illustrates the corre- 
spondence and ovcriap of the two sets of usability analysis critena. 
---- -- .. .. . - .. .- - - . - ~ 

Nielsen's UsabmHeurist ic ... Cognitive Dimension - - 

CD7: Hidden dependencies I- ' 0 9 :  Progressive evaluation 
N1: Visibility of system status CD14 : Secondary natation 

CD'l3: Visibility and juxtaposibility 
- .. -- - -.. - -- ~ D I  . 4: .- ~ r o v i s i o n ~  - --- . 

N2: Match between system and the CD2 Closeness of mapping 
real world -- .- - i CDI : Abstraction management 

1 CD6: Hard mental operations 

CD11 Secondary notatlon I 

CD12 V~scoslty 1 
M 

I 

1 N3 User control and freedom 

' N5 Errorpeventlon 1 - -- - CD5 Error-proneness I - -- -- - - - 

I N6 Recognition -- rather than recall CDlO Role-express~veness 1 

C D 8  Premature comm~tment 
CD9 Progressive evaluation 

I 
I 1 CD1 : Abstraction management i ) CD6: Hard mental operat~ons N7: Flexibility and eflchency of use 

CD8: Premature commitment 
-- 1 CD12 viscosity 

and m~nimalist de- CD4 Diffuseness 

N9: Help users recognise. diag- 
nose and recover from errors - .- - 1 N10: Help and documentation 1 CD5: Error-proneness 

Table 3: Correspondence between Nielsen's Usability Heuristics and the Cognitive Di- 
mensions Framework 



All 14 cognitive dimensions (CD1 - CD14) can be equated to 
Nielsen's 10 usability heuristics 4N1 - NIO) based on the definitions 
of each technique's components as discussed previously. In many in- 
stances, the same cognitive dirnecsion is mapped to multlple heuris- 
t~cs ,  and the same ileuristic IS mapped to inulltiple cognrtive dimen- 
slons 

As nnentloned previously, for the purposes of the study reported on 
rn this paper, the usability of B# is evaluated according to the cognl- 
tive drmensions framework Since this measurement Instrument is 
task-spec~fic, the tasks relevant to creating a program solutlor~ in Bk 
arc thus the focus of the following sectlon 

4. Development of a Program Solution in B# 
In order for a program soiution to be developed using B#, the stu- 

dent is first required to either locate and identify an ex~sting program 
solution, or prov~de identification for a new program solution. There- 
after, the B# program is constructed in the form of a control-flow solu- 
tion that closcly resembles that of a flowchart. Once this has been 
completed, the student may execute and debug the program solution 
and save ~t for future use. An overview of the task model for develop- 
ing a program solution in B# is shown in Figure 1 

Each B# program solution is constructed in the form. of a flow- 
chart of icons, with each, icon representing a distinct programming 
construct. The flowchart is a top-down single-sequence structure of 
icons connected by lines, forming a box-and-line graph whlch is typi- 
cal of visual programming languages (Green & Petre 1996; Materson 
& Meyer 2001). The student selects an appropriate icon from the icon 
palette and drags-and-drops it in the correct position on the flowchart. 
An example of a program solution in the B# programming notat~on 
and associated development environment is illustrated by Figure 2. 
The flowchart representation of the program solution appears in the 
left hand pane of the window 
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011 attachneiit of the icon to the flowchart, a dialogue box is 
opened to guide the student in the specification of the properties re- 
quired by the particular programming construct being manipulated. 
Figure 3 illustrates an example of a programming construct dialogue. 
The dialogue box In Figure 3 1s that applicable to the counter iteration 
progralnming construct, whlch typically corresponds to a FOR textual 
programming statement. The student is required and guided to cor- 
rectly complete the dialogue before an icon can be successfully at- 
tached to the flowchart representation of the programming construct. 

1 Develop progranl so- = 
Crezitr new 1 ope11 

exlsung program solu- program solutio~: 

Save / export program 
Co11struct control-flow 

flowchall 
I 

mlng construct d ~ a -  

Figure 1: Task Model for the Development of a Program Solution in B# 

Icons can be edited, repositioned and removed from the flowchart 
representation of the program solution During the construction of a 
flowchart program solution, B# automatically and immediately dis- 
plays the correct textual counterpart for the program solution. An ex- 
ample of this display is evident in the bottom right hand pane of the 
window illustrated in Flgure 2. Figure 1 illustrates that once a B# pro- 
gram solution has been constructed, the student may test and debug it. 
Execution of program solutions is supported in two ways. The first 
technique is one whereby only the output from the program solutlon is 
displayed. The second technique permits the student to control the 



speed of the execution of the program solution. In this way, the stu- 
dent can trace the execution of the program solution, programming 
construct by programming construct 

Icon palette 

ogram Solution 

begin 

1Loop statements. } 

I-' 'lo& b w n .  

Figure 3: Dialogue Box for Counter Iteration Programming Construct 

Figure 4: B# Tracing and Debugging Feature 

As the student corltrols ~ h c  tracing process, both the flowcl~art and 
tcxtual representataons o f  thc program sol~rtlon arc s~multaneously am- 
mated An example of the anrmatlon appears in Figure 4 in the form 
c t f  blue highlighting la each or  thc program solutaon representations 
Any changes ira variable values are h~giaiigl~ted in the variable descrip- 
tion area to fijcerh the student's attention on then1 This area appears in 
the top right hand pane of the window illustrated rn Figure 4 

'The following section analyses the usability of B# as an introduc- 
tory prograilimlng tool in terms of the cognitive dimensions over- 
viewed in Section 3, and the task model described in this section, 

5,  Usability Analysis of B# 
The cognitive dimensions framework, as described previously, is 

an evaluation technique that is task-specific and intended for use with 
respect to the design process of programming tools. The framework 



can also be used to determine the usability of a progra~nming tool from 
the student programmers9 point of view. The following sections report 
on the usabil~ty analysis of B# as a programming tool for student pro- 
granmcrs in an introductory programmir~g course at UPE in terns of 
each of these approaches. 

5.1, Design Perspective 

In terms of its design. R# supports the cognihve dunension of ab- 
straction management ((?Dl) by allowing a student to define new pro- 
grdmmnlng operatxons using the notatlon provdde, specifically pe~mit- 
trng the defit~itaon and use of subrollit~nes The cognitive dimension of 
~Ioscness ot mapplng (CD2) 1s eirforced by a notation that closely re- 
qembles the solution being described. E3# adopts the use of a visual 
flowchart wtllch closely ~nirrors the control-flow or procedural para- 
digm lnit~aily reyu~red by the students in the context of UPE's intro- 
ductory programming course An example of the visual flowchart no- 
tation is illustrated In Figure 2 (shown in section 4). 

B# maximises support ibr the cognitive dimension of diffuseness 
(GD4) by providing a small number of powerful, non-overlapping pro- 
gralnlning constructs. The number of progralming constizlcts sup- 
ported is minimised since more constructs imply more notational syn- 
tax and u.nnecessaqy complexity which could result in a student pro- 
grammer experiencing confusion. The progranming constructs sup- 
ported by the notation of B# are shown in Table 4. 

?- -. - --Tc- on - - 

\CO~S~!E!L- IpGEI-- !___._ 1 Construct t-. ., 

; Input 

t-- 
Simple conditional I / Output 1 a 
--___- &. + 1--- 

Multiple cond~t~onal \ Post-test cond~t~orial ~terat~on 

Counter ~teration Return to calling funct~on 
-- -- -- - - + - -- 
Pre-test conditional itera- 1 I I ! 

1 Procedure call 
tion i m  1 _ _ _ _ I -  

Table 4: programming Constructs supported by 
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Also shown in Table 4 is the fact that the cognitive dimension of 
consistency (GB3) is suppofled by the notation of B#. All looping or 
iteration constructs (co~~nter  iteration, gre-lest conditional iteration and 
post-test conditional ~tcration) have similar n~etapborical. images. yet 
remain visually ciianmct 

B# rnit~~rnises the nncrdzricc of ein~~ecessary cr~ors which hrr~der 
the programmlllg task hy means o f  11s context sensltlve vlews 'T111s 
properly IS evident spei;rGcalty ~r, the case of fba: cusromlsed cilaiogues 
implernentcd for prsgraerraulmg constructs, an example of wluch is 11- 
lustrated by Figure 3 in the prc\/ious sec"rlon Furtlier evidence of the 
prevention of unnecessary errors 1s the fact that B# h~des Gom the stu- 
dent all mundane syntactrcal Issues (for example, the correct position- 
ing and mchxsior~ of sernl-colons wlthrra the correspond~ng textual lan- 
guage). In these ways the cogn~tkvc dimcrrslon of error proneness 
(CD5) is rnin~mised 

During the prototype development of B#, i t  was observed that the 
feature of providing the facility for the constrsctlon of student defined 
programtning operations required the most mental effort to compre- 
hend and successfuliy rrni-rlement. Conseque~ltly, it was determined 
that B# cxhib~ted the ~ognitive dirnension of hard mental operations 
(CD6). Support for the identified offending feature was thus modified 
in the most recent versnon of B# (Ueh 2003) in order to minimise sup- 
port for the cognitwe dilnension of hard mental operations. 

B# xnaxilnises the visibility of the ~nter-dependence of components 
by the concunent display of the blowcli~aj~ program solution and the 
corresponding syntactically correct textual version of the program so- 
lution. This feature is illustrated in Figure 2 in the previous section. 
In this way, B# minimises incidences of the cognitive dimension of 
hidden dependencies (CD7). 

An example of the manner in which B# ininimises the incidence of 
the cognitive dimension of premature commitment (CD8) is the way in 
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which variables required by the program solution only need to be de- 
fined as they are required This enhances the student control and free- 
dom of the progranlmlng env~ronment. Figure 5 illustrates that the 
declaration of a varrablc is required only after the selectlo~l and at- 
tachmerir of the assigmnent yrrogranxmlng construct has been initiated 
by the student. The student I S  thus not requrrcd to declare variables 
psxor to dcc~ding that thc assxgnlnerzt operation is the progranmling 
construct requi~ed to be nmplcmented BSii does, k~owever, provrde fhr 
a facility wl~ercby more expcrienccd studcnhs rnay pre-declare vari- 
ables should Ihey so umh. 111 fhls way, B# r~kairls from enforcing a 
particular order of performing prograniming tasks during the develop- 
ment of a prograrn solutron. 

Any B# program so'lunon representation (both flowchart and cor- 
responding textual) is always syntactically correct and the student may 
consequently execute and debug a program solution usmg the traclng 
facii~ty at any point durlng program solut~on construction. This fea- 
tnre promotes the cognitive dimension of progressive evaluatlon 
(CD9) and is illustrated in Figure 4 of the previous section. 

Figure 5: Declaration of variable required only when necessary 

ilppl-y~ng tlre Cognitive Diwrenslon Framework ilz inlroductory Programming 

The cognitive dimension of role expressiveness (CD10) 1s sup- 
ported in B# by nieans of the use of distinct metaphorical icons for 
each programming construct found 1n the flowchart representation for 
a prograrn solution Support for the cognitive dimension of role ex- 
pressiveness is illustrated by the easy visual adentification of distinct 
programming construct Images displayed In the flowchart representa- 
tlon of the program solution In Figure 2 (shown In section 4). 

Examples of the nlamer In w1:ich B# exhiblts the cognitive dl- 
nnenslon of secondary notation (CD 1 1 )  is by means of the vertical and 
horizontal arrangement of progralnming construct icons in relation to 
one another in the flowchart represerntatlon of a program solution. A 
sample of this feature is illustrated In Figure 2. 

Vertical arrangement of icons in the flowchart representation of a 
program solution is an indication of the flow of control, whereas hen- 
zontal arrangement is an i~idicatiorl of mutual exclusive selection. B# 
supports the cognitive dimension of secondary notation in the textual 
representation of a program solution by means of signalling (or code 
highlighting), also illustrated in Figure 2. 

B# fiirther treats nested programming constructs as a group and 
the student, by means of a single action, can, for example, successhlly 
and easily reposition a group of progranlming constructs as a single 
unit w~thin the flowchart representation of a program solution. In this 
way B# provides for the support of the simplification of modifications 
to existing program solutions thereby supposing the cognitive dimen- 
sion of vrscosity (CD12). 

Support for the cognitive dimension of visibility and juxtaposibil- 
ity (CD13) is supported by B# in that the development environment 
provided by B# rniniinises the effort required on the part of the student 
to search for related ~nl'onnation. T h s  is evident in the way in which 
B# displays corresponding representations of a program solution 
alongside one other (Figure 2). B# also ensures that the student is able 
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to manage the screen display with the min~mal amount of windows. 
Further, minimal effort on the part of the student is required to deter- 
mine the current status of the system. 

B# suppol-ts the display~ng of the currellt status of the system by 
means of context sensitive views, one example belng where the user is 
confronted with a blank display and 1s thereby encouraged to either 
create a rrew program solutnon or open an exlsting cane. Figure 6 illus- 
tralcs liiis systern status 

Bthct examples exhibited by B# In support of the cognitavc di- 
menslon of v~sabll~tji and juxtayosibllity 1s the display of an approprl- 
ate dialogue far any spec~fic programming construct being added to 
the ilowchart (Fngure 3 in sect~on 4) as well as the tracang facility 
which pmvrdes sit~~nltaneous arrlraation of eorrespondir~g flowchart 
and textlraI 1rre)grdin solutior~s (Flgure 4 rn section 4) 

Figure 6:  illustration of Initial System Status 

B# provides support for the final cognitive dimension of provi- 
sionality (CD 14) by facilitating the easy repositioning of nested groups 
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of programming constructs represented by icons as well as by means 
of the tracing facility (Figure 4). 

In addition to evidence of B# support for the 14 cognitive dimen- 
sions at a design level, an evaluation of the system by means of a stu- 
dent questionna~re derived from the set of cognitive dimensions was 
conducted, the results of the analys~s thereof being discussed in the 
following section. 

5.2. Student Programmer Perspective 

A questionnaire (Appendix A) customised and adapted from the 
generic questionnaire proposed by Blackwell & Green (2000) was ad- 
ministered to students using B# as technological support in an Intro- 
ductory programming learning environment. The aim of the survey 
was to collect data for the examination and testing of the following 
hypothesis for significance at the 95% percentile (a, = 0.05) (Berenson 
& Levine 1999): 

1 :  An equal number of positive and negative responses 
jbr each cognitive dimension are received,fi-arn the student 
assessment of the usability of B#. 

H I :  An unequal number of positive and negative re- 
sponses for each cognitive dimension uve received from the 
student assessment of the usability of B#. 

The test statistic appl~cable to the quantitative data analysis is a 
computed proportion based on the number of positive responses ob- 
served for each cognitive dimension on administering the question- 
naire. The statistical technique thus appropriate to the analysis of the 
data collected is the X2-test for the homogeneity of proportions using a 
contingency table to test the equality of the number of positive and 
negative responses for each of the I4 cognitive dimensions as defined 
in section 3. STATISTlCA (Statsoft Inc. 2001) is the data analysis 
tool used in the computations required for the X'-test. 



The cognitive dimensions questionnaire was administered to a 
group of 18 (of a possible 25) introductory programming students at 
UPE during 2004. The course was one of the smaller introductory 
programming courses and was the only course where B# was exten- 
sively and exclusively used. The subjects of the study had been using 
B# as technological support in the learning environment of the intro- 
ductory programming course for a period of 10 weeks. Each weekly 
exposure to B# consisted of a single session of at least 75 minutes. 

The portion of the questionnaire that is dedicated to the main nota- 
tion of B# is designed to provide at least one numbered item relevant 
to each of the 14 cognitive dimensions. The purpose of each num- 
bered item is to provide the opportunity for the respondents to recog- 
nise the existence of features in B# that are relevant to each cognitive 
dimension in terms of the programming task performed by the stu- 
dents. Table 5 maps each of the items appearing as numbered ques- 
tions in the questionnaire in Appendix A to the appropriate cognitive 
dimension. 

The cognitive dimension of abstraction management (CD 1) is not 
included due to the fact that at the time of the administering of the 
questionnaire, the curriculum being followed by the introductory pro- 
gramming students had not yet progressed sufficiently to the point 
where the students were able to effectively assess the particular fea- 
tures supported by B# that are relevant to this particular cognitive di- 
mension. 

' Positive 1 Negative i 
Cognitive Dimension 1 response response / 

number I values values I 
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--- 
CD7 Hldden dependenc~es -- 
CD8 Premature commitment 

-- --- - 

CD9 Progressive evaluat~on 
CDl  0 Role-express~veness --- 
CD11 Secondarv notatlon , -- I- I 

I CD12: Viscosit j 3 
h ~ i b i l i t ; a n d  j u x t i ~ i b i l i t y  
b ~ i 4 :  Provisionaiity j 11 3 , 4 , 5  I 1 . 2  1 

Table 5: Correspondence of Questionnaire Questions to Cognitive Dimensions 

Results of the statistical analysis of the responses to each of the 
numbered items in the questionnaire are presented in Table 6. The 
null hypothesis is clearly rejected for 10 of the 13 cognitive dimen- 
sions at the 99% level s f  confidence, and rejected for the remaining 3 
cognitive dimensions at the 95% level of confidence. By inspection, it 
can be interpreted that in the case of the majority of the cognitive di- 
mensions, a significantly greater proportion of positive responses were 
observed. Only in the cases of the cognitive dimensions of error- 
proneness (CD5), hard mental operations ( 0 6 )  and premature com- 
mitment (CD8) were a significantly greater proportion of negative re- 
sponses observed. 

The questionnaire administered to the students also attempts to so- 
licit the respondents' characterisation of the type of activity for which 
B# is used in an introductory programming course. Qualitative analy- 
sis through the technique of thematic analysis was applied to the data 
collected for the purpose of this characterisation (Ely et al. 1995; Ely 
et 01. 1999; Dee Medley 2001). 

Number of Positive Cognitive Dimension 

CD2: Closeness of mapping 20.350 
c!?3:Sonsisten_crp_ . I CD4: Diffuseness 12 4.000 

I--proneness L L -  5.460 0.019' 
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---- 
** l i _ , - 2 8 4 4 0 1 - -  OOOO_ ' C D l  I Secondary notat~on 16 200 ! 0 000" 

CD12 V~scosity - 
I 21 780 ( 0 000" 

I 0 000- 
I CD13 V~slbll~lv and ~uxtaoosibil~tv I an0 and ' and / 

Table 6: Results of Usabii~ty Evaluation of Main Notation of B# with respect to Cognitive 
Dimensions of Notat~ons 

Thematic analysis of the responses to this question determined that 
students interpreted the main tasWactivity for which B# is used to be 
the creation of program solutions for problems In the form of a flow- 
chart. Typical responses to this question are: 

"Solvingproble~ns similar to flowcharts " 
"Creation offloulchurts " 
"Creating programs" 

The questionnaire further attempts to determine the existence of 
any problems related to the usability of B# that are not specifically ad- 
dressed by the cognitive dimensions. Analysis of the responses deter- 
mined that the task that took the most time in B# was the reorganisa- 
tion and restructuring of a B# program solution. The tasks that occu- 
pied the least amount of time were searching for the correct program- 
ming icon to use and the unproductive experimentation of program- 
ming construct icons within program solutions. 

Thematic analysis of the responses also indicated that additional 
assistance was required to be provided by B#. Typical responses in- 
dicative of this are: 

"By putting a Help ftlnction " 
"'Have back going arrows like in flowcharts. Not only forward ar- 
row's " 
"Being able to indicate locatzon ofthe error within the program" 

As a result of the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the stu- 
dent programmer assessment of the usability of B#, it is noticeable that 
additional system support for on-line help is required. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 
The paper reported on an investigation into the usability of B#, an 

iconic programming notation and development environment developed 
by the Department of CS&IS at UPE, as an appropriate technological 
support tool in the learning environment of an introductory program- 
ming course. The results of the analysis are presented on two levels, 
namely in terms of the design of B# and with respect to the experience 
of students using B# to construct program solutions. 

At the design level, B# is shown to positively provide support for 
all 14 cognitive dimensions. Application of a mapping between the 
technique of the cognitive dimensions framework for notations and 
Nielsen's heuristics implies that in satisfying the 14 cognitive dimen- 
sions, B# satisfies the latter technique of Nielsen's 10 heuristics in 
their entirety. 

In order to confirm the level of support for the cognitive dimen- 
sions, a survey was administered to introductory programming stu- 
dents using B# and the responses quantitatively and qualitatively ana- 
lysed. 

The analysis of the responses observed by means of the survey de- 
termined that 77% of the cognitive dimensions are positively sup- 
ported by B#. The analysis, however, provides evidence of usability 
problems in B# that are not specifically addressed by the cognitive di- 
mensions. These identified usability problems have a relationship with 
the remaining 23% of cognitive dimensions not directly positively sup- 
ported by IS# in terms of the student assessments. 

It is interesting to note that all of the cognitive dimensions as- 
sessed by student programmers as not being positively supported by 
B# are without exception the only questionnaire items that were nega- 
tively phrased. 
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In terms of the cognitive dimensions for notations assessment of 
the usability of B#, the experimental programming notation and envi- 
ronment can be classified as a successful learning environment for in- 
troductory programming students for the following reasons: 

B# supports a notation that consists of a small, simple sub- 
set of the programming constructs generally available in a program- 
ming notation. This property is evident in B# maximising support 
for the cognitive dimension of diffuseness (CD4). 

The visual appearance of B#'s program structure enables an 
introductory programming student to comprehend the semantics of 
the programming constructs supported. This property is evident in 
B# maximising support for the cognitive dimension of closeness of 
mapping (CD2). 

0 B# attempts to shield introductory programming students 
from misinterpretations and misunderstandings. This property is 
supported in B# by maximising support for the cognitive dimension 
of consistency (CD3). In spite of this observed support, there seems 
to be evidence that the property is insufficiently supported in that 
support for the cognitive dimension of error-proneness (CD5) re- 
quires hrther consideration. 

Although the paper argues that in terms of support for the cogni- 
tive dimensions framework for programming languages, B# provides 
an integrated visual environment that attempts to enhance the learning 
experience of the introductory programming course student, it is clear 
that further research in the usability of B# is necessary. 
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This cluest~onnalrc collects your thoughts on how easyldifficult it 1s to 
use B#. The series of questions presented encourage you to think 
about the ways you used B# and whether B# helped you to do the 
things that you were required to do. 

Piace a f next to the task that took the most time in 
H, a 2 next to the task that took the next most time, 
err: ..., with a 4 next to the task that took the least 
time. 

Searching for the correct programming !con to 1 1 use 
/ Translating information from pseu- 7- --I 
docodelflokcharts into a B# program 

- .- - 

4 
borgan i s inwd  restructuring a B## program 
/ Playing around with the different programming 1 1 
( icons in B# without being sure of the re- I 
sult/purpose of each I 
Please answer the following ques- 
tions to the best of your 
marking the appropriate 
3, 4, 5 or 6). If you are able to, please 

B # m r a m m i n ~  - - - - 

I f  there are any constructs that are drfficult to use andlor 
locate~ lease identik them 1 
2 The w i n d o G i ~ f i h a t  aredepend-/21, 3 j4/ 6/  
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ent upon each other are easily visible ' I / \  
arid are always consistent -- - - - - -- -- - 

1 I I 
i _ - L - _  i 4 

Please identrfy any wrndows of Bklhaf fall info ihrs cate- j 1 gory Why 1s it necessary for these wndaws lo be de- ; 

1 If there are any things thar are ddilficidit Ic change in a i 
p g r a m ,  e l s e  rienfl I 

4 I can state a solu L rsasonabrjgiefly i 
Is there anflhing speofic fhat you fhink could be srmpler7 1 
Haw could rt be srmplrfied? -- 

- - -- 
I 
i 

5 r i n d  that it requires d lot of thinking 1[2 TT4 5 j  6; 
to creatg asgukon in B# 

-- - -- -- I 11~1 
I f  there are any thrngs In BW that require a bt of thought, / 
please rdenfify them and descrrbe why you find them dif- 1 
ficult 

-- - - T-- i 
6 7f;nd %at it e easy to make irnt&ng , 2l 1 4 6 i  mistakes in B# - - -- - - - - - 1. I -1 -1 
Descr~be the krnd of imtatrng mistakes ihaf B# allowed 1 

p u  to make - -. - -- - - - - -- 

7 1 find that the way In which B# pro- , I 
grams are created and displayed , 
closely matches the types of problems 
that I must solve rn WRAl31- _ - ,  -- - - -- 

Wh hv? I 

8 B# programs are easy to follow and 1 4 1  
understand -_ - -_ -- _ _ 1 i 1 wv-- - 
L - -  - -- - -- -- - 

--I 
, . i  

9 If I make a change to a B# program, 
the effect is always reflected in the 
pads that dependent on the change , 

Descrlbe the occas~on(s) when th~s did not occur - 

10 It is easy to stop at anyt~me during 
B# program creation and test 
work so far - - - L 

Descr~behe -- t~mes when fhrs was nof possrble 



- -- - - - - - - - -- -- r ' -- ~ I T  B#<Gourages me to experiment I I I 4i 5i 6 i  I w~th a solut~on , -- - - --  - - - - - - -- L L I-_ L - 1 -  1-4 
3 P!Y - - - - -  - - I 

1 12 B# forces me to thlnh ahead and 17 - 1; 
1 make certan deaslons about a solu- 1 7 21 3 ' 4 51 61 
/ t~on first / I  I /  

I the way that they appear 
Please :denfify anyfhing wh~hich you consider to be sirniiar I 

1 rrr WY and describe how you identified !hem as beirlg ' sirniiar L - - - - - - - _ - - 
1 14 The arrangement of the Icons in 

B# program helps me to 

I B# progranls affects your understand~ng of !he prograrn 
Llask - -- 

- _ _  I 
What tas -- . -- 

What in your opinion, ,s the end product that B# produces? -- 
How do you interact w~th B#? 
Can you think of any obvlous ways that could Improve the B# system? 

Cbarmaln Cllliers, ( C h a ~ ~ n a ~ i i  Clll~ersignrn~nu.ac.~a) 
Andre Cal~tz, (~~~re.Calitz(u~ni-mmu.a~) 
Jkan Greyling (&~.Grcvlin~i~ijm~~~~~u.ac.za) 

Departnient of Computer Science and Ini'ormation Systems, 

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, Port Elizabeth. South 
Africa 

Student Perceptions of Learning Object- 
Oriented Programming 

Abstract 
'This study was ui~defiake~~ in order In deecnnine h o ~  dificuit (or not) CS I 

ct-udents percrive learning to prograrn in a_n object-oriented style to be, how well 
the) actually learn object-oriented progrmming ( 0 8 P )  and how well they 
retain their iinderstanding of CIOP. By malysing this information and ideas of 
hest practices provided in related literafuse, suggestions are formulated for 
improvixtg instruction of 00 concepts. 

Students' acqtlisition of basic object.oriented (00) concepts 
appears lo be a major source of diificutry (Doube, 1996), because 
understanding thesc concepts requires them to he familiar with some 
potentially trcsublesame ternllnolsgy (Ross, 1996). Knowing which 
00 concepts students find difticult to uriderstand can allow lecturers 
to strticture instructlorii in "ilch a way that understanding is improved 
(Wicdenheck & Ranlalingam, 1999). 

In tile next section of' this paper the research design wili be 
elaborated up011 by describing the problerri statement, population and 
sampling, as well as how data was collected. The following section 
provide an elaboratiol~ on the theory of (90 concepts, including objects 
and classes, state and behaviour, encapsulation and interfiices, 
inheritance and polymorphism. 



Our rcseai~h result5 are reported In three sectnons The influence 
of priot ieal-nlng 'tnd cxperrence ibr Ieam~ng to prograna using 00 
coni:cpts, the ~inde~standing of OOP, and ehc ~denkihcation of easy and 
hard top~cs, both gerrerally and specrficaliy with regard to 00 topics. 
lindcr~tanding rs inter-gsreted In tenns of the perceived and actual 
difficulty for studcr~ts of*ulrders!anding OdbP, how well students netam 
tlic:r uardelstaxlding 01' 00 concepts, md the consistency of the latter 
with iludenth>' co~~rhi:  mark^ 

ii? t i ic last sect!c~n vvc coxxcludh: wnth specxfii: r e a ~ h ~ n g  gurdell~aes 
for irnpr-ovieig !narrucllssn ~f 00 coarcepts 

Research Design 

The perception seerna to emst that s t~~dents  have difficulty in 
learning lo program In arl object-oriented style (cl'. SlGCSE, 2001) 
Thls study was ulldertaken it1 order to determi~le how difficult (or not) 
students perceive leaning to program in an object-oriented style to be, 
how well they actually learn oi?.ject-oriented prognammnng (OOP) and 
how well they retdln their understand~ng of OQP. 

Population and ,%rnpling 

Our study was conducted us~ng students who colnpleted an OOP 
course at the University of Pretoria (UP) during the first semester of 
2002. 'The hi~llow~ng table shows the courses presented by the 
Depaflrne~at of Computer Science of UP and their prerequis~tes as ~t 
was presented in 2002 when this survey was conducted, 

Course Code 
COS 110 

-- 

COS 2 8 3  

Programming design principles and practices 
with emphasis on the object-oriented paradigm 1 (HG) D or an equivalent 
usinaJava as vehicle .. -- 

The course IS an introduction to networking COSllO k principles using Java for www and network j 

_~~_091_ammlng. -- ~. __-- - -  - 

Students who participated in our survey were enrolled for COS283 
at the time of our survey, and therefore had co~nplcted COS 1 10. It can 
thus be assumed that they are schooled m the concepts of object- 
orientation. Due to the prerequisites set for COS 1 10, all students had 
programling experience In at least one programming language prior 
to their exposure to OOP In GOSllO It should be noted that 25 
students (12%) had not yet passed COS 110 at the time of the survey, 
but had obtained special permission to do COS 283 in parallel while 
redoing COS 1 10. 

Data Collection 
On October 7, 2002 all students attending class in COS 283 were 

invited to participate in a questionnaire. The attendance register of that 
day had 246 students, of whom 178 (72%) completed the 
questionnaire. As the questionnaire was completed anonymously, the 
final marks for COS 110 of all attendees of the day were obtained, 
together with the period (semester and year) when each student had 
completed the course. Of these students, 197 (80%) had passed COS 
110 in June 2002, meaning the nrajority of students completed the 
questionnaire roughly four months after completing a course teaching 
them Object Oriented Programming. 

Object Orientation Concepts 
For the purpose of this research, understanding of the concepts of 

object-oriented programming described below is considered to be 
crucial in the mastering of OOP. 

Objects and Classes 
An object can represent any abstract or real world entity (Finch, 

1998) that is relevant to the system, while "classes are a means for 
describing the properties and capabilities of the objects in real life that 
a program has to deal w~tb" (Bishop, 1998:23). 

State and Behaviour 
An object's internal state is defined by the values of its attributes, 

which can be thought of as a collection of variables and data. The 
concept of attributes is central to object-oriented programming 
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(Barrow et ul., 2002:3). The behaviour of an object is defined it its 
methods. Methods specify the operations an object can perform. 
Ainong other things, it defines the way in which an object's data can be 
manipulated (Martin & Odell, 1992117) to change its state. 

Encdtpsulation and Interfkces 
Objects are self-contained entities that encapsulate (hide) both 

their own data and functions (Barrow et nl., 2002:466) as described in 
its class definition. The interface of an object presents the visible 
surface of the object for other objects to communicate with it 
(Chakravarty & Lock, 1997: 122). An object thus has control over the 
way in which other objects can access its data and methods, and can 
hide anything that it wants to keep private from other objects. The 
details of an object code belong to the class itself, and this code may 
be modified in any way desired, as long as its interface remains 
unchanged (Schneider & Gersting, 2004:391). 

dn heritan ce 
Use of 00 design permits class definitions to be hierarchically 

arranged (Barrow et a/.. 2002:476), leading to the powerful inheritance 
programming techtuque. Wirfs-Brock et al. (1990:24) define 
inheritance as "the ability of one class to define the behaviour and data 
structure of its instances as a superset of the definition of another class 
or classes." Programmers make use of the process of inheritance by 
abstracting all the common features into a high-level member class 
that represents the characteristics that are shared by all its descendants. 
Inheritance allows code and data structure definitions to be shared 
among classes with similar st~zrctuse (Coggins, 1996), leading to the 
possibility of existing code being reused. 

Polymorphism 
The term polymorphism originates from the Greek words 'poly 

rnorph' and suggests the capacity to appear in many forms 
(Jupitermedia Corporation, 2003). In the context of object-oriented 
programming, the concept of polymorphsm refers to a programming 
language's ability to allow different objects to react to the same stimuli 

(i.e. message) differently, depending on their data type or class, by 
redefining methods for derived classes. An object can operate 
interchangeably with an ancestor In relation to the attributes and 
methods it inherits from the ancestor (Barrow et ul., 2002:445). 

lnfluence of Prior Learning and Experience 
In order to es~ablish the influence of pnor learning and experience 

h s  learning to program using 00 concepts, students were asked to 
andicate whether it was easier to learn OOF, because they already 
knew programming before starting this particular course. Almost of 
students' prior learning experiences influenced their learning of OOP 
positively (see graph I). 

j Graph I :  Easier tolearn 001' because knowprogramming'! 

Students were also asked to qualify their responses. Analysis of 
the responses of students' who indicated that their prior learning helped 
them, revealed that for most students, their previous programming 
experience and basic background knowledge of programming concepts 
help them mainly in a sense that there were less new concepts to deal 
with. 



'2 l h ~ c v ~ l e  ~s u hicvcle; some just have xrtorc bells and wiziL~tles 
thuil olhel:\ ". This quote is from a student who is of the opinion that it 
was easler to learn 0(1P due to prevlous programming experience 
raptures thc feeling that the transition were more like rrding a new 
bicycle with some new features rather than learning to ride a totally 
dlffci ent vet-1:cie 

Othcr siudcnts, despitc ~ndicatlng that thelr previous progralnmmg 
1:1rieed helped illern in the course under discussion, however, felt that 
leal-nmg the new paradigm requircd some unlearning of old concepts 
to be able io grasp OQP at first 

'The words "Evev thotrgh tlzejum,~ to OCPP was a btt of a .." used 
by a studclit to dcscnbe hisllner feeling, represents a general perceptnon 
that they had to overcoine a consrderable gag between the~r  prlor 
experience and the new concepts. 

Although the rnajoi-~ty felt that thelr prlor experience helped them, 
one student aired the opinion that the fact that he already knew 
progranming helped him "very little" during this course, while 
another's pre-knowledge only helped "jior about the first pmctical 
lesson und then it M I U S  impossible again". 

The reasons for not gaining from prior programming experience 
can be attributed to the feeling that learning OQP is very different 
from what students wcre used to. 

"ver-i/ dl#et*cnk from evevthinp ever lccxrn t beforc" 

"a whole diJferent approach to programmr ng " 
'yjtlst us hard to leurrz us it nJus to learn programming onginally" 

The above quotes from respondents express the fmstration 
experienced by some students despite their prior knowledge. Their 
inability to utilise their previous experience can partly be attributed to 
inadequate depth of their prior knowledge. but is mainly seen to be a 

Student Perceptiot~s of learning Object-Oriented Programming 

consequence of the vast difference between structured or procedural 
programming and object orientation. The following quote not only 
expresses the magnitude of the difference between these paradigms, 
but also indicates that the student has not yet adopted OOP: "There is 
a big step from normal programming to 00 programming" 

Many students still struggle with the ideas and find OOP to be 
"still really, really difficult!" and "not easy to learn at all". From these 
comments qualifying the students' choice whether their prior 
knowledge helped them to understand OOP, we conclude that although 
most of the students indicated that it had a positive impact, the extent 
of the impact was not profound in all cases. The magor reason for 
students not being able to gain from their prior knowledge is twofold. 
Firstly they struggle to change their mindset to the new paradigm and 
secondly after obtaining the OOP mindset, they are unable to apply 
their previous knowledge in the new environment. 

Understanding Object-Oriented Programming 
Perceived DifJiculty of Understanding OOP 

Subjects were asked to select how difficult they perceived the 
understanding of object-oriented programming to be from the available 
options of "Very difficult", "Difficult", "Fairly easy" and "Easy". 
Almost 213 of the group indicated that they found the concept to be 
difficult or very difficult to understand (see graph 2). 

Graph 2: How difficult do students find it to 
understand OOP? 
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Actuul Understand~zg of OdlP Concepts 

Students' formal examlnatlon marks were used as an indication of 
lhe~r  level of understanding of the baslc concepts of object-oriented 
pmgrarmnlrag (see graph 3). The ::verage for students ~ncluded in this 
,tudly was 60 (marks out of 100) w ~ t h  a standard devrat~on of 1 1. 

The average quoted for ,'cjS I I0  anlght seem high Shls can be 
.~trrlbuted to the fBct that CCS 1 f 0 ss d pxercqwsite fix tile course the 
5tudenrs were doing when tileg. j~:ir$icipatcd In the questionnarre 

in .~i-del to cietel-mrne s:-:!:~<ir:,' Ievei 06 rctcnilon of understand~ng 
13r '  U4;n tanlcepts they were ii.,~ed to explaln In ilaerr own words what 

understood by 0 0 P  ?'he~r drlswers were then rated according to 
the fc)llowmg scaic, 

1 Very vague / not applicable i wrong 
2 Some appropriate content, but imprecise. 
7 Answers are rlghr, but don't convirace the reader that the student 

knows exactly what the con~egt  1s about 
r Accurate and art~culate; student seem to understand the concept 

very well. 

Graph5. ~ tudcnt s '  mark.; for Cob 110 1 
I 

Student Perceptions of Learning Object-Oriented Programnling 

Graph 4:  HOWWII dostudents retain their understanding of 
OOP? 

- - .~ - . ... ---p-.-.--p-..--p- . 
OVcry "awe! n o t  applsablei  wrong D % m e  appropriate conlcnt, bus tmpiccl:4 ! 
MAsibxrs right but not convincing lAccurate and arllcdarr 1 I 
L ~ : . - ~ ~ - .  . IF-- -- - - 

Classifications were made and checked by the researchers, and 
also verified by an external judicator. Results obtained are represented 
in graph 4. To illustrate the range of answers and give an indication of 
the way in which responses were classified, figures 1 and 2 show some 
excerpts. 

Figure 1: Very vague I not applicable I wrong responses 
One student repiled to this question with a "?, one ciaims that he "didn't understand' 
and two more didn't "know how to explain these". It is "difficult programming" that is 
"extremely difficult to define", invalving "programs which are built by objects" (2 )  I "action 
objects". Programming like this is "usefur' and "uses an interface" for the "look and feel of 
the  roor ram" in a "basic common lanauaae". "It is not mainlv user-based' 

Figure 2: Accurate, articulate responses 

Object-oriented programming refers to " a  design sfyle that models real world 
objects as bundles of code, and furthermore describes the preferred method ot 
interaction between these soft ware objects". Everything is viewed "as an object, which 
has attributes and ways (functions/methods) to access and modify the attributes", as well 
as information h~ding. "These objecfs can be treated as single entities": "data structures 
containing methods and properties can be treated as a template from which objects can 
be in 
. -- -p-~- - .. 
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hard, 7.8% were willing to state that everything was easy when asked 
about what they found easy. This observation illustrates that the way a 
question is asked can have a profound impact on the statistical result. 

Speczpc Object Oriented Topics 

20% of the respondents identified topics specific to 00 that they 
found easy to understand, while 24% singled out specific 00 concepts 
as being hard to understand. The number of students perceiving the 
identified 80 concepts as being easy or hard to understand is shown in 
graph 5. 

As this data was drawn from a small subset of the sample, no 
significant conclusions can be drawn from it. In the case of basic 
concepts such as Objects and classes and state and behaviour where 
more students found it specifically easy than students indicating it to 
be hard, it can be argued that there might be more students who found 
it hard, but could not even identify their inability to grasp the concept, 
as the origin of his difficulty in mastering the course content. 

The case of polymorphism that was mentioned only twice 
(representing 1.2% of the sample) is merely an indication that the 
concept of polymorphism was not significantly covered or required in 
the presentation of the course to get an indication if the students 
perceived it as easy or hard. The fact that encapsulation and 
inheritance 1s perceived as harder to assimilate by students correlates 
with our experience that these concepts are more advanced. It is also 
comforting to realise that these topics was emphasised adequately 
enough in presentation of the course to lead the students to recognise 
the cognition of these concepts as crucial. 
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Graph 5: Perceived Difficulty of 00 Concepts 

I Polyrnoruh~sm inllmtancr Encapsuidtion :md State and Oh~ects and j , . ~ntnfaces  hehav~our classa i 

I E~~~ E tiard / 
i 1 00 Concepts 

Our first conclusion is that although the majority of students felt 
that prior experience in programing helped them to understand OOP, 
the extent of the impact was not profound in all cases, When students 
are not able to gain from their prior knowledge, rt is either because 
they struggle to change their mindsets to the new paradigm, or after 
obtaining the OOP mindset, are unable to apply their previous 
knowledge in the new environment. 

The majority of test subjects claim to find understanding object- 
oriented programming difficult Traditional lecture methods can be 
supplemented to enhance student understanding of difficult concepts 
by steadily replacing these by a learner-centred approach where 
students have more responsib~lity for their own learning. A pervasive 
idea seems to be to present concepts in broad strokes first and add 
details later (Ross, 1996). Students first have to be allowed to master 
basic facts, features and rules and gain insight into how these relate to 
existing knowledge (Sharp et al. 2003). They find it easier to 
understand when they familiarize themselves with high-quality, clear 
examples of a new 00 concept. which are contrasted with non- 
examples. Instead of only having purely descriptive introductory 

Sturler?~ Perceptions of'Leurning Object-Oriented Progruntwing 

nlaterial, "hands-on" programming exercises should be utilized 
(Doubs, 1996). 

This study shows a clear relatlonsh~p between students' exam 
marks and their retention of understaridlng OOP concepts. As a 
projected outconie h'sr students learning 00 concepts is that they wlll 
eventually use these concepts In practlcal implementations In the~r  
place %)f employment. ~t rs important that they retain their knowledge 
of these ssnccpts. Exam marks should be a good indication to 
employers of how well a str~dcnt worlld be able to apply 80 concepts 
In actual projects in the work place. 

Enc,apsulatann, inheritance and polymorphism were identrfied as 
concepts w~thln OCIP with pivotal xnportance in terms of difficulty of 
tlnderstanding As if is difficult to understand abstract concepts such as 
encapsulation and anformation hiding, it 1s ~mportant that the related 
ativanltages of these concepts be emphasized (Sharp et ul., 2003). 
Lecturers shoalPd also note that their attitudes help to determine 
whether students view inheritance as a difficult topic (Schaller et al., 
1997). 

SIGCSE (2001) cautions that certain didactical problems can be 
exacerbated when an objects-based model is used, as many of the 
languages used for object-oriented programming in the 
industry involve significantly more detail complexity than classical 
languages. Unless lecturers take special care to introduce the material 
in a way that limits this complexity, such details can easily overwhelm 
students. 
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Determining Suitable Programming Lan- 
guage(~) for the B Tech (IT) Degree 

JO Dehinbo 

Abstract 
There are various programming languages such as Basic, Fortran, Pascal, 

Cobol, C, C++, Visual Basic (VB) and Java, which are being taught within the 
Information Technology curriculum of tertiary institutions in South Africa. Due 
to differing features as in normal languages, some programming languages 
which are not easier to learn may lead to high failure rate. Some that are simpler 
to learn may not offer the flexibilities required for fiture works. The current 
practice of teaching many of these languages leads to repetition. Adequate con- 
sideration need to be given to the choice of a programming language that will be 
easy to learn even for first year students, and yet lead to increased productivity 
in future tasks. 

The study involves evaluating four programming languages namely C++, 
Visual Basic, Java and Pascal, in terms of their ease of learning, ease of use un- 
der pressure, Line of Codes (LOC) and overall rating. Survey and Experimental 
approaches were used. Questionnaires were administered to respondents using 
any of the four languages: C++, Javrg Visual Basic. and other structured lan- 
guages (like Pascal or Basic) in different study groups. In addition, a simple 
programming exercise was given to respondents to solve and the estimated 
Lines of Codes (LOC) for the solution in each programming language was 
measured. 

The study concluded that unlike Pascal, there is no significant difference in 
the factors studied for C++, Visual Basic and Java. The findings therefore show 
that a careful combination of the languages can achieve the desired result. 

Keywords 
Programming, languages, ICT, teaching, learning 
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1 Introduction 
Various programming languages such as Basic, Fortran, Pascal, 

Cobol, C, C++, and Visual Basic have been used in the past as the 
programming language of choice for the various computer-based in- 
structional offering for begimers in Tertiary institutions. In the 
Soshanguve Campus of the Tshwane University of Technology (for- 
mally Techmkon Northern Gauteng - TNG), Pascal was used in 1999, 
C was used in 2000, and C++ has been used since 2001. The pass rate 
remains less that 50%. 

1 .  The Context of the Problem 

The use of various programming languages in computer-based 
training led to situations which necessitate some considerations. Ade- 
quate consideration will lead to the choice of a programming language 
that will lead to increased productivity. On the other hand, inadequate 
consideration could make programming problematic now and even in 
future. Below are some of the situations: 

Basic is considered as a very simple language for beginners but 
cannot be used for complex programming. So after the first year, the 
students have to start with another programming language, which may 
lead to confusion of the statements in both languages. The new lan- 
guage may also not be mastered to the point where it can be used ef- 
fectively for industrial work and research. Similar arguments apply for 
FORTRAN and Pascal. 

Basic, FORTRAN. Pascal and C are structured programming lan- 
guages that need a complete re-orientation to adjust to the more recent 
object-oriented programming style portrayed by C++, Java and event- 
oriented style of Delphi and Visual Basic. C++ is a hybrid language 
capable of the structured programming style in C as well as the object- 
oriented programming style compatible with Java. 

However, C++ is considered by some people as being difficult, 
saying it seems too complex for first year students especially those 
with no prior knowledge of computing. Another consequence of the 

S~ritahle Progrunlnung Lur~g~iirge(s) for the B Tech (IT) Degree 

complexity of C++ is that many postgraduate students do not enjoy us- 
ing it for further complex programming thus abandoning it for Java. 

Internet programming at present offers challenging opportunities 
for research especially in areas such as Servlets, CORBA, Java Server 
Pages, HTML, XML, COMJDCOM, and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB). 
These however need a good background in Java and not Basic, For- 
tran, Pascal or Cobol. 

Many programmers, when given a choice of languages for a new 
project, continue to use the language with whlch they are most famil- 
iar, even if it is poorly suited to the new project. It is therefore very 
important for student to be trained using a programming language that 
will be most suitable for their future tasks. 

1.2 TheProblem Statement 

The pass rate for technical programming language subjects for the 
past few years in TNG averaged less than 50%. This, in addition to 
various comments from students such as "Ct+ is too difficult'' indi- 
cates that the various languages used so far, are possibly not easy to 
learn for beginners. There are some other languages which could be 
very good for beginners but do not have enough complexity for the 
student to become rigorous in programming at the end of the 41h year 
of a B Tech study. This leads to half-baked students with problems in 
securing employment and in undergolng postgraduate studies and con- 
ducting research. 

1.3 The Aim of the Study 

The aim of the study was to identify a suitable programming lan- 
guage for the new B Tech (Information Technology) degree in the 
Soshanguve campus of the Tshwane University of Technology and 
other tertiary institutions. This language should be relatively easy for 
beginners to write useful programs, to incorporate other current and 
relevant IT technologies, and broad enough to fill  the 3 to 4 year cur- 
riculum while at the same time offer some prospects for future indus- 
trial use and research. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the research are: 

Investigate the preferred or 'easy to learn' language among 
undergraduate students at different levels. 

Investigate the language that is considered most flexible. 

Investigate the language that is considered most suitable 
for complex works. 

Compute the Line of Codes (LOC) for a solution to a sim- 
ple problem in each programming language. 

2. Types of Programming Languages 
There are basically hundreds of programming languages on the 

market today. According to Sebesta [7J, it is widely believed that the 
depth at which we can think is influenced by the expressive power of 
the language in which we can communicate our thoughts. Those with a 
limited grasp of natural language are limited in their complexity of 
their thoughts, particularly in depth of abstraction. It is difficult for 
people to conceptualize structures that they cannot describe. Program- 
mers in the process of devefoplng software are similarly constrained. 
The language in which they develop software places limits on the 
kinds of control structures, data structures, and abstractions they can 
use; thus the form of algorithms they can construct are also limited. 

Because ofthe great diversity in computer use, programming lan- 
guages with very different goals have been developed. From widely 
accepted views in various programming texts such as [7], some of the 
areas of computer application and their associated languages are dis- 
cussed below: 

2.1 Scientific Applications 

Siritable Progrumnling Lur~gtrugelsjfor the B Tech ( IT)  Degree 

Typically, scientific applications have simple data structures but 
require large number of floating-point arithmetic computations. Effi- 
ciency is a primary concern. The first language for scientific applica- 
tions was FORTRAN. 

2.2 Business Applications 

Business languages are characterized according to the needs of the 
application by elaborate input and output facilities and decimal data 
types. The first and the most successful high level language for busi- 
ness was COBOL which appeared in 1960. 

2.3 Systems Programming Languages 

The operating system and all of the programming support tools of 
a computer system are collectively known as its system software. A 
language for this domain must have low-level features that allow the 
software interfaces to external devices to be written. Examples of such 
language are Assembly Language and Extended ALGOL. 

2.4 Very High-Level Languages (VHLLs) 

The fourth-generation languages that were developed in the 1970s 
are sometimes considered to be VHLLs. These languages are used in 
the commercial or business area of computer applications. They have 
commands that are commonly programmed in languages close to Eng- 
lish. Examples of such languages include DBASE IV, FOXPRO, and 
ORACLE. 

2.5 General-Purpose Structured Languages 

These are simple languages like BASIC, PASCAL and C that can 
be used for both scientific commercial applications. The central theme 
for these languages includes "top-down" problem decomposition and 
modularization. Modem programs are usually complex and being de- 
veloped as a team effort. Top-down decomposition makes it easy to 
decompose the problem into manageable components or modules. 
Modularization makes it easy for different members of a team to work 
on different parts of the application being developed. These parts 
could be developed as modules or hnctions. 



This saves development time and enhances reuse of codes. Instead 
of rewriting the codes in the functions In different parts of the pro- 
gram, they are simply called to do the requlred task and return result 
values, Compile time is also saved because, no matter how many times 
the functions are called, they are compiled only once. Functions also 
Improve maintainab~lity, extensibility and reliability. This is achieved 
by allowing one to fix errors or bugs in one place, rather than every 
where a task is performed. Readability is thereby improved by isolat- 
lng code that perfoms specific tasks [6], making it easier to maintain 
and extend the system, even in a reliable way 

2.6 Object-Oriented Programming Languages 

According to Lerdorf & Tatroe [6], Object-oriented programming 
opens the door to cleaner designs. easier maintenance, and greater 
code reuse. Real life objects are used to model problem domain objects 
as illustrated by the following statements: 

"Unlike the procedure-oriented method of programming, the ob- 
ject-oriented method allows the programmer to use familiar ob- 
jects to solve problems. The abllity to use objects that model 
things found in the real world makes problem solving much eas- 
ier 181". 

This object-oriented method covers basic topics such as Classes, 
Objects, Properties and methods, Encapsulation, Information hlding 
and Abstract data types, Inheritance, and Polymorphism. 

Zak 181 defines a class as a pattern or blueprint used to create an 
object When one designs the program, one has to dectde the fields for 
each data Item, and then come up with the functions that operate on 
those data items In object-oriented terms, one is design~ng the class by 
so doing [8]. Most real life objects can be grouped lnto some classes 
based on thelr similar properties. For example, varlous types of cars 
can have properties such as "number - of - tyres = 4", "num- 
ber-ofgassengers = 5", etc 
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Recent examples of object-oriented programming languages used 
in educational institutions are C++ and Java. C + t  is a hybrid language, 
combining the features of C with object-oriented features of Smalltalk. 
In Java, every program is a class, thus being completely object- 
oriented, though you can still use structured logic within each class. 

2.7 Event-Driven Programming Languages 

Event-driven programming languages include the likes of Visual 
Basic and Delphi. They are good for interface design involving such 
events as clicking a button to perform actions. 

2.8 The Shift to Net-Centric Computing 

The Internet and the World Wide Web are revolutionizing conven- 
tional business models and in some cases producing new ones [4]. Re- 
cently, most organizations started to adopt an approach of "write once, 
run anywhere", where programs are designed and installed on a web 
site and can be run from any computer connected to the internet. Cen- 
tral to this approach is the Java language, used in conjunction with 
middlewares such as Servlets, which can also access remote database 
systems. Dehinbo [3] observed that a very important feature that pro- 
motes the use of the Java language is the integration of Java to web 
pages through HTML. 

According to Hamilton [ 5 ] ,  Java is an object-oriented program- 
ming language with syntax similar to C and C++, only simpler. Be- 
cause Java is an interpreted language, the typical @ or C++ compile- 
link-load-test-debug cycle is reduced. The main attraction is the fact 
that Java applications are completely portable. Thus, you write your 
code once, and you never even need to port or recompile it. The Java 
runtime environment, or virtual machine translate the bytecode into ac- 
tual machine specific instructions. Users are assured that applications 
are safe, even if downloaded from the internet, because the Java run- 
time environment, or virtual machine, has security mechanisms that 
protect against tampering. 



According to Hamilton 151. Java originated in early 1990 with 
James Gosling, a software developer at Sun Inc., who was part of a 
team investigat~ng advanced software techlques for a variety of net- 
worked devices and embedded systems. The team's goal was to sim- 
plify the development of' secure, h g h  performance, and highly robust 
applications on multiple platforms in heterogeneous distributed net- 
works. They first considered using C++, but because of the many dif- 
ficult~es encountered with C++, the team began to examine other kin- 
guages, including Eiffel, Smalltalk and CedariMesa. In the end they 
decided to develop an entire new language, drawing from the best fea- 
tures of each of these languages, with simplic~ty as one of the sverrid- 
Ing design goals. 

The designers of Java describe the language as C+f w~thout guns, 
h i v e s  or clubs. They mean that the difficult parts of the language such 
as pointers and operator overloading that bedevil programmers, as well 
as learners, have been removed from the language itself and are im- 
plemented within the underlying layer [I] .  

2.9 Languages for Training Purposes 

For training purposes in tertiary institutions. not all programming 
languages are suitable due to factors such as cost. complexity and 
availability of trainers. However, the four programming languages 
used in this study (C++, VB, Java and other structured programming 
languages like Pascal) serve as good representation of the most com- 
monly used languages in educational institutions and ~ndustries today. 

In a study conducted by Bergin [ l ]  in 1996 to compare C++ with 
Java, it was concluded that Java is an improved version of C++, by 
eliminating some of the difficult concepts of C++ such as Poin~ers. 

3. Research Methodology 
3.1 Project Design 

The approach that was used is a survey and experimental design. 
The stratified survey approach was used. For the survey part, the ques- 
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tionnaires contain closed questions, whiie for the experimental design, 
there were open questions whose answers are the program listing for 
the questions. Questionna~res were administered to respondents using 
any of the four languages C*+. Java, V~suai Baslc, and other struc- 
tured languages (like Pascal or Bas~c) In d~fferent study groups. This is 
necessary in order to soliclt rnforlnatlon from a range of users of these 
programming languages. 

The required information includes: ease of learning, ease of use 
under pressure, suitability for complex jobs, problems commonly en- 
countered, programming language preferences. flexibility and effi- 
ciency. 

For the experimental part, respondents were given a small problem 
to be solved using each of the programming languages; C++, Java, 
Visual Basic. and any other structured languages (like Pascal or Ba- 
sic). The Line of Codes (LOC) for each solution in each language was 
measured. 

3.2 Population 

The population for the survey is all programmers and students us- 
ing the four programming languages m their works and studies. Due to 
financial and time constraints, this was limited to respondents in soft- 
ware organizat~ons within the Gauteng region as well as web lecturers, 
programmers, researchers ~ n .  major higher Institutions In the Gauteng 
region in South Africa. 

At an estimated value of 3 programmers per organ~zation, and 100 
software organizations In the Gauteng reglon. we have about 300 sub- 
jects in software organ~zations "41 an estimated value of 10 lecturers 
with 40 students per institution, and 10 higher institutions In the re- 
glon. we have about 250 subjects In South African higher Institutions. 
These glve a total of about 800 subjects lthr the population 

The intended population 1s stratified ~ n t o  8 groups from the Gau- 
teng region, consisting of students currently using C++, Java, Visual 
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Basic, structured Programming languages like Pascal, BASIC or C, as 
well as experienced or Post Graduate users of these languages. 

This is necessary in order to have an adequate representation of 
students and experienced users ofthe various programming languages. 

3.3 Sampling Method 

As stated by Corbetta 121, sampllng is the procedure through 
which we pick out, from a set of un~ts  that make up the ob~ect of sur- 
vey (the population), a lim~ted number of cases (sample) chosen ac- 
cordrng to criteria that enable the results obtained by studying the 
sample to be extrapolated to the whole population. One approach to 
counter human error is to randomly split the participants into groups 
and treat all groups exactly the same in all other respects. The popula- 
tion is divided into strata and samples taken randomly. 

According to Corbetta [2], for a 95% confidence level, a popula- 
tion size of about 800 requires a sample size of 300. However, glven 
the scarcity and the busy schedules of programmers in industries, we 
can reduce the confidence level to about 80%. Therefore a sample size 
of about 100 would suffice for our population size of about 800. 

3.4 Data Collection 

A total of 160 questionnaires were distributed. Since each question- 
naire contains questions pertaining to the four programming lan- 
guages, if each questionnaire were fklly completed, a total of 100 
completed questionnaires are required. However, most respondents are 
familiar with 2 or 3 programming languages. In all, a total, of 110 
questionnaires were duly coinpleted and returned. 

3.5 Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis is that the low pass rate for C++ is due to C++ 
being an exceptionally difficult and complex language, as there is like- 
inhood of significant difference in the 'Ease of learning', 'Ease of use', 
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and 'Suitability for complex task' features for C++ as compared to 
other programming subjects such as Pascal, Visual Basic and Java. 

3- 6 Limitations 

Due to the time frame and thc cost o r  traveling, thls study is Iim- 
ited to respondents from the Gauteng reglon. 

4, Results 
4.1 Ease ofLearniazg 

From the data rn Table 1, twenty three percent of the respondents 
found Vfsual Basic very easy to Icarn. From usage experience in my 
personal view, this is likely to be true because VB has the "drag and 
drop program generating" facility in which you sirnply drag an object 
such as a Combo box unto the desktop, and then VB translate to 
equtvalent program lines. 

Next to VB, people found Pascal very easy to learn. This is true as 
Pascal has simple structured programming constructs. 

Nine percent of respondents found C++ and Java similar in terns 
of ease of learning. This could be true as they have similar language 
constructs. 

Table 1: Ease of learning the programming languages 

elat~v* easy I jR- - -_  - I la - - L  45 - L -  - 35 1 5 

Forty one percent of the respondents found Java relatively easy. 
This could be explained due to the fact that Java is considered as "C++ 
without the pointer problem". Fifty percent of the respondents found 
C++ just okay. This fact is supported by the fact that for simple pro- 
grams, C++ has few lines of code (LOG). 



Fourteen percent of the respondent-s found C t+ difficult. This is 
basically supported by the low previous pass rates at TNG which ne- 
cessitated this study. 

Forty five percent of the respondents don't know about Java. This 
is because Java 1s relatively new t i id  only few programmers in "well- 
paid jobs" can afford specialized tralning 111 Java. 

4.2 Euse qf U i e  urzdev Pressure 
From the data In Table 2, thlrty six percent of the respondents 

found Visual Basic very suitable for use under pressure This is true 
because from experience, Visual Basic also has simple programing 
constructs as well as the "drag and drop program generating" facility in 
which you simply drag an object such as a Combo box unto the desk- 
top, and then VD translate to equivalent program lines This I S  fol- 
lowed by C++ which has fewer LOG than C t +  

Table 2: Ease of use under pressure 

Java 

0 
- - -- -- -- 

4.3 Suitability for Complex Jobs 

From the data In Table 3, fifty percent of the respondents consld- 
ered Java to be very suitable for complex jobs. 'This is true as Java is 
more flexible in linking to other current technologies such as the web- 
based tools like HTML and XML, and also web-based databases. This 
is the reason why there is increasing demand for Java programmers to- 
day. It is interesting to note that even 9% of respondents who gave no 
response on Java in terms of ease of learning above, still consider Java 
very suitable for complex jobs as they would at least have seen much 
advertisement for Java programmers. 
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Table 3: Suitability for complex jobs 

- . . 1  
I 35 i Sgtabk . .  4 t .  - -  20 .-- --: 1 3 0  I 20 

1 Good 1 15 25 C- -c jjj -- - 25 20 1 

4.4 Overall Rating for the Languages 

From the data in Table 4, C t +  and Visual Basic are considered to 
be equally best by 41% of the respondents, possibly due to its use it1 
most schools today. Java comes next at 27%, probably due to the Fict 
that it is newly being introduced in most schools. 

Table 4: Qverall rating for the programming languages 
- - - . - - - - 7 - - -  - - -  

1 - - - - - -  Java , Vrsual Basrc 1 Pascal - 
30 ' 10 

10 ------+2*-- 
1 Good 15 

I +--2- Baa ---- 

lo 25 
I__--- 

Worst ! 
______ 1 -___-.- 

h---%o response 1 20 I 15 
1 ----___- i_.- - 

4- 5 Response Data Clustering 

To obtain a clearer picture of the responses, i t  is necessary to 
group the scaling system. The information is then presented in the 
form of bar charts as given below: 

4.5.1 Ease of Learning 
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From Figure 1 below, we can see that a total of 95 respondents in- 
dicate VB to be either very easy, relatively easy or okay to learn as 
compared to 75 responses for each of C++ and Java. Again this is 
probably true because VB has the "drag and drop program generating" 
facility in which you simply drag an object such as a Combo box unto 
the desktop, and then VB translate to equivalent program llnes. 

Pascal however, tops in the "Don't know + No response" bar. 
This could be due to the fact that it is outdated by now .. 

El JAVA 

O PASCAL 

EASYIOKAY NOT OKAY Don't know+no response 

Scale 

Figure 1: Ease of Learning 

4.5.2 Ease of Use under Pressure 

From Figure 2 below, more respondents (90) indicate VB to be 
easier to use under pressure, followed by Java and then C++. This is 
due to the "drag and drop facility" in VB as well as the windows de- 
velopment environment for both VB and Java which, in addition, also 
has Microsoft Disk Operating Systems (MSDOS) executing modes. 

Pascal however runs mostly from the MSDOS prompt. To use it 
effectively, one has to be familiar with MSDOS commands and 
MSDOS development environment tools. 
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Figure 2: The ease of use under pressure 

4.5.3 Suitability for Complex Jobs 

From Figure 3 below, 90 respondents indicate VB to be best suit- 
able for complex Sobs, followed by Java and then C++. Thls is due to 
the fact that VB and Java can connect to other software tools like 
internet web pages and databases. VB does that via VB script and Java 
does that via javascript, servlets, and other middlewares. 

Again, Pascal is less suitable for complex jobs, as those new tools 
were not yet available when Pascal came to being. 
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Not Su~table+Manageable Su~table+ol+v suitable No response 

Scale 

Figure 3: Suitability for complex jobs 

4.5.4 Overall Rating for the Languages 

From Figure 4 below, C++ and Visual Basic are considered to be 
equally best by 80 respondents. Thls is due to the fact that these two 
languages are the ones being currently used in most schools today. 
Java comes next with 70 responses, probably due to the fact that it is 
newly being introduced in most schools and in the industry. 

With respect to the overall rating above, here again Pascal is rated 
the lowest as a programming language. 
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POT OKAY NO RESPONSE 

Scale 

Figure 4: The overall rating for the programming languages 

4.6 Line of Code (LOC) Estimation 
From the completed questionnaires, the line of code was estimated 

for each programming language's solution to the given problem. The 
minimum line of code for each solution is given below: 

Java. LOC = 10 
-- [wants*, 

, public class CalculateArea 
j ( 

public static void main (String[]args)throws Exception 
i 

/ :nt length breath: 
i 

Basiclo.prompt("PLEASE ENTER THE LENGTH OF THE AREAn); 
length=Basiclo.readlnteger(); 
Basiclo.prompt("PLEASE ENTER THE BREATH OF THE AREA); 
breath=Basiclo.readlnteger(); 

1 System,out.println("THE AREA OF RECTANGLE =" + length * breath + " I " ) ;  
]/lend of method main 

class CaiculateArea 1 

609 
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VB: LOC = 8 
r. 
1 Private Sub ~ i d ~ a i ~ ~ l a t e - ~ I ~ c k ( )  ---I 
I Dim intLength As Integer, intbreadth As Integer I 
1 Dim IngArea As Long 

I 
I intlength = Val(txtLength.Text) 

I 
l 

intbreadth = Val(txtBreadth.Text) i 
IngArea = intLength * intbreadth 

I Ixtarea.Text = IngArea 
i 

1 End Sub 
L __------.--. 

_____.--i 

This however is in addition to the "drag and drop facility" being 
used to design the input and output form as illustrated in the figure 5 
below: 

Figure 5: The effect of the drag and drop facility 

C t t :  LOC = 9 
r--------- 
I #include <iostream.h> 

1 
i 

/ main () 

I { 
int length, breadth; / cout << "Enter length of triangle"; 
cin >> length; 1 tout << 'Enter breadth of triangle": 1 cin >> breadth; ____ ...-___. _i 

- 

I cout << 'The area of the triangle is '<< length ' breadthccendl; 
return 0; 1-- 

Pascal LOG = 10 

calcArea (input, output) I 
I 

length, breadth, area rnteger, 
begin 

I 
I 

wrrteln ('Enter length of tr~angle') 1 I 
readln ( length ), 

wnteln ( 'Enter breadth of triangle') 
readln ( breadth ), 
write ( 'The area of the Wangle is ', length * breadth), 

1 
end 1 -__-- I 

VB has the smallest LOC. In addition to the "drag and drop facil- 
ity", this makes it easier to learn and use under pressure. C++ and Pas- 
cal also have reasonable LOC (8) minus the "begin" and "end" state- 
ment, making them easy to learn. Java however, has the longest LOC, 
making it more difficult for beginners to learn. However, this is com- 
pensated for by the flexibility it offers for complex jobs. 

5. Conclusion 
It was found that Pascal is simple to write for beginners, but not 

suitable for complex tasks. 

VB is easy to use under work pressure possibly due to the "drag 
and drop program generating" facility. Additionally, VB has the small- 
est LOC. In addition to the "drag and drop facility", this makes it eas- 
ier to learn and use under pressure. C++ and Pascal also have reason- 
able LOC (8) minus the "begin" and "end" statements, making them 
easy to learn. Java however has the longest LOC, making it more diffi- 
cult for beginners to learn. Like VB, Java is suitable for complex jobs 
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and is considered very flexible as it interfaces with other web tech- 
nologies like Java Servlets. and other middleware platforms. 

The above findings therefore show that no single language can 
adequately satisfy all the requirements. But a careful combination of 
the languages can achieve the desired result. The study therefore con- 
cluded that the low pass rate for C++ is not due to C++ being an ex- 
ceptionally difficult language, as there is no significant difference in 
the factors studied for C++, Visual Baslc and Java. 

6. Recommendations 
From the above findings and concluslon, C++. Java and VB are all 

recommendable. VB is recommended for its ease of use under pressure 
due to the "drag and drop program generating" facility. C++ is rec- 
ommended because of the fact that for simple programs, C++ has few 
lines of code (LOC), which would make it easer to learn. Java Is rec- 
ommended for its flexibility and suitability for complex jobs. 

In my own opinion and experience, since C++ and Java have simi- 
lar constructs, it will be alright for students to start with C++ in the 
first year and as soon as it starts becoming difficult at the second year 
level, they should move to Java which can do all C++ can do and more 
with a "gentle" language constructs. Visual Basic can be taught paral- 
lel to either C++ or Java in either first or second year respectively. 
Thus, a systematic combination of the programming languages could 
achieve the desired result of enhanced comprehension and potential 
capacity for hture complex challenges. Further studies and analyses 
are therefore needed to pinpoint the cause of the low pass rate in C++ 
in previous years. 

Further studies and analyses were initiated to pinpoint the cause of 
the low pass rate in C++ in previous years. This need is communicated 
to the Instructional Offering Committee (IOC) for programming sub- 
jects, which deliberated extensively and came up with the followings: 

Program Design should be immediately translated into program- 
ming language in the same subject and not in a separate subject. This 
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will therefore mean that C++ programming in the first year will be di 
vided into two components namely: 

Program design plus the lexical structure, and control structures. 

0 Functions, Arrays and Pointers. 

By so doing, program design will serve as a background to the ma- 
jor programming concepts. Yet, the implementat~on of design intc 
programming should not be delayed, thereby avoiding situations where 
students think program design is separate from programming. This, we 
hope will improve the comprehension of the programming concepts, 
thus leading to improved pass rate. 

The same principles were found to be applicable to second year 
subjects. Object-oriented Analysis and Design should precede object- 
oriented progranming as one need to analyze a problem before solving 
the problem. Therefore, Object-oriented analysis and Design should be 
incorporated into the beginning part of both "Java object-oriented pro- 
graming"  and "C++ object-oriented programmrng" The program de- 
sign should be immediately translated into the applicable programming 
language in the same subject and not in a separate subject. 

Similar principles are applicable to Visual Basic instructional of- 
fering. By the end of the second year, the students are thus expected to 
be versatile in the C++. Visual Basic and Java. This is in line with the 
current trends in the market where web-based development involves 
cornbini~ig database with VBScript and JavaScript in server-based 
programming environment. 
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Introducing B.Com Information Systems 
Students to Basic Programming: Overcom- 
ing Some of the Difficulties 

Lyrice Cohen 

The objective of equipping B.Com Information Systems students 
with basic programming skills is not without its hurdles. Difficulties 
include large class sizes, varying levels of prior exposure and low mo- 
tivation for technical learning. The problem is compounded by the 
standard (and not minor) challenges of teaching programming such as 
the challenges of teaching cognitive thinking and the need for individ- 
ual interaction with the computer. Lecturers who are both technically 
adept at the current programming tools and genuinely concerned with 
enabling students to "see the light" are not so easy to come by. 

This paper discusses and demonstrates an approach to dealing with 
some of these problems. This approach has been chosen because of its 
applicability to our specific context, where we have limited laboratory 
resources and are dealing with students from many diverse educational 
and technological backgrounds. Elements of the approach would, 
however, be relevant in all contexts. 

The approach includes a programming concepts course that is run 
during lecture time, complemented by a series of detailed on-line tuto- 
rial sessions. A Visual Programming Tool is used for these tutorial 
sessions, exposing students to ideas of event-driven programming and 
the mechanics of using the tool. Through the visual environment, stu- 
dents also have practice with the programming logic they have learned 
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in the programming concepts course. The tutorials are consistent with 
the methods used by John Barrow et a1 El]. Techniques are employed 
to encourage and motivate the students as they work through the tuto- 
rials, giving them a sense of errlpowennent with the technology. The 
tutor~als have been prepared in detail, the longer tern goal being for 
them to be re-used in future years, regardless of which lecturer is actu- 
ally giving the course. A survey of student reaction to these tutorials 
indicates a positive response. 

This paper consists of four sections. These discuss the scope of 
the course and the choice of the tool to be used, low student motivation 
for learning basic programming, student evaluation and tile hture. 

Scope of the Course and the Cltoice of Tool to  Be Used 
It is important to polnt out at the outset that this approach has been 

developed specifically for First Year B.Gom lnforrnation Systems stu- 
dents. The emphasis of the Information Systems course lies not on the 
understanding of intricate advanced programming concepts, but rather 
on the deployment of Information Technology in a way that will fur- 
ther the objectives of the business. The Infonnation Systems student, 
therefore, need only attain an understanding of the fundamental princi- 
ples of programming and a working knowledge of a visual tool that is 
sufficient for him / her to develop the Second Year project, whch is a 
simple Information Systems application. This understanding and 
working knowledge should provide the student with a level of confi- 
dence about programming that will stand him 1 her in good stead in 
whatever commercial environment he /she chooses to go into. It is not 
considered to be necessary for the First Year Information Systems stu- 
dent to acquire in-depth advanced programming skills. 

Bearing this in mind, the choice of the particular Visual Tool to be 
used for the tutorials was not considered to be of prime importance. 
With a view to using a product that is extensively used in the industry 
and therefore constitutes a marketable slull, a Java option was consid- 
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ered and then discarded due to problems experienced1. Visual Basic 
was then turned to as another marketable option. 

The final decision was to use Visual Basic for Applications in the 
Microsoft Access environment (see, for example [2]). T h s  choice 
proved to be advantageous for a number of reasons. Firstly, the pro- 
gramming tutorials are done just as the students have finished learning 
Microsoft Access. They are now familiar with the Microsoft Access 
environment and it is a natural progression for them to learn Visual 
Basic in that environment. Secondly, Visual Basic for Applications is 
a natural precursor to the Visual Basic.Net course they will be doing in 
the following year of study. Thrdly, Microsoft Access is a stable 
product that has been installed in our computer laboratories for a num- 
ber of years. it does not have a hgh  memory requirement and gives 
no installation problems. This makes laboratory sessions using limited 
facilities for large classes much easier to manage. A further advantage 
in t h s  regard is the fact that most students who have computers at 
home also have Microsofi Access installed on those computers. They 
can therefore work through the tutorials at home - freeing up the com- 
puter laboratories for those who do not have computers at home, a 
common problem [3]. 

Once the tool was decided upon attention could be turned to the 
mode of presentation of the actual tutorials. After careful considera- 
tion it was realized that the mode of presentation, if carefully con- 
structed, could make a major contribution to addressing one of the dif- 
ficulties discussed earlier, i.e. low motivation of B.Com students for 
technical learning. 

' The intention was to use a Java tool called "Sun-One" that was downloaded 
from the Internet. This was, however, found to be an advanced IDE rather than 
a fully developed Visual Development environment. In addition serious prob- 
lems with product support were encountered, causing it to not be a viable op- 
tion. 
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Low Student Motivation for Learning Basic Program- 
ming 

As mentioned previously, one of the difficulties that have been en- 
countered in past years of teaching programming to B.Com students is 
the low motivation levels of these students when it comes to learning 
how to program. The fact that programming is not considered to be of 
prime importance in the Information Systems cuniculum means that 
insufficient weight is given to it to make the acquisition of the pro- 
gramming skill an essential part of attaining the credit. This enables 
inany students to "prioritise it out of the picture" - to pay minimal at- 
tention to it and get through their degrees without passing the pro- 
granming part of the course. For this reason it w as considered impor- 
tant to establish the possible causes for these low motivation levels and 
to work on ways of combating these. 

Four main areas were identified here: manipulating student priori- 
ties, fear / phobia ; resistance to programming, maintaining student in- 
terest and dealing wlth complexity. 

.Manipulating Student Priorities 
Perhaps the most obvious cause of students paying insufficient at- 

iention to the progralmling course is the fact that it requires a lot of 
time and effort to learn how to program It is not a skill that can be at- 
tained quickly and easily or by dolng some Light reading. Students 
have many conflictlng priorities to achieve in a limited time period, 
and they will tend to select those things for which their "investment" 
in time and effort will have the greatest perceived "return", The major 
currency of t h s  "return" in our institution is marks, and we need to use 
this as a way of manipulating student priorities, i.e. of getting them to 
do the programming tutorials. 

Last year, a total of 6 of these tutorial sesslons were run. At the 
end of each tutorial session there was an assignment to be handed in. 
Only 2 of these assignments were marked, but the students did not 
know which ones they would be, so they had to do them all. In addi- 
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tion. students lost 116 of the achieved mark for each assignment that 
they neglected to hand in. This technique has been used previously for 
several years for another course, and has shown positive results. 

Fear / Phobia / Resistance to Programming 
A phenomenon that appears to be prevalent amongst B.Com stu- 

dents that also contributes to low levels of motivation for technical 
learning is an almost tangible fear i phobia 1 resistance to program- 
ming. Evidence fbr this can be heard in some common comments 
coming from 'Third Year information Systems students, like "Pro- 
granuning isn't 111y thing - I cope OK with the other stuff." or "I'm 
not good at the programming part - 1 leave that up to the other mem- 
bers of' the project team." Last year, introducing this practical pro- 
gramming course to the first year students and explaining that it would 
involve a large amount of individual interaction with the computer, I 
asked the class how they felt about embarking on this experience. One 
of the ladies in the front row replied, wide-eyed, with one word - "ter- 
rified'". It is my opinion that her reply echoed the sentiments of many 
sf the other students in the lecture hall at that time. 

It would appear that the source of this fear 1 phobia i resistance to 
progra~nmirlg is the fear of the individual that they will not be able to 
sufficiently master the prograrnrnlng skill. This perceived inability 
lead3 them to have a very low self-image / self-esteem as a program- 
mer As always with low self-esteem - we don't want to do what we 
are not good at - the result is a low motivation for learning how to 
program. Expecting the students to do programming exercises that are 
out of their reach or that they have not been adequately prepared for 
serves to hrther exacerbate the problem 

Positive self-esteem i self-image as a programmer can only be en- 
couraged with positive achievements, however small A meaningful 
objective, therefore, would be to give the students ample opportunities 
to perform small, achievable tasks with visible results. These tasks 
would, of course, have to have at least some substance - there would 
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have to be something, however small, in each one that would attempt 
to "stretch the student, and make them work out something they had 
not previously known or apply somethng they have just learned to a 
new situation. It is contended here that each of these tasks would pro- 
vide for a small triumph that would give the student a sense of 
achievement, perhaps even of excitement, and that this in turn would 
lead to an improved self-image / self-esteem as a programmer, which 
would in turn motivate and encourage the student in their learning ef- 
fort. 

Maintaining Student Interest 
Many a student is put off from the idea of programming by the 

perception that it is a boring activity. The common stereotype of a 
studious "nerd with glasses who sits in front of a computer all day 
prevails. We need to break this stereotype and show that programming 
can be fun,. This can be done in part by careful choice of exercises - 
games, for example - and by introducing humour. The tone of the text 
of the tutorials should be informal, friendly and encouraging and it is 
preferable for the text to be,presented in an informal font that is pleas- 
ant for the students to work with. Starting each tutorial with a short 
synopsis that lists the tutorial's objectives also helps to maintain inter- 
est. 

Care should be taken not to lose the students' attention during the 
course of the tutorials by indulging in too much detail. It is not neces- 
sary, as we uncover each successive cognitive or programming lan- 
guage concept, to be exhaustive and go through every option available. 
Students do not need to be immediately aware of every option avail- 
able, they need to be able to understand and apply the concept. An 
exhaustive discussion of every variable type, for example, can be quite 
boring and quite meaningless too. It is far more meaningful to discuss 
a different variable type in each different tutorial and experiment with 
its application and explore other related aspects of programming be- 
fore progressing onto the next variable type. 
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Dealing with Complexity 
Programming is a complex activity, and teaching programming 

involves developing within the student the capability to master this 
complexity. We are effectively teaching cognitive thinking and we 
need to look at ways of doing this most effectively. 

The human mind is capable of learning only one new thing at a 
time. It is essential. therefore, that we break up the complexity into 
manageable chunks and approach the material in a step by step man- 
ner. Each "chunk or step must be fully understood before moving 
onto the next step, and the only way to do this is to expect the student 
to apply what they have just learned and to require them to be 
"stretched" a little. Too many texts that portend to teach computer- 
based tools fall into the trap of merely instructing the students, step by 
step, mouse-click by mouse-click , how to achieve the task, never dis- 
cussing the concepts involved and never expecting an independent ap- 
plication of what has been learned, and leaving the students not too 
much the wiser than when they started out. It is absolutely vital, in 
whatever way possible, to encourage the students to think, internalize 
what they have learned and to be curious about the workings of the 
program and the programming environment. 

Concepts or "steps" previously learned also need to be reinforced 
with repetition. Using previously learned programming constructs in 
later exercises is a natural way of doing this. 

At all times we should be attempting to move from what is 
"known" to the student to what is "unknown" to them, so that they 
start off with a secure basis for understanding. One technique of doing 
this is to first demonstrate the effect of a program by executing it, and 
then afterwards to examine the code and explain how it works. Then, 
of course, the student must be asked to apply what he has just learned. 
Barrow et a1 [ I ]  use this way of teaching extensively, referring to it as 
the "experiential" model. 
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Unnecessary complexity should be removed wherever possible, so dent has to master both the programming concepts and the Visual tool. 
that students are able to focus on one particular concept at a time. In a The visual aspect and the immediacy of the environment, however, can 
practical programming environment it is often necessary to complete'a be used to enhance understanding. 
whole lot of prerequisites before getting a programming construct, say As an example, let us consider the first of the tutorials. The stu- 
an "if' statement, to work. These prerequisites require the time and at- dents are asked to display the following form: 
tention of the student and detract from the main issue, i.e, understand- 
ing the programming construct. 

An attempt has been made in these tutorials to find ways of doing 
these prerequisites for the student wherever possible, so that they can 
concentrate on understanding the next important concept, say, the "If' 
statement. For example, the students are provided with ready- 
formatted forms to work from. They are never asked to develop their 
own forms. Formatting forms is a time-consuming activity and not a 
particularly difficult one, and one that they should already have mas- 
tered in their Microsoft Access course. Precious computer laboratory 
time is better spent on the programming itself. Certain subprograms or 
small pieces of code that enable them to achieve things that they are 
not yet able to do on their own have also been provided to them. Sev- 
eral constants have also been predefined for them to make the pro- 
gramming easier to understand. For example, constants have been 
used to associate the names of colours with the lengthy numbers that 
Microsoft Access uses to represent those colours. 

To hrther remove distraction and allow them to focus on absorb- 
ing the concepts students are reassured that they are not expected to 
understand everything they see on the screen initially and the things 
they can safely ignore for now are continually pointed out to them. 
Particular care has been taken to avoid difficult vocabulary and the tu- 
torials are printed in a large font with wide spacing, all of which are 
believed to facilitate understanding. 

Perhaps the most useful part of this approach in terms of conquer- 
ing complexity is the fact that a Visual Tool is being used as the me- 
dium of teaching. Working in the Visual environment does increase 
the complexity and the amount that has to be learned, as now the stu- 

As you can see, this is a simple form with four text boxes (num- 
bered I to 4) and 3 command buttons. The students are asked to click 
in different places all over the form and observe what happens. They 
soon discover that nothing happens when they click anywhere other 
than on the command buttons. and that when they click on a particular 
command button the colour of all the text boxes changes to that but- 
ton's colour. It is pointed out to them that this happens not before they 
click, not after they click, but as they click. That click is the event that 
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made the colour change happen. Actually somewhere there is a little 
program called an event handler that made the colour change. 

It can be seen here that the students have just used the visual envi- 
ronment to demonstrate very quickly to themselves the concept of 
event driven programming. Ths  kind of live "self-demonstration" can 
be used in many ways to enhance student understanding. 

The extent of the visual impact of what is happening on the form 
is also thought to contribute to the understanding process. T h s  is why 
the form displayed was designed to take up the whole screen, and the 
text boxes that change colour are so large. 

Student Evaluation 
An evaluation questionnaire was handed out to students to deter- 

mine their reaction to the course. The response was quite positive, 
with 80% of students indicating that they now feel more enthusiastic 
about programming, 72% are feeling less afraid of programming, 65% 
feel they learned a lot and 60% said they actually enjoyed the course. 
Surprisingly, though they are feeling more enthusiastic and less afraid, 
only 42% of them are feeling more confident about learning how to 
program. This could possibly be due to the fact that this was the first 
time the course was run, and since there were only six sessions, insuf- 
ficient ground was covered in order for them to really gain confidence. 

The Future 
Though the approach adopted appears to have been successful, at 

least to some degree, it is still considered to be a work in progress. It 
will be continued with during this year and every effort will be made 
to improve upon it as much as possible, taking student evaluations and 
lessons learned from experience into account. This year, the course 
will be starting earlier, and tutorial content will be adjusted to be more 
appropriate for the time available. An additional 3 computer lab ses- 
sions have also been made available, bringing the total to 9. Tutorial 
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content will also be manipulated and worked upon to even better im- 
plement the principles and ideas discussed in thls paper. 

In closing, t h s  approach appears to have been a step in a positive 
direction towards resolving many of the difficulties that we have ex- 
perienced in teachmg programming to B.Com Information Systems 
skdents. With further effort and development, we will hopefully fi- 
nally realize our objective of enabling First Year Information Systems 
students to be motivated to learn programming and empowered with a 
level of confidence about programming in a visual environment. 
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The Changing Face of E-Commerce in 
South Africa: 2001 - 2004 

Anesh Maniraj Singh 

Abstract 
E-Commerce has revolutionized business the world over. South African business has 
been revolutionized as well. The Internet has created new income generation streams, 
made communication cheaper, easier and more efficient and the Internet has also pro- 
vided a new medium for competition and collaboration alike. However, online retail- 
ing has seen a slowdown in South Africa since 2001. The aim of this study was to de- 
termine whether there have been changes in E-Commerce from 2001 to 2004, and 
what these changes were. A questionnaire was sent to 122 companies with an Inter- 
net presence. This study has revealed that there have been improvements in E- 
Commerce in South Africa with respect to income generation, customer service and 
cost reduction. However, it is evident that E-Commerce has not reached its full po- 
tential and needs to be given greater strategic importance within corporate plans. 
Other recommendations included: designing effective web sites, improving online se- 
curity, expanding infrastmcture to a wider audience, improving education and devel- 
oping an e-culture in the country. This study has shown that there is immense growth 
potential for E-Commerce in South Africa. However, companies need to be more 
creative in how they harness the power of the Internet. This challenge is not one for 
private companies alone but requires public, private partnerships to ensure long term 
improvements. 

Keywords 
E-Commerce in South Africa, B2B E-Commerce, B2C E- 

Commerce, Generating Online Sales, Impact of the Internet on Busi- 
ness 
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I Introduction 
The Internet is often referred to as a revolution rather than an evo- 

lution due to the manner in which it has taken the world and more so 
the business world by storm. The lnternet has radically changed the 
way business is conducted from a bricks and mortar to a clicks and 
mortar format. Trade is no longer limited by the boundaries of space 
and time. Virtual stores make money even when physical stores are 
closed and customers enjoy the convenience of shopping and transact- 
ing from the safety and comfort of their homes. Although largely 
prevalent in Western first world countries, the lnternet and its main 
application E-Commerce are growing in thud world countries. Afri- 
can and more especially South African organisations are rapidly adopt- 
ing E-Commerce to replace, supplement or complement their physical 
outlets. Business-to-business (B2B) transactions have proven to be 
very profitable whereas business-to-consumer (B2C) transactions has 
not taken off, like it has elsewhere in the world, due to numerous chal- 
lenges including access to the Internet and literacy. This paper exam- 
ines the changes that have taken place in E-Commerce in South Africa 
between 2001 and 2004, from a management perspective. 

2 Background 
2.1 What is E-Commerce? 

There are a number of definitions that are used to describe E- 
Commerce which includes; the conducting of business communication 
and transactions over networks and through computers, a term for all 
kinds of business that are established electronically especially over the 
Internet, it refers to shopping on the World Wide Web (Schneider 
2004). Electronic Commerce suggests the buying and selling of goods 
and services using all electronic media including cellphones, kiosks, 
fax machines and the Internet. Internet commerce, however, is the 
buying and selling of goods and services only on the lnternet. Al- 
though there is a difference between E-Commerce and I-Commerce, 
E-Commerce is generally used to describe transacting on the Internet. 
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2.2 Advantages ofE-Commerce 
The Internet is a new means of malung profit. However, it has 

helped organisations improve customer satisfaction by offering them 
twenty four hour convenience and customer care. Other advantages 
include: 

Lower overheads: E-businesses no longer need to carry large in- 
ventories and as such require less space which saves on rent. Brochure 
printing costs are obliterated using online brochure-ware. Due to 
businesses becoming smaller, fewer staff is required. 

Focused markets: According to Barker & Gronne (1996), the 
lnternet has the greatest focus of all advertising media and is targeted 
specific markets. This ensures that the advertising message is deliv- 
ered to the intended audience rather than wasting efforts on mass audi- 
ences. 

Reducing transaction costs: According to Gordon et a1 (Turban, 
2004), using technology to conduct business reduces the need for pa- 
per, records can be stored on databases and backed-up onto media such 
as CD-ROM's, orders can be placed by the customer directly into an 
online ordering system, reducing the need for, and cost of order clerks. 
Customers place their own orders which reduces the liability costs for 
staff related errors or omissions. 

One of the greatest benefits of E-Commerce is that the customer is 
in control of the buying experience. Heishe can choose when or where 
they purchase without any interference from other shoppers and in- 
truding sales people. 

2.3 Challenges Facing E-Commerce 
As much as the Internet has benefited E-Commerce, it also intro- 

duces new challenges that managers have to be wary of and take 
measures to counter them. Some of the common problems include: 
security of transactions, threats from cyber criminals, privacy of the 
organisation and its clientele, unhlfilled deliveries. Other issues in- 
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clude trust, culture, language and infrastructure (Schneider 2004). 
Lesser known issues revolve around deviant behavior such as the 
abuse of an organisations Internet facilities and addiction to the Inter- 
net (Singh 2004a). Turban (2004) classifies some of the challenges as 
aechnological and non-technological limitations. One of the techno- 
logical limitations he identifies is the high cost and nnconvenience of 
accessibility to the Internet. The cost of connectivity in South Afiica 
IS extremely high for the home user, as the dial-up service is controlled 
by a monopoly. One of the non-technological limitations identified by 
Turban (2004) was the issue of trust. People do not as yet trust paper- 
less, faceless transactions. According to Singh (2001), South African 
'internet users did not engage in E-Commerce because they did not 
trust the Internet and their own ability to use the technology properly, 
language and literacy posed a major problem as the language of the 
Web is English which is not the mother tongue of the majority of 
South Africans many of whom are illiterate, and the lack of access to 
the infrastructure also made E-Commerce inaccessible to the South 
African consumer. Mc Kinnell (2000) reported that South African 
shoppers have no motivation to shop online, because it is more diffi- 
cult, and even after discounts, some sites are more expensive than pur- 
chasing at the local mall. Other complaints from users were the lack of 
delivery from suppliers, and online payment as most of the population 
did not have credit cards (Madonko 2000). 

In order to be successful in E-Commerce in foreign markets, 
Schneider (2004) suggests that businesses have to "think globally, act 
locally". Many web sites are taking this advice and changing their ap- 
proach. The world's leading search engine Coogle offers searches in 
h u r  of South Africa's eleven official languages. 

2.4 Who engages in E-Commerce? 
The three players in the E-Market are businesses, consumers and 

governments. Governments do not sell their services online; however, 
they purchase labour, goods and services online. The business, con- 
sumer relationship has given rise to four classifications based on the 

nature of transactions between the parties as illustrated in Figure 1. It 
is evident from Figure 1 that all the relationships have always been in 
existence; they have just been given three letter acronyms which is the 
norm in the IT industry. Businesses that sell to other businesses are 
generally manufacturers selling to resellers or wholesalers selling to 
retailers. B2C Is the relationship between the seller and the end user of 
the products or service. 

Business originates from ... 
Business Consumers 

Figure I: E-Commerce Classifications Adapted from: Rayport & Jaworski, 2002 

C2C has also been a popular means of transacting using the classi- 
fied sections of newspapers and magazines. C2B transactions also 
take place in the real world especially where people sell their labour to 
industry. These classifications are important when measuring the suc- 
cess or failure of E-Commerce. 

2.5 Current Trends in E-Commerce 
93-Commerce initially took off with great expectations from busi- 

nesses and investors alike. The turn of the century saw a number of 
failing dot.com businesses, Some of the reasons for the failure of 
these organisations include: products were not appropriate for the 
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Internet, they did not deliver customer value, they failed to develop a 
profitable business model, a number of bad ideas were proposed and 
there was an over-reliance on advertising as a revenue source (Schnei- 
der 2004, Turban 2004). According to Strauss et a1 (2003), the down- 
turn in E-Commerce was termed the trough of disilluslonment. How- 
ever, they have predicted that 2004 into 2005 would signal a slope of 
enlightenment seeing a trend towards a positive cash flow and 2006 
onwards would see the beginnings of a plateau of profitability where 
E-Business just becomes business. Turban (2004) calls this turn- 
around the second wave, One of the characteristics of the second wave 
is the reduced hype and a focus on the basics of business. A major 
lnternet trend recently has been the growth in global Internet users as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

- -  
Early Lare Eal j  Late Early Late Early' M e  
?OD1 2001 ZMJ2 2002 2003 2003 3 0 4  2004 

Figure 2: Growth of Global lnternet Users Adapted from: Internet Growth Statis- 
tics, 2005. 
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It is evident from Figure 2 that the number of Global Internet users 
has grown steadily since 2001with just over 500 million users to 719 
million users in early 2004. From early 2002 to the same time in 2003, 
growth tended to flatten out. However, late 2003 saw a rapid increase 
once again. Late 2004 recorded almost 1 million new users. Total 
Internet users for 2004 accounted for 12.7% of the world's population 
(Internet Growth Statistics . . . 2005). For statisticians it would seem 
that 12.7% of the world's population is not a significant market. How- 
ever, for online sellers, the growth in users signifies a growing poten- 
tial market. Due to the growth in users, it could be assumed that 
online sales would grow as well. Table 1 illustrates the growth pattern 
of global E-Commerce. It is evident that like the user growth, there 
has been a steady growth in total online revenues. 

Table 1 Online Purchase Revenues 2001 - 2004 
Adapted from: Statistics for Online Purchases, 2005 

Business to consumer (B2C) revenues has also risen steadily from 
$90 billion in 2001 to $300 billion in 2004. In South Africa, the num- 
ber of online retailers has grown from 215 in 2001 to approximately 
719 in 2003 and total online retail sales has grown from R162 -million 
to R341-million over the same period (Goldstuck 2004). It is evident 
that the growth in online sales in South Africa has been slow, due to 
issues previously mentioned such as trust, cost of connectivity, and in- 
adequate infrastructure and access to it. However, according to Gold- 
stuck (2004), the online market is dominated by the top eight online 
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retailers who account for some 80% of online sales. Two of these re- 
tailers namely Pick 'n Pay and Woolworths happen to be giants in the 
offline world as well. 

It is evident that globally and in local economies, there have been 
positive changes in E-Commerce, which raises the question "what 
changes have firms experienced?" 

3. Methodology 
3,1 Motivation for the Study 

Singh (2001) found that although South African organisations 
were present online, they were not making optimal use of the advan- 
tages offered by the Internet. According to Goldstuck (2004), there 
has been a slowdown in online retail in South Africa. However, he has 
shown that there has been an upward trend between 2001 and 2003. 
This study aims to determine what changes, if any, firms have experi- 
enced since 200 1. 

3.2 Research Problem and Objectives of the Study 
The aim of this study was to determine what changes firms have 

experienced since 2001. In answering t h s  question, this study sought 
to determine: 

The reasons why businesses used the Internet 

0 What impact the Internet had on income generation, cost 
saving, and customer service 

Management impressions of online business 

Recommendations to improve online sales 

3.3 Research Tool 
A questionnaire that was developed by Singh (2001) was used for 

this study in order to draw comparisons between the two studies. The 
questionnaire was composed of open ended and closed questions that 
the researcher had devised to test criteria such as reasons for using the 
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Internet for business, impact of the Internet on business and managers 
impressions of online business. The questionnaire was hosted online 
whlch was linked to a database. Both these approaches were im- 
provements on the original questionnaire that was sent by post and 
captured manually. 

3.4 Sampling 
A convenience sample of 250 companies with an Internet presence 

was chosen for this study. Only 122 managers responded. The sam- 
ple was slightly larger than that used in 2001 and included 60 of the 
original companies that participated in that study. Of the nineteen 
original companies that did not respond 10 had closed down their 
online operations. An e-mail together with a link to the questionnaire 
was sent to managers of the f m s  involved in the study. 

4. Results 
4. I Composition of the Sample 

Figure 3 illustrates the industry's in whch the firms operated. A 
sign~ficant difference between the two studies shows that more Educa- 
tional institutions (28.7%) had an online presence, than organisations 
from other sectors. Similarly, there were more financial institutions in 
the 2004 study (15.6%) than those in the 2001 study (8.9%). How- 
ever, there were more manufacturers in the 2001 study (25%) than 
there were in the 2004 study (15%). Retail and Computers showed 
minimal changes between the two studies. 
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Figure 3: Composition of the Sample 

A new category of other represents 5% of the sample; however, 
these were unspecified making it difficult to determine what sector 
they came from. 

4.2 Reasons for Conducting Business Online 

According to Gow (1997), America's top 100 companies went 
online to achieve cost savings, improve customer care, generate new 
revenue and conduct marketing among other reasons. Figure 4 illus- 
trates the reasons South African businesses conduct business online. 
Three categories namely cost saving (23%)' customer service (19%) 
and marketing (18%) have decreased G-om the 2001 study as reasons 
for being online. However, income generation (17%) and other (23%) 
have become important reasons for being online. Some of the other 
reasons for being online included: extending the reach of the organisa- 
tion, reducing transaction costs, reducing paper work and paper flow, 
and cutting back on staff. 

The Changing Face ofE-Commerce in Sozrth Ajkica: 2001 - 

Figure 4 Reasons for Conducting Business Online 

It is clear that the categories as proposed by Gow (1997) although 
still significant are being overtaken by other reasons for businesses to 
be online. It is a concern, however, that two key success factors; cost 
saving and customer service have dropped in importance as reasons for 
being online. 

4.3 Impact of the Irzternet on Income Generation 

In 2001, 82% of the respondents reported 0-9% additional revenue 
generated by being online and the other 18% reported 20-29% addi- 
tional revenue (Figure 5 ) .  
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Pt 2001 U 2004 

Figure 5 Additional Revenue from Online Sales 

In 2001, 82% of the organisations reported generating 0-9% addi- 
tional revenue from online sales, this category dropped to 17% in 
2004. However, overall, additional revenues increased with 44% of 
organisations reporting 10-1 9% additional revenue, 20% reporting 20- 
29% additional revenue and 19% reporting 30-39% additional reve- 
nue. The industries that generated additional revenue from online 
sales were: Education (28%), Retail (20%), Computers & Technology 
(17%), Financial (16%), Manufacturing (15%), and other accounting 
for 4%. It is evident that cumulative online sales revenues have been 
increasing in South Africa even though according to Goldstuck (2004), 
online retail sales have slowed down in South Africa and globally as 
well (Mason 2004). 

4.4 Impact ofthe Internet on Cost Saving 

It is evident from Figure 4 that managers in this study saw cost 
saving as an important factor for trading online. Fifty percent of the 
organisations achieved cost savings of 19% and less. The other 50% 

i achieved costs savings between 20 and 40 percent. Table 2 lists the 
i 

factors that contributed to cost savlngs. 

Table 2 Factors that Contributed to Cost Saving 

Advertising costs in traditional media such as television and 
newspapers are extremely high in South Africa. According to Barker 
and Gronne (1996), the cost of advertising online is very low. How- 
ever, its reach is limited. According to Strauss et a1 (2003), a problem 
associated with online advertising is that advertisers are unable to pin 
point who they are reaching demographically, geographically and psy- 
chographically. 

Overheads such as rent, storage and handling costs, and salaries 
are much lower as a result of being online. E-mail, frequently asked 
questions pages on websites and chat rooms reduce the exorbitant 
costs of telephone and fax based communication. Websites serve as 
brochure ware that carries more information with text, video, anima- 
tion and sound for a fraction of the cost of a glossy printed brochure, 
newspaper or television advert. 

4.5 Impact of the Internet on Customer Service 

In-store customer service and support takes place during business 
hours. A customer requiring support after hours has to wait until the 
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next business day. However, due to online support, organisations have 
seen an improvement in customer service (Figure 6) 

Figure 6 Improvements in Customer Service 

In 2001, the majority of managers (75%) reported 0-9% improve- 
ments in customer service, 15% reported 10-19% improvements and 
5% reported more than 40% improvement in customer service. The 
2004 study has shown a major drop in the 0-9% category. However, 
here is a more even spread with an increase in improved customer 
service across all categories. 

Respondents were asked to rank the factors that contributed to irn- 
nroved customer service. These factors are illustrated in Table 3. 

-- 
Variable 1 ~ i n T ~ l l ~ i ~ ~ ] I  

Cheap comrnun~cat~on 1 1 1 5 / 4.336 
' 

0.941 

Frequently asked questions page 1 5 4.229 , 0.652 
Mass Information 1 1 5 2.852 1.033 
Other (unspecifiecf) 1 1 5 

-- -- - - -- - --- 

Instant feedback 1 1  ( 3 / 1 . 5 4 0 /  0.562 I( 
Table 3 Factors that Contributed to Improved Customer Service 
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Communication via e-mail is extremely cheap in relation to phone 
calls and faxes, hence organisations were able to provide customers 
with detailed information at minimal cost as and when they required it. 
Frequently asked questions pages (FAQ's) ranked very favourably 
where the maximum rank was 5 and the minimum rank 3. Customers 
who required urgent product support could obtain it from a website 
24/7/365. Instant feedback with a maximum rank of 3 was not consid- 
ered to be a major factor. It is important to note that these results are 
based on the perceptions of managers. According to Schneider (2004), 
customers rated E-Commerce sites to be average or low in customer 
service due to slow response times and inadequate integration of call 
centres with their web sites. 

4.6 Management Impressions of E-Commerce 
Figure 7 illustrates management satisfaction with the state of E- 

Commerce in their organisations. These impressions are based on 
overall performance in terms of: income generation, cost saving, and 
customer service. It is evident that in 2001, the majority of the manag- 
ers questioned, (60%), found E-Commerce to be acceptable, with 13% 
who were extremely dissatisfied. 
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Figure 7 Management lmpress~ons of E-Commerce 

The current study has shown that there is a pos~tive skew with 
84% of the respondents Indicating their ~rnpressions as acceptable 
(24961, satisfied (21%) and extremely satisfied (39%). This could be 
attributed to the fact that E-Conmerce has passed the media hype. 
through the trough of disillusionment and is moving towards real re- 
turns (Strauss et al 2003). Fultheimore, users of E-Commerce proba- 
bly see the usefulness and case of use of E-Commerce and are there- 
fore Inore w llling to use the technology (Davis 1993). 

4.7 What is Needed Po Ii~lprove B2B E-C~namerce? 
The majority of the respondents (84%) felt that E-Comerce  is 

South Africa was strengthening and that a turnaround could be ex- 
pected soon. They felt strongly thot In order to improve B2B m South 
Africa, the following require~nents needed to be met: effective web- 
sites (30%), improved infrastructure (27%). an e-strategy (20%), tm- 
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proved security (1 3%), and an e-culture (1 0%), as illustrated in Figure 
8. 

Develop E- 
Culhlre 

t OQA 

Figure 8: Requirements for Successful B2B 

It is evident from the list, that some of the requirements as rec- 
ommended by the respondents can be implemented by businesses such 
as website design, improved security and e-strategy. However, im- 
proved infrastructure is the sole responsibility of the state. It is impor- 
tant to note that Government should also have an E-Strategy in place 
that would incorporate plans for developing an E-Culture and thereby 
enabling e-commerce. 

5. Recommendations 
It is evident from the results that there have been positive changes 

in E-Commerce in South Africa from 2001 to 2004. These changes 
have been evident in all aspects of this study namely income 

generation, cost saving, and customer service. These positive 
changes have resulted in managers having a positive impression of E- 
Commerce. However, Goldstuck (2004) has hghlighted the fact that 
there has been a slowdown in online retail sales, What should organi- 
sations be doing to reverse the trend? 
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5.1 Customer Service 

Microsoft suggests that organisations should use the web crea- 
tively to deliver customer service (Give Them Online . . . 2005). Satis- 
fied customers become loyal customers and would think twice before 
shopping elsewhere. Some of the suggestions included: FAQ's, in- 
formation and updates, policies, order tracking and order hstories, and 
contact information. FAQ's are in use by South African companies. 
New product information and alternate uses could be provided on the 
company website. The company returns and exchange policy should 
be available online to prevent any misunderstandng after the purchase. 
Order tracking allows a customer to determine for themselves when to 
expect delivery. Order histories such as favourite buys or a previous 
shopping list speeds up shopping which saves customers time and 
money. Providing physical contact details is reassuring to the cus- 
tomer that they have someone to talk to or a place to visit if there are 
problems related to online purchases. 

5.2 Income Generation 

In order to increase online income, businesses need to attract traf- 
fic to their websites, which requires extensive offline advertising 
(Singh 2002). They also need to develop effective websites and pro- 
vide adequate online security. 

5.2.1 Design Effective Websites 

Rayport & Jaworski (2002) suggest that web designers need to use 
the 7C7s model namely; content, context, connection, communication, 
community, customisation and commerce when designing effective 
web sites. The 7C7s ensures that the customer sees what helshe needs 
to see and that they can communicate with the site before and after the 
sale. Web designers need to balance aesthetics with hnctionality that 
is, a website need not be populated with fancy backgrounds, pictures 
and animations; however, the site must work immaterial of whether a 
person connects via a dial-up link or a leased digital line. 
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5.2.2 Improve Online Security 

Secure transactions will provide customers with the additional re- 
assurance that they require in order to purchase online. Some of the 
larger sites such as Standard Bank and Kulula.com offer customers 
128 bit encryption whch claims Scholtz (2005) is safer than using 
one's credit card at a restaurant where a waiter has access to all the de- 
tails of a customer that are required to conduct a transaction online. 
Businesses need to develop a privacy policy which is available for the 
customer to see on the site. They should also register their site with 
authentication authorities such as Verisign. Digital certificates are fur- 
ther proof to customers that their transactions are safe and secure. 

5.3 Cost Saving 

By its very nature, the Internet reduces overhead costs. T h s  
should be integrated into an organisations competitive strategy. 
Standalone e-strategies do not make sense where businesses run an 
offline and online service. Porter (2001), Botha et al. (2004) and 
Boddy et al. (2004) advise strongly that businesses integrate their E- 
Strategy with their IT strategy which must also be aligned to the 
broader organisational strategy. For example, an organisation pursu- 
ing a lowest cost producer strategy would use IT to enable low cost 
manufacturing and the Internet could be used as a means to market and 
distribute products at a low cost. In thls example, the business strategy 
guides the IT strategy which guides the E-Commerce strategy. In or- 
ganisations that only have a web presence, the E-Strategy is the busi- 
ness strategy. However, businesses need to concentrate on the core 
values and basic rules of business that is to concentrate on the cus- 
tomer and create customer value whlch will stimulate sales. 

5.4 Other Recommendations 

Some of the suggestions made by the respondents included: ex- 
panding infrastructure to a wider audience, improving education and 
developing an e-culture in the country. 
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5.4.1 Expand Infrastructure 

Developing ICT infrastructure is one of the Government priorities 
in South Africa. However, infrastructure alone is not enough to gener- 
ate online sales. People need to be educated and empowered to use the 
Internet for purchasing. There are a number of initiatives that the 
Government in conjunction with private partners are driving to make 
telephony and electricity available to rural areas of South Africa 
(Singh 2004b). Once the infrastructure is available, people will have 
access to the Internet, and its related applications such as e-commerce, 
e-mail among others. 

5.4.2 Develop an E-Culture 

According to Singh, (2004b), universities and other educational 
institutions need to inculcate in learners that they are a part of the E- 
Society and as such they should lead the masses towards embracing 
the change. 

Online organisations have to reinforce in customers the value 
of shopping online. They must be constantly reminded that online 
shopping is easy, it is cheaper and it offers 24 hour convenience. 

6. Conclusion 
This study has shown that E-Commerce in Soutl~ Africa is grow- 

ing. It is only a privileged few who have the access and purchasing 
power to shop online currently. However, magor strides need to be 
taken to expand the market. This study has been limited in that it has 
not examined the value of business-to-business transactions, and it has 
also not been able to quantify the value of foreign sales against domes- 
tic sales. These issues however, lend themselves to further study. 

South Africa is a rapidly developing country, and with it ICT is 
developing equally rapidly. Making E-Commerce work requires an 
investment from both the public and private sectors. Public, private 
partnerships will aid in driving E-Commerce forward in South Afhca. 
It is evident from the study that organisations need to improve their 
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online customer service, they have to design more effective web sites 
and they need to improve their online security. However, there is an 
obligation on the Government to make infrastructure available to en- 
able e-commerce and to ensure that e-commerce awareness and use is 
promoted. 

E-Commerce and an E-Culture have the potential to change and 
grow as younger generations embrace the technologies and influence 
others to embrace it as well. 
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